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1. INTRODUCTION
Triangulated categories were introduced by Grothendieck and Verdier
in the early sixties as the proper framework for doing homological algebra
in an abelian category. Since then triangulated categories have found
important applications in algebraic geometry, stable homotopy theory, and
representation theory. Our main purpose in this paper is to study a
triangulated category, using relative homological algebra which is devel-
oped inside the triangulated category.
Relative homological algebra has been formulated by Hochschild in
categories of modules and later by Heller and Butler and Horrocks in
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more general categories with a relative abelian structure. Its main theme
consists of a selection of a class of extensions. In triangulated categories
Ž .there is a natural candidate for extensions, namely the distinguished
triangles. Let C be a triangulated category with triangulation D. We
develop a homological algebra in C which parallels the homological
algebra in an exact category in the sense of Quillen, by specifying a class of
triangles E : D which is closed under translations and satisfies the analo-
gous formal properties of a proper class of short exact sequences. We call
such a class of triangles E a proper class of triangles. Two big differences
occur between the homological algebra in a triangulated category and in
an exact category. First, the absolute theory in a triangulated category, i.e.,
if we choose D as a proper class, is trivial. Second, a proper class of
Ž .triangles is uniquely determined by an ideal Ph C of C , which we callE
the ideal of E-phantom maps. This ideal is a homological invariant which
almost always is non-trivial and in a sense controls the homological
behavior of the triangulated category. However, there are non-trivial
examples of phantomless categories. To a large extent the relative homo-
logical behavior of C with respect to E depends on the knowledge of the
structure of E-phantom maps.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the basic defini-
tions about proper classes of triangles and phantom maps in a triangulated
category C. We prove that there exists a bijective correspondence between
proper classes of triangles and special ideals of C , and we discuss briefly
an analogue of Baer’s theory of extensions. In Section 3 we prove that
there exists a bijective correspondence between proper classes of triangles
Ž .in C and Serre subcategories of the category mod C of finitely presented
additive functors C op “ Ab, which are closed under the suspension func-
tor. Using this correspondence, we associate to any proper class of trian-
Ž .gles E in C a uniquely determined abelian category S C , the E-Steen-E
rod category of C. The E-Steenrod category comes equipped with a
Ž .homological functor S: C “ S C , the projecti¤ization functor, which isE
universal for homological functors out of C which annihilate the ideal of
E-phantom maps. The terminology comes from stable homotopy: the
Steenrod category of the stable homotopy category of spectra with respect
to the proper class of triangles induced from the Eilenberg]MacLane
Ž .spectrum corresponding to Zr p is the module category over the mod-p
Ž .Steenrod algebra. We regard S C as an abelian approximation of CE
and the idea is to use it as a tool for transferring information between the
Ž .topological category C and the algebraic category S C . This tool isE
crucial, if the projectivization functor is non-trivial and this happens iff the
proper class of triangles E generates C in an appropriate sense.
In Section 4, fixing a proper class of triangles E in a triangulated
category C , we introduce E-projective objects, E-projective resolutions,
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E-projective and E-global dimension and their duals, and we prove the
Žbasic tools of homological algebra Schanuel’s lemma, horseshoe lemma,
.comparison theorem in this setting. It follows that we can derive additive
functors which behave well with respect to triangles in E. We compare the
homological invariants of C with respect to E with the homological
invariants of its E-Steenrod category, via the projectivization functor.
Finally we study briefly the semisimple and hereditary categories.
In Section 5, we associate with any object A in C the E-phantom and
the E-cellular tower of A, which are crucial for the study of the homologi-
cal invariants of A with respect to E , e.g., the structure of E-phantom
maps out of A and the E-projective dimension of A. Using these towers
we prove our first main result which asserts that the global dimension of C
with respect to E is less than equal to 1 iff the projectivization functor S:
Ž .C “ S C is full and reflects isomorphisms. The proper setting for theE
study of the E-phantom and the E-cellular tower is that of a compactly
w xgenerated triangulated category 55 . In this case homotopy colimits are
defined and we prove that under mild assumptions, any object of C is a
homotopy colimit of its E-cellular tower and the homotopy colimit of its
E-phantom tower is trivial. Finally we study the category of extensions of
E-projective objects, the phantom topology and the phantom filtration of C
Ž .induced by the ideal Ph C , and we compute the E-phantom maps whichE
n Ž .‘‘live forever,’’ i.e. maps in F Ph C , in terms of the E-cellular tower.nG1 E
In Section 6 we associate with any triangulated category C with enough
Ž .E-projectives a new triangulated category D C which we call the E-de-E
Ž .ri¤ed category. Under some mild assumptions D C is realized as a fullE
subcategory of C and is described as the localizing subcategory of C
Ž .generated by the E-projective objects. Moreover, D C is compactlyE
generated and any compactly generated category is of this form. This
construction, which generalizes the construction of the usual derived
category, allows us to prove the existence of total E-deri¤ed functors.
Applying these results to the derived category of a Grothendieck category
w xwith projectives, we generalize results of Spaltenstein 67 , Boekstedt and
w x w x w xNeeman 16 , Keller 42 , and Weibel 71 concerning resolutions of un-
bounded complexes and the structure of the unbounded derived category,
proved in the above papers by using essentially a closed model structure on
the category of complexes.
In Section 7 we prove that the stable category of C modulo E-projec-
tives admits a natural left triangulated structure, which in many cases it is
useful to study.
The results of the first seven sections refer to general proper classes of
triangles in unspecified categories. In Section 8 we study proper classes of
Ž .triangles E X induced by skeletally small subcategories X in a category
C with coproducts. Under a reasonable condition on X we show that the
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Ž .Steenrod category of C with respect to the proper class E X is the
Ž . op Ž .category Mod X of additive functors X “ Ab. We compare the E X -
homological properties of objects of C with the homological properties of
Ž .projective, flat, and injective functors of the category Mod X . Our first
main result in this section shows that if X compactly generates C , then C
Ž . Ž .has enough E X -injective objects in a functorial way and admits E X -in-
w xjective envelopes. This generalizes a result of Krause 50 . Our second
main result shows that if X compactly generates C or if any object of C
Ž .has finite E X -projective dimension, then any coproduct preserving ho-
mological functor from C to a Grothendieck category annihilates the ideal
Ž .of E X -phantom maps. This generalizes results obtained independently
w x w xby Christensen and Strickland 21 and Krause 50 .
Ž . Ž .In Section 9 we characterize the E X -semisimple or E X -phantomless
w xcategories C by a host of conditions, generalizing work of Neeman 54 .
Perhaps the most characteristic is the condition that C is a pure-semisim-
w xple locally finitely presented category 24 ; in particular, C has filtered
w x Žcolimits. Using this and an old result of Heller 34 observed also by
w x.Keller and Neeman 44 , we give necessary conditions for a skeletally
small category D such that the categories of Pro-objects and Ind-objects
over D admit a triangulated structure. These conditions are sufficient for
w xthe existence of a Puppe-triangulated or ‘‘pre-triangulated’’ structure 57
on these categories, in the sense that the octahedral axiom does not
necessarily hold.
In Section 10 we study Brown representation theorems, via the concept
of a representation equivalence functor, i.e., a functor which is full,
Ž .surjective on objects, and reflects isomorphisms. We say that a pair C , X
consisting of a triangulated category with coproducts C and a full skele-
tally small triangulated subcategory X : C satisfies the Brown representabil-
Ž .ity theorem or that C is an E X -Brown category, if the projectivization
Ž .functor of C with respect to E X induces a representation equivalence
between C and the category of cohomological functors over X . Our main
result shows that this happens iff X compactly generates C and any
cohomological functor over X has projective dimension bounded by 1. This
w x w xgeneralizes results of Christensen and Strickland 21 and Neeman 56 .
In Section 11 we study the fundamental concept of purity in a compactly
generated triangulated category which provides a link between representa-
tion-theoretic and homological properties. Motivated by the examples of
the stable homotopy category of spectra, the derived category of a ring,
and the stable module category of a quasi-Frobenius ring, it is natural to
regard a compact object as an analogue of a finitely presented object in a
triangulated category. In this spirit the proper class of triangles induced by
the compact objects are the pure triangles and the resulting theory is the
pure homological algebra of C. In this case the pure Steenrod category of
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Ž b. bC is the module category Mod C , where C denotes the full subcate-
gory of compact objects of C. We give various formulas for the computa-
tion of the pure global dimension and we prove that the pure global
dimension bounds the pure global dimension of a smashing or finite
localization. Our main result characterizes the pure Brown categories as
the pure hereditary ones, and also by a host of equivalent conditions, the
most notable being the fullness of the projectivization functor and the
conditions concerning the behavior of weak colimits. These results are
applied directly to the stable homotopy category, which has pure global
dimension 1. By the results of Section 9, a compactly generated triangu-
lated category is pure semisimple iff its pure Steenrod category is locally
Noetherian. Motivated by the pure homological theory of module cate-
gories, we define a category to be of finite type if its pure Steenrod category
is locally finite. We prove that the phantomless, Brown, or finite type
property is preserved under smashing or finite localization, generalizing
w xresults of Hovey et al. 38 .
ŽIn Section 12 we apply the results of the previous sections mainly about
.purity to derive categories of rings and stable categories of quasi-Frobenius
rings. We compute the pure global dimension for many classes of rings and
Ž .we prove that the derived category D L of a ring L is of finite type iff
Ž op. Ž . Ž op.D L is of finite type iff D L and D L are pure semisimple, so finite
type is a symmetric condition. However, we show that the Brown property
is not symmetric in general. Motivated by the pure homological theory of
module categories we formulate the deri¤ed pure semisimple conjecture,
Ž . Ž .DPSC for short, which asserts that if D L is pure semisimple, then D L
is of finite type. DPSC implies the still open pure semisimple conjecture
asserting that a right pure semisimple ring is of finite representation type.
We prove DPSC for many classes of rings, including Artin algebras. Indeed
we characterize the Artin algebras with pure semisimple derived categories
as the iterated tilted algebras of Dynkin type. We prove that the analogue
of DPSC holds for the stable category of a quasi-Frobenius ring L,
showing that L is representation-finite iff the stable category of L is pure
Ž .semisimple of finite type . The analogue of DPSC in a general compactly
generated triangulated category fails. We prove this by answering in the
w xnegative a seemingly unrelated problem of Roos 64 concerning the
structure of quasi-Frobenius Grothendieck categories. Our results indicate
that finite type is the appropriate notion of ‘‘representation-finiteness,’’ at
least for stable or derived categories. We close the paper by applying the
results of Sections 6 and 7 to derived categories. In particular we obtain
structure results for the unbounded derived category and we generalize
w xresults of Wheeler 72, 73 concerning the structure of the stable derived
category.
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A general convention used in the paper is that composition of mor-
phisms in a category is meant diagramatically: if f : A “ B, g : B “ C are
morphisms, their composition is denoted by f ( g. However, we compose
Ž .functors in the usual anti-diagrammatic order. Our additive categories
admit finite direct sums.
2. PROPER CLASSES OF TRIANGLES
AND PHANTOM MAPS
2.1. Triangulated Categories
Let C be an additive category and S: C “ C an additive functor. We
Ž . Ž .define the category Diag C , S as follows. An object of Diag C , S is a
Ž . Ž .diagram in C of the form A “ B “ C “ S A . A morphism in Diag C , S
f i g i h i Ž .between A “ B “ C “ S A , i s 1, 2, is a triple of morphisms a :i i i i
Ž .A “ A , b : B “ B , g : C “ C , such that the diagram † commutes:1 2 1 2 1 2
f g h1 1 16 6 6 Ž .A B C S A1 1 1 1
6 6 6 6
ga b Ž .S a
f g h2 2 26 6 6 Ž .A B C S A .2 2 2 2
Ž .†
w x Ž .A triangulated category 70 is a triple C , S, D , where C is an additive
category, S: C “ C is an autoequivalence of C , and D is a full subcate-
Ž .gory of Diag C , S which is closed under isomorphisms and satisfies the
following axioms:
Ž .T For any morphism f : A “ B in C , there exists an object1
f g h Ž .A “ B “ C “ S A in D. For any object A g C , the diagram 0 “ A
“1A A “ 0 is in D.
Ž . f g h Ž . g h Ž .T If A “ B “ C “ S A is in D, then B “ C “ S A2
yS Ž f . Ž .“ S B is in D.
Ž . f i g i h i Ž .T If A “ B “ C “ S A , i s 1, 2 are in D, and if there3 i i i i
are morphisms a : A “ A and b : B “ B such that a ( f s f ( b ,1 2 1 2 2 1
Ž .then there exists a morphism g : C “ C such that the diagram † is a1 2
morphism in D.
Ž .T The Octahedral Axiom. For the formulation of this we refer to4
Proposition 2.1.
Ž w x.PROPOSITION 2.1 see also 51 . Let C be an additi¤e category equipped
Ž .with an autoequi¤alence S: C “ C and a class of diagrams D : Diag C , S .
Ž .Suppose that the triple C , S, D satisfies all the axioms of a triangulated
category except possibly of the octahedral axiom. Then the following are
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equi¤alent:
Ž . f g h Ž .i Base Change. For any triangle A “ B “ C “ S A g D
and any morphism « : E “ C, there exists a commutati¤e diagram
s6 6 60 M M 0
6 6 6 6
a d
f 9 g 9 h96 6 6 Ž .A G E S A
6 6 6 6
«5 b 5
f g h6 6 6 Ž .A B C S A
6 6 6 6
g z
s6 6 6Ž . Ž .0 S M S M 0
in which all horizontal and ¤ertical diagrams are triangles in D.
Ž . f g h Ž .ii Cobase Change. For any triangle A “ B “ C “ S A g D
and any morphism a : A “ D, there exists a commutati¤e diagram
s6 6 60 N N 0
6 6 6 6
z d
y1Ž . f gyS hy1 6 6 6Ž .S C A B C
6 6 6 6
a5 b 5
y1Ž . f 9 g 9yS h9y1 6 6 6Ž .S C D F C
6 6 6 6
h q
s6 6 6Ž . Ž .0 S N S N 0
in which all horizontal and ¤ertical diagrams are triangles in D.
Ž .iii Octahedral Axiom. For any two morphisms f : A “ B, f : B “1 2
C there exists a commutati¤e diagram
f g h1 1 16 6 6 Ž .A B X S A
6 6 6 6
f a5 52
f ( f g h1 2 3 36 6 6 Ž .A C Y S A
6 6 6 6
Ž .f 5 b S f1 1
f g h2 2 26 6 6 Ž .B C Z S B
6 6 6 6
Ž .h ( S g0 2 1
s6 6 6Ž . Ž .0 S X S X 0
in which all horizontal and the third ¤ertical diagrams are triangles in D.
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Ž . Ž . f1 f 2 Ž .Proof. i « iii Let A “ B “ C be a diagram in C. By T1
y1Ž . a f 2 y1Ž . f1there are triangles S Z “ B “ C “ Z and S X “ A “ B
“ X in D. Applying base change for the last triangle along a , it is easy to
see that if we arrange properly the resulting diagram, then we obtain an
Ž . Ž . Ž . « z Ž .octahedral diagram as in iii . iii « i If M “ E “ C “ S M is a
triangle, then applying the octahedral axiom to the composition g (z , we
obtain a diagram which if we apply Sy1 and we arrange it properly, we
Ž . Ž . Ž .have a diagram as in i . The proof of ii m iii is similar.
Hence for any triangulated category we may use the above equivalent
forms instead of the octahedral axiom, when it is more convenient.
Ž .Throughout the paper we fix a triangulated category C s C , S, D ; S is
the suspension functor, D is the triangulation, and the elements of D are
Ž . f g h Ž .the triangles of C. A triangle T : A “ B “ C “ S A g D is called
Ž .split if h s 0. Trivially if T is split, then the morphisms f , g induce a
direct sum decomposition B ( A [ C. We denote by D the full subcate-0
gory of D consisting of the split triangles. We call a triangle semi-split if it
is isomorphic to a coproduct of suspensions of triangles of the form
s Ž .A “ A “ 0 “ S A . Any split triangle is semi-split but the converse is
not true.
2.2. Proper Classes of Triangles
A class of triangles E is closed under base change if for any triangle
f g h Ž . Ž .A “ B “ C “ S A g E and any morphism « : E “ C as in i of
f 9 g 9 h9 Ž .Proposition 2.1 the triangle A “ G “ E “ S A belongs to E.
Dually a class of triangles E is closed under cobase change if for any
f g h Ž .triangle A “ B “ C “ S A g E and any morphism a : A “ D as in
Ž . f 9 g 9 h9 Ž .ii of Proposition 2.1 the triangle D “ F “ C “ S D belongs to
E. A class of triangles E is closed under suspensions if for any triangle
f g h Ž . iŽ .A “ B “ C “ S A g E and for any i g Z the triangle S A
Žy1. i S i f iŽ . Žy1. i S i g iŽ . Žy1. i S i h iq1Ž .“ S B “ S C “ S A g E. Finally a class of
triangles E is called saturated if the following condition holds: if in the
situation of base change in Proposition 2.1 the third vertical and the
second horizontal triangle is in E , then the triangle A “f B “g C “h
Ž .S A is in E. An easy consequence of the octahedral axiom is that E is
saturated iff in the situation of cobase change in Proposition 2.1, if the
second vertical and the third horizontal triangle is in E , then the triangle
f g h Ž .A “ B “ C “ S A is in E.
The following concept is inspired from the definition of an exact
w xcategory 61 .
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Ž .DEFINITION 2.2. A full subcategory E : Diag C , S is called a proper
class of triangles if the following conditions are true:
Ž .i E is closed under isomorphisms, finite coproducts, and D :0
E : D.
Ž .ii E is closed under suspensions and is saturated.
Ž .iii E is closed under base and cobase change.
Ž .EXAMPLE 2.3. 1 The class of split triangles D and the class of all0
triangles D in C are proper classes of triangles. If E is a proper class of
op op  4triangles in C then E is a proper class of triangles in C . If E ; i g Ii
is a family of proper classes of triangles, then F E is a proper class ofig I i
 4triangles. If E ; i g I is an increasing chain, then the class of trianglesi
D E is proper.ig I i
Ž .2 Let U: C “ D be an exact functor of triangulated categories and
y1Ž .let E be a proper class of triangles in D. Let F [ U E be the class of
Ž .triangles T in C such that U T g E. Then F is a proper class of triangles
in C.
Ž . Ž .3 Let F: C “ U be a co- homological functor from C to an
Ž .abelian category U. Then we obtain a proper class of triangles E F in C
as follows:
v Ž . Ž .A triangle A “ B “ C “ S A is in E F iff ; i g Z, the
iŽ . iŽ . iŽ .induced sequence 0 “ F A “ F B “ F C “ 0 is exact in U, where
F i s F S i.
Ž . Ž .4 If X : C is a class of objects satisfying S X s X , then we
Ž . opŽ .obtain a proper class of triangles E X , resp. E X , in C as follows:
v
opŽ . Ž . Ž .A triangle A “ B “ C “ S A is in E X , resp. E X , iff
Ž . Ž . Ž .;X g X , the induced sequence 0 “ C X, A “ C X, B “ C X, C “
Ž . Ž . Ž .0, resp. 0 “ C C, X “ C B, X “ C A, X “ 0, is exact in Ab.
Ž .The family of proper classes of triangles in C is easily seen to be a big
Ž . Ž .poset with 0 the class D and 1 the class D , defining E U E m E : E .0 1 2 1 2
2.3. Phantom Maps
In general it is difficult to distinguish the morphisms occurring in a
triangle by a characteristic property. To solve this problem we proceed as
follows.
ŽDEFINITION 2.4. Let E be a class of triangles in C not necessarily
. f g h Ž .proper and let A “ B “ C “ S A be a triangle in E.
Ž .i The morphism f : A “ B is called an E-proper monic.
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Ž .ii The morphism g : B “ C is called an E-proper epic.
Ž . Ž .iii The morphism h: C “ S A is called an E-phantom map.
Ž .The class of E-phantom maps is denoted by Ph C .E
The concept of phantom maps has homotopy-theoretic origin and the
Ž w x.topological terminology is due to A. Heller see 52 . For a justification of
w x Ž .the definition see Section 3 and 52 . Let Ph A, B be the set of allE
n Ž .E-phantom maps from A to B and let Ph A, B be the set of all mapsE
from A to B which can be written as a composition of nE-phantom maps.
n Ž . n Ž .We set Ph C s D Ph A, B .E A, B g C E
Ž .We recall that an ideal of C is an additive subfunctor of C y, y . An
nŽ .ideal I of C is called S-stable if f g I m S f g I, ;n g Z. If I is a
S-stable ideal of C , then define a class of triangles E in C as follows.I
f g h Ž . Ž Ž ..The triangle A “ B “ C “ S A g E if h g I C, S A . A S-sta-I
ble ideal I in C is called saturated, if the following condition is true: if f
is E -proper epic and f (s g I then s g I. By the octahedral axiom thisI
is equivalent to the condition that if g is an E -proper monic andI
r ( g g I then r g I. Trivially if E is a proper class of triangles, then
n Ž .Ph C is a S-stable saturated ideal of C , ;n G 1. Conversely if I is aE
S-stable saturated ideal, then the class of triangles E is proper and weI
Ž .have the relations: Ph C s I and E s E. We collect these obser-E Ph ŽC .I E
vations in the following.
PROPOSITION 2.5. The map F: I ‹ E is a poset isomorphism betweenI
the poset of S-stable saturated ideals of C and the poset of proper classes of
Ž . Ž . Ž .triangles in C , with in¤erse gi¤en by C: E ‹ Ph C , e. g., C D s C y, yE
Ž .and C D s 0.0
Ž .It follows that E is a proper class of triangles in C iff Ph C is aE
S-stable saturated ideal of C. This indicates an analogy between the
homological theory in C based on proper classes of triangles and the
w xformulation by Butler and Horrocks 18 of relative homology in an abelian
category, based on subfunctors of E xt.
2.4. Baer ’s Theory
Ž . f gLet E be a proper class of triangles in C and let T : A “ B “ C
h Ž . Ž .“ S A be a triangle in E. We call h: C “ S A the characteristic class
Ž . Ž .of T , and usually we denote it by ch T s h. Let A, C be two objects of
Ž . f g h Ž .C and consider the class E* C, A of all triangles A “ B “ C “ S A
Ž . Ž . f i g iin E. We define a relation in E* C, A as follows. If T : A “ B “ Ci i
h i Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .“ S A , i s 1, 2, are elements of E* C, A , then we define T ; T1 2
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if there exists a morphism of triangles
f g h1 1 16 6 6 Ž .A B C S A1
6 6 6 6
5 b 5 5
f g h2 2 26 6 6 Ž .A B C S A .2
Obviously b is an isomorphism and ; is an equivalence relation on the
Ž .class E* C, A . Using base and cobase change, it is easy to see that we can
Ž .define as in the case of the classical Baer’s theory in an abelian category
Ž . Ž . Ž .a sum in the class E C, A [ E* C, A r; in such a way that E C, A
Ž . opbecomes an abelian group and E y, y : C = C “ Ab an additive
bifunctor. Trivially we have the following.
Ž .COROLLARY 2.6. ch is an isomorphism of bifunctors: E y, y “
Ž .Ph y, Sy .E
3. THE FREYD AND STEENROD CATEGORY OF A
TRIANGULATED CATEGORY
3.1. The Freyd Category
Let C be an additive category. We recall that an additive functor F:
C op “ Ab is called finitely presented if there exists an exact sequence
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .C y, A “ C y, B “ F “ 0. We denote by A C or mod C the cate-
gory of finitely presented functors and we call it the Freyd category of C.
Ž .The Yoneda embedding is denoted by Y: C ¤ A C . We define also the
Ž . Ž op.op Ž . Ž op.opFreyd category B C to be A C , so B C s mod C is the dual
of the category of finitely presented covariant functors over C. The
op Ž .corresponding Yoneda embedding is denoted by Y : C ¤ B C . The
Ž . Ž .category A C , resp. B C , has cokernels, resp. kernels, and the functor
Y, resp. Yop, has the universal property that any additive functor F:
C “ M where M has cokernels, resp. kernels, admits a unique cokernel,
resp. kernel, preserving extension through Y, resp. Yop. We recall that a
morphism f : A “ B is a weak kernel of g : B “ C, if the sequence of
Ž . YŽ f . Ž . YŽ g . Ž .functors Y A “ Y B “ Y C is exact. The notion of a weak
w x Ž .cokernel is defined dually. By results of Freyd 29 , the category A C ,
Ž .resp. B C , is abelian iff any morphism in C has a weak kernel, resp.
weak cokernel. In this case Y, resp. Yop, embeds C as a class of projective,
Ž . Ž .resp. injective, objects in A C , resp. B C , containing enough projective,
resp. injective, objects.
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We recall that an abelian category A is called Frobenius if A has
enough projectives, enough injectives, and the projectives coincide with the
w xinjectives. By results of Freyd 29 , for any triangulated category C , the
Ž .category A C is Frobenius abelian and the Yoneda embedding Y: C ¤
Ž . Ž .A C realizes C as a class of projective]injective objects in A C , contain-
ing both enough projectives and injectives. Moreover there exists a unique
Ž . f Ž . opequivalence D: A C “ B C such that DY s Y . It follows that any
Ž .object F in A C has a description as a kernel, image, or cokernel of a
morphism between representable functors. The Freyd category is the
uni¤ersal homological category of C in the sense that Y is a homological
functor and if F: C “ K is a homological functor to an abelian category
Ž .K, then there exists a unique exact functor F*: A C “ K such that
F*Y s F. Note that if idempotents split in C , then Y induces an equiva-
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..lence C f Proj A C s Inj A C .
3.2. The Steenrod Category
Let C be a triangulated category and let I be a class of morphisms in
Ž . Ž .C. We denote by A I the full subcategory of A C consisting of all
Ž . Ž .functors of the form Im Y h , for h g I. Similarly let B I be the full
Ž . opŽ .subcategory of B C consisting of all functors of the form Im Y h .
Ž .Trivially the suspension S of C extends to an automorphism of A C and
Ž . Ž . Ž .B C , denoted also by S. A full subcategory U of A C or B C is called
S-stable if U is closed under S.
THEOREM 3.1. The following statements are equi¤alent.
Ž .i I is a S-stable saturated ideal of C.
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii A I is a S-stable Serre subcategory of A C .
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii B I is a S-stable Serre subcategory of B C .
Ž . f Ž .If one of the abo¤e is true, then there is an equi¤alence A I “ B I
Ž . Ž . f Ž . Ž .which induces an equi¤alence A C rA I “ B C rB I in the localiza-
tions.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. ii « i Let A C rA I be the quotient category and let Q:
Ž . Ž . Ž .A C “ A C rA I be the exact quotient functor. Then the composition
S s QY is a homological functor and it is easy to see that the kernel idealI
ker S s I. Then obviously I is a S-stable saturated ideal of C.I
Ž . Ž .i « ii Assume that I is a S-stable saturated ideal of C. Then
Ž . Ž .A I is a S-stable full subcategory of A C . Let b : G “ H be an
Ž . Ž .epimorphism in A C with G g A I . Then there exists a morphism m:
Ž .B “ K in I such that Im Y m s G and a morphism n : D “ L such that
Ž . Ž . Ž .Im Y n s H. Let Y m s r (k and Y n s s ( l be the canonical factor-
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Ž . Ž . Ž .izations of Y m and Y n . Since b is epic and Y D is projective, there
Ž .exists v : Y D “ G such that v ( b s s . Similarly since r is epic, there
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .exists a morphism Y e : Y D “ Y B such that Y e ( r s v. Hence
Ž . Ž .Y e ( r ( b s s . On the other hand, since Y L is injective, there exists a
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .morphism Y d : Y K “ Y L such that k (Y d s b ( l. Then
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Y e (Y m (Y d s Y e ( r ( b ( l s s ( l s Y n . Hence e (m(d s n .
Ž . Ž .Since m g I, it follows that n g I. Hence H g A I and A I is closed
Ž .under quotient objects. The proof that A I is closed under subobjects is
Ž .dual and is left to the reader. It remains to prove that A I is closed
under extensions. Let 0 “ F “a F “b F “ 0 be a short exact se-1 2 3
Ž . Ž . f i g i Ž .quence in A C with F , F g A I . Let A “ B “ C “ S A be1 3 i i i i
Ž . Ž .triangles in C such that F s Im Y g and g , g g I, i s 1, 3. Let Y gi i 1 3 i
Ž .s r (s be the canonical factorizations. Since Y B is projective, therei i 3
Ž . Ž .exists j : Y B “ F such that j ( b s r . Since Y C is injective there3 2 3 1
Ž .exists v : F “ Y C such that a ( v s s . It is easy to see that F is the2 1 1 2
Ž .image of the morphism Y g , where2
g 01g s : B [ B “ C [ C2 1 3 1 3t gž /3
Ž .and t : B “ C is the unique morphism such that Y t s j ( v. Hence it3 1
Ž .suffices to show that g or equivalently t is in I. Since Y f ( r s2 3 3
Ž . Ž .Y f (j ( b s 0, there exists a morphism k : Y A “ F such that3 3 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Y f (j s k ( a . Since Y A is projective, there exists l: Y A “ Y B3 3 3 1
Ž . Ž .such that l( r s k . Then Y f (j s l( r ( a ; hence Y f (j ( v s1 3 1 3
Ž . Ž .l( r ( a ( v s l( r (s s l(Y g . Since l is of the form Y m , it1 1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .follows that Y f (j ( v s Y f (Y t s Y m( g « f (t s m( g .3 3 1 3 1
Since g is in I, it follows that f (t g I. But f is E -epic. Since I is1 3 3 I
Ž . Ž .saturated, we have t g I. We conclude that F g A I and A I is2
closed under extensions.
Ž . Ž .The proof of i m iii is similar and is left to the reader. Finally it
Ž . Ž .is easy to see that the equivalence D: A C “ B C defined by
Ž Ž .. opŽ . Ž . Ž .D Coker Y f s Ker Y f sends A I to B I , so it induces an
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .equivalence A C rA I f B C rB I .
Ž Ž ..COROLLARY 3.2. The map E ‹ A Ph C gi¤es a bijection betweenE
Ž .proper classes of triangles in C and S-stable Serre subcategories of A C , with
Ž .the in¤erse the map U ‹ E F , where F is the homological functorU U
Ž . Ž .C “ A C “ A C rU.
DEFINITION 3.3. Let E be a proper class of triangles in C. The
Steenrod category, resp. dual Steenrod category, of C with respect to E is
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defined by
S C [ A C rA Ph C , resp. S op C [ B C rB Ph CŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .E E E E
Ž .where Ph C is the S-stable saturated ideal of E-phantom maps.E
Ž . opŽ .The canonical functor S: C “ S C , resp. T: C “ S C , given byE E
Ž . opthe composition of the Yoneda embedding Y: C “ A C , resp. Y :
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..C “ B C , and the quotient functor A C “ A C rA Ph C , resp.E
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..B C “ B C rB Ph C , is called the projecti¤ization functor, resp.E
injecti¤ization functor.
We refer to the next section for the justification of the above definition.
The following result summarizes the above observations and explains the
terminology for the phantom maps, since these maps are precisely the
maps which are invisible in the Steenrod category.
THEOREM 3.4. Let E be a proper class of triangles in C. Then the
Ž .Steenrod category S C is abelian and the projecti¤ization functor S:E
Ž . Ž .C “ S C is a homological functor ha¤ing the property that S f s 0,E
Ž . Ž Ž ..;f g Ph C . Moreo¤er the pair S, S C has the following uni¤ersalE E
property.
v If H: C “ M is a homological functor to an abelian category M such
Ž . Ž .that H f s 0, ;f g Ph C , then there exists a unique exact functor H*:E
Ž .S C “ M such that H*S s H.E
Ž .Proof. It suffices to prove only the universal property. Let H9: A C
“ M be the unique exact functor which extends uniquely H through Y.
Since H kills E-phantom maps, H9 kills objects of the Serre subcategory
Ž Ž .. Ž .A Ph C , so there exists a unique exact functor H*: S C “ M suchE E
that H*Q s H9. Then H*S s H*QY s H9Y s H and H* is the unique
exact functor with this property.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Observe that S C s 0 and S C s A C . By the above theorem,D D 0
Ž . f opŽ .there exists an equivalence D: S C “ S C such that DS s T. WeE E
leave to the reader to formulate the above result for the dual Steenrod
opŽ .category S C and the injectivization functor T.E
We regard the Steenrod category as an abelian approximation of C. So
Ž .it is useful to know when the projectivization functor S: C “ S C isE
non-trivial.
DEFINITION 3.5. The proper class of triangles E generates C if the
Ž . Ž .projectivization functor S: C “ S C reflects zero objects, i.e., S A sE
0 « A s 0.
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Ž .We recall that the Jacobson radical Jac C of an additive category C is
Ž .Ž . the ideal in C defined by Jac C A, B s f : A “ B; ;g : B “ A, the
4morphism 1 y f ( g is invertible . If F is an additive functor, we denoteA
Ž . Ž .by ker F , resp. Ker F , the ideal of morphisms, resp. the full subcategory
of objects, annihilated by F. If I is a S-stable ideal of C , let S :I
Ž . Ž .C “ A C rA I be the canonical functor, i.e., the composition of Y:
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .C ¤ A C and the quotient functor A C “ A C rA I .
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.6. ker S s I. Moreo¤er I : Jac C iff Ker S s 0.I I
Ž . Ž .Proof. The first assertion is trivial. If I : Jac C and S A s 0, thenI
Ž . Ž .obviously 1 g I : Jac C ; hence A s 0. Conversely if Ker S s 0 andA I
f : A “ B is in I, let g : B “ A be any morphism and let a [ 1 y f ( g.A
Ž . Ž . a Ž .Then trivially S a s S 1 . If A “ A “ C “ S A is a triangle inI I A
Ž .C , then S C s 0; hence C s 0. It follows that a is invertible and thisI
Ž .implies that f g Jac C .
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 3.7. E generates C iff Ph C : Jac C .E
4. PROJECTIVE OBJECTS, RESOLUTIONS,
AND DERIVED FUNCTORS
We fix throughout a proper class of triangles E in the triangulated
category C.
4.1. Projecti¤e Objects and Global Dimension
DEFINITION 4.1. An object P g C , resp. I g C , is called E-projecti¤e,
Ž .resp. E-injecti¤e, if for any triangle A “ B “ C “ S A in E , the in-
Ž . Ž . Ž .duced sequence 0 “ C P, A “ C P, B “ C P, C “ 0, resp. 0 “
Ž . Ž . Ž .C C, I “ C B, I “ C A, I “ 0, is exact in Ab.
Ž . Ž Ž .. ŽWe denote by P E I E the full subcategory of E-projective E-in-
.jective objects of C. As an immediate consequence of the above defini-
Ž . Ž .tion we have that the categories P E and I E are full, additive, closed
Ž Ž .. Ž .under isomorphisms, direct summands, and S-stable, i.e., S P E s P E
Ž Ž .. Ž .and S I E s I E .
We say that C has enough E-projecti¤es if for any object A g C there
h Ž . Ž .exists a triangle K “ P “ A “ S K in E with P g P E . Observe that
in this case h is a weakly uni¤ersal E-phantom map out of A in the sense
that any E-phantom map h9: A “ B factors through h in a not necessarily
unique way. Dually one defines when C has enough E-injecti¤es. We study
only the case of E-projectives since the study of the E-injectives is dual.
However, we use freely the dual results when it is necessary. Note that an
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equivalent formulation of the setup of a proper class of triangles in C such
that C has enough E-projectives is that of a projective class of morphisms
w x w xin C in the sense of Eilenberg and Moore 26 ; see 19 .
w xWe recall that a full subcategory X : C is called contra¤ariantly finite 6
if for any A g C there exists a morphism f : X “ A with X g X , such
that any morphism g : X 9 “ A with X 9 g X factors through f. The
following result is a direct consequence of the definitions and its proof is
left to the reader.
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4.2. i ; P g P E : Ph P , y s 0 and ; I gE
Ž . Ž .I E : Ph y, I s 0.E
Ž .ii If C has enough E-projecti¤es, then E generates C iff A g C and
Ž . Ž .C P, A s 0, ;P g P E , implies A s 0.
Ž . Ž .iii C has enough E-projecti¤es iff P E is contra¤ariantly finite. In
Ž Ž .. Ž .this case, E s E P E ; i.e., a triangle D “ F “ C “ S D is in E iff
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .;P g P E the induced sequence 0 “ C P, D “ C P, F “ C P, C “
Ž .0 is exact. Moreo¤er a morphism f : A “ B is E-phantom iff C P, f s 0,
Ž . Ž . Ž .;P g P E . Further ;A g C : A g P E iff Ph A, y s 0.E
Ž .iv Let P be a full additi¤e contra¤ariantly finite subcategory of C ,
Ž . Ž Ž ..closed under direct summands such that S P s P. Then P s P E P .
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 4.3. The maps P ‹ E P , E ‹ P E are in¤erse bijec-
tions between contra¤ariantly finite S-stable additi¤e subcategories of C closed
under direct summands and proper classes of triangles E in C such that C
has enough E-projecti¤es.
Ž . f i g i h i Ž .PROPOSITION 4.4 Schanuel’s lemma . If K “ P “ A “ S Ki i i
Ž .are triangles in E with P g P E , i s 1, 2, then K [ P ( K [ P .i 1 2 2 1
Proof. Consider the octahedral diagram induced from the composition
g ( h :1 2
Ž .g h yS f1 1 16 6 6Ž . Ž .P A S K S P1 1 1
6 6 6 6
h5 52
g ( h1 2 6 6 6Ž . Ž .P S K X S P1 2 1
6 6 6 6
g 51
Ž . Ž .h yS f yS g2 2 26 6 6Ž . Ž . Ž .A S K S P S A2 2
6 6 6 6
Ž . Ž .yS g ( S h0 2 1
s2 26 6 6Ž . Ž .0 S K S K 0 .1 1
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Ž .Since h , h are E-phantoms and P , S P are E-projectives, we have1 2 1 2
g ( h s 0 and g ( h s 0. Hence the second horizontal and the third1 2 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .vertical triangles are split. So X ( S K [ S P ( S K [ S P «2 1 1 2
K [ P ( K [ P .2 1 1 2
Ž . Ž .If K “ P “ A “ S K is in E with P in P E , then we call the object
K a first E-syzygy of A. An nth E-syzygy of A is defined as usual by
induction. By Schanuel’s lemma any two E-syzygies of A are isomorphic
modulo E-projectives.
We define inductively the E-projecti¤e dimension E-p.d A of an object
Ž .A g C as follows. If A g P E then E-p.d A s 0. Next if E-p.d A ) 0
Ž .define E-p.d A F n if there exists a triangle K “ P “ A “ S K in E
Ž .with P g P E and E-p.d K F n y 1. Finally define E-p.d A s n if E-
p.d A F n and E-p.d A g n y 1. Of course we set E-p.d A s ‘, if E-
p.d A / n, ;n G 0. The E-global dimension E-gl.dim C of C is defined by
 4E-gl.dim C s sup E-p.d A; A g C .
EXAMPLE 4.5. ;C / 0 : D-p.d C s ‘, so if 0 / C : D-gl.dim C s ‘. On
the other extreme D -gl.dim C s 0.0
The following is proved using standard arguments.
Ž . PROPOSITION 4.6. i ;A, B g C : E-p.d A [ B s max E-p.d A, E-
4p.d B .
Ž . nŽ .ii ;A g C , ;n g Z : E-p.d A s E-p.dÝ A .
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii Let A “ P “ B “ S A be a triangle in E with P g P E . Then
Ž .either B g P E or else E-p.d A s E-p.d B y 1.
4.2. Resolutions and Deri¤ed Functors
DEFINITION 4.7. An E-exact complex X v “ A over A g C is a diagram
??? “ X nq1 “d nq 1 X n “ ??? “ X 1 “d1 X 0 “d 0 A “ 0 in C , such that
;n G 0:
Ž . nq1 g n n f n n hn Ž nq1.i There are triangles K “ X “ K “ S K in E ,
where K 0 [ A.
Ž . n n ny1 0 0ii The differential d s f ( g , ;n G 1 and d s f .
An E-projecti¤e resolution of A g C is an E-exact complex P v “ A as
n Ž .above such that P g P E , ;n G 0.
The next result gives a useful characterization of an E-projective resolu-
tion.
PROPOSITION 4.8. Assume that C has enough E-projecti¤es and consider
v 1 d1 0 d 0 n Ž .a complex P : ??? “ P “ P “ A “ 0 in C with P g P E , ;n G 0.
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v Ž v.Then P is an E-projecti¤e resolution of A iff the induced complex C Q, P
Ž .is exact, ;Q g P E .
Ž v.Proof. Assume that the induced complex C Q, P is exact in Ab,
Ž . 0 0 Ž . 1 g 0 0 f 0 h0 Ž 1.;Q g P E . Set f [ d and let T : K “ P “ A “ S K be a0
Ž 0. Ž 0. Ž .triangle in C. Since C Q, f is epic, we have C Q, h s 0, ;Q g P E .
0 Ž .By Lemma 4.2 it follows that h is E-phantom; hence T is in E. Since0
d1 ( f 0 s 0, there exists a morphism f 1: P1 “ K 1 such that f 1 ( g 0 s d1.
Ž 1. Ž . 2 g 1 1 f 1 1 h1It follows easily that C Q, f is epic. Let T : K “ P “ K “1
Ž 2 . Ž .S K be a triangle in C. As above we have that T is in E. Since1
2 1 2 1 0 Ž Ž . 2 1. Ž Ž . 0.d ( d s d ( f ( g s 0, we have C P E , d ( f ( C P E , g s 0.
Ž Ž . 0. Ž Ž . 2 1.Since C P E , g is monic, we have C P E , d ( f s 0; hence by
2 1 2 Ž .Lemma 4.2, d ( f is E-phantom. Since P g P E , by Lemma 4.2, we
have d2 ( f 1 s 0. So there exists a morphism f 2: P 2 “ K 2 such that
d2 s f 2 ( g1. Continuing inductively in this way we see that P v is an
E-projective resolution of A. The converse is trivial.
COROLLARY 4.9. Let 0 “ P n “ P ny1 “ ??? “ P 0 “ A “ 0 be E-i i i i
projecti¤e resolutions of A , i s 1, 2. If A ( A , then P 0 [ P1 [ P 2 [ ???i 1 2 1 2 1
( P 0 [ P1 [ P 2 ??? .2 1 2
From now on we assume that C has enough E-projectives. For any
object A g C we fix an E-projective resolution of A
« nq1 « 1 f 0A A A
v nq1 n 1 06 6 6P ??? “ P P “ ??? “ P P A “ 0A A A A A
which, by definition, is the ‘‘Yoneda composition’’ of triangles
g n f n hnA A An nq1 n n nq16 6 6T K P K Ý K g EŽ .A A A A A
n Ž . 0with P g P E , ;n G 0 and where K [ A. Using standard argumentsA A
from relative homological algebra, one can prove a version of the compari-
w xson theorem 68 for E-projective resolutions, the obvious formulation of
which is left to the reader. It follows that any two E-projective resolutions
of an object are homotopy equivalent. Using Schanuel’s lemma and the
above observations we have the following consequence.
COROLLARY 4.10. E-p.d A F n iff there exists an E-projecti¤e resolution
of A of the form 0 “ P n “ ??? “ P1 “ P 0 “ A “ 0.
Ž . Ž . a b gPROPOSITION 4.11 horseshoe lemma . Let T : A “ B “ C “
Ž . vŽ .S A be a triangle in E. Then there are E-projecti¤e resolutions P A ,
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vŽ . vŽ .P B , and P C of A, B, and C, respecti¤ely, and a commutati¤e diagram
pv qv 0
v v v v
6 6 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..P A P B P C S P A
6 6 6 6
b ga 6 6 6 Ž .A B C S A
nŽ . p n nŽ . q n nŽ . 0 Ž nŽ ..such that P A “ P B “ P C “ S P A is a split triangle,
;n G 0. Such a diagram is called an E-projective resolution of the triangle
Ž .T .
Proof. Let f 0: P 0 “ A and f 0: P 0 “ C be E-proper epics withA A C C
0 0 Ž . 0P , P g P E . Since g is E-phantom, f (g s 0. Using that S is anA C C
Ž w x.automorphism and a result of Verdier see 71, p. 378 , the commutative
square on the top left corner below is embedded in a diagram
Ž . Ž .yS p S q00 0 0 06 6 6Ž . Ž . Ž .P S P S P S PC A B C
6 6 6 6
0 0 0 0Ž . Ž . Ž .f yS f yS f S fC A B C
Ž .g Ž . yS byS a6 6 6Ž . Ž . Ž .C S A S B S C
6 6 6 6
0 0 0 0Ž . Ž . Ž .h yS h yS h S hC A B C
2 2Ž . Ž .yS f S c Ž .S v1 2 1 2 1 2 16 6 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .S K S K S K S KC A B C
6 6 6 6
0 2 0 2 0 2 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .yS g S g S g yS gC A B C
2 2Ž . Ž .yS p S q00 2 0 2 0 2 06 6 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .S P S P S P S PC A B C
which is commutative except the lower right square which anticommutes
and where the rows and columns are triangles. Then we have the following
commutative diagram in which the first three vertical and horizontal
diagrams are triangles:
yc yfv1 1 1 16 6 6 Ž .K K K S KA B C A
6 6 6 6
0 0 0 0Ž .g g g S gA B C A
p q 00 0 0 06 6 6 Ž .P P P S PA B C A
6 6 6 6
0 0 0 0Ž .f f f S fA B C A
b ga 6 6 6 Ž .A B C S A
6 6 6 6
0 0 0 0Ž .h h h S hA B C A
Ž . Ž .yS c Ž . yS fS v1 1 1 16 6 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .S K S K S K S K .A B C A
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0 Ž .Since the second horizontal triangle is split, we have that P is in P E .B
Ž .Applying to the above diagram the homological functor C P, y , ;P g
Ž . Ž 1 .P E , a simple diagram chasing argument shows that 0 “ C P, K “A
Ž 1 . Ž 1 .C P, K “ C P, K “ 0 is exact. By Lemma 4.2, the first horizontalB C
triangle is in E. Similarly the second vertical triangle is in E. Inductively
the above procedure completes the proof.
Let F: C “ A and G: C op “ A be additive functors, where A is an
abelian category. Then we define the E-deri¤ed functors
L EF : C “ A and R n G: C op “ A, n G 0n E
of F and G with respect to E , as follows. Let P v “ C be an E-projective
E Ž .resolution of C g C. Then define L F C to be the nth-homology of then
Ž v. n Ž .induced complex F P and R G C to be the nth-cohomology of theE
Ž v.induced complex G P . In particular ;C g C , we define the E-extension
n Ž .functors E xt y, C byE
E xt n y, C [ R n C y, C : C op “ Ab , ;n G 0.Ž . Ž .E E
By the comparison theorem the above E-derived functors are well defined.
Ž .COROLLARY 4.12. Let A “ B “ C “ S A be in E. If F: C “ A and
G: C op “ A are additi¤e functors where A is abelian, then we ha¤e exact
sequences
??? “ L EF C “ L EF A “ L EF B “ L EF C “ 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 0 0 0
0 “ R 0 G C “ R 0 G B “ R 0 G A “ R1 G C “ ???Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .E E E E
In particular for any X g C we ha¤e a long exact sequence
0 “ E xt 0 C , X “ E xt 0 B , X “ E xt 0 A , X “ E xt1 C , X “ ??? .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .E E E E
Proof. Applying F and G to the E-projective resolution of the triangle
Ž .as in Proposition 4.11 and taking co- homology, we get the desired exact
sequences.
The easy proof of the following is left to the reader.
COROLLARY 4.13. Let F: C “ A, resp. G: C op “ A, be a homological,
resp. cohomological, functor where A is abelian. Then the natural morphism
L EF “ F, resp. G “ R 0 G, is an isomorphism iff F, resp. G, kills E-phan-0 E
tom maps.
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4.3. Projecti¤ely Generating Proper Classes
DEFINITION 4.14. A proper class of triangles E in C projecti¤ely gener-
ates C , if E generates C and C has enough E-projectives. A full
subcategory G : C is called a generating subcategory of C , if G is S-stable
Ž .and ;A g C : C G, A s 0 « A s 0.
By Lemma 4.2, we have the following.
Ž .COROLLARY 4.15. The map E ‹ P E is a bijection between projecti¤ely
generating proper classes of triangles in C and contra¤ariantly finite generating
subcategories of C closed under direct summands. The in¤erse is gi¤en by
Ž .P ‹ E P .
Ž .Remark 4.16. Obviously C has enough D-projectives and P D s 0.
Ž .Conversely if C has enough E-projectives and P E s 0, then E s
Ž Ž .. Ž .E P E s E 0 s D. If C / 0, then D is not projectively generating.
Ž .Similarly C has enough D -projectives and P D s C. Conversely if C0 0
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .has enough E-projectives and P E s C , then E s E P E s E C s
D . D is always projectively generating.0 0
w xThe next result, proved independently by Christensen 19 , shows that if
E projectively generates C , then the E-projective dimension is controlled
by the vanishing of the E-extension functors.
PROPOSITION 4.17. If E projecti¤ely generates C , then ;A g C , ;n G 0:
E-p.d A F n m E xt nq1 A , y s 0.Ž .E
Ž . nProof. It suffices to prove the ¥ direction. Consider the triangles TA
and the resolution P v after Corollary 4.9. Since the cohomology of theA
Ž n . Ž nq1 . Ž nq2 . nq1Ž .short complex C P , y “ C P , y “ C P , y is E xt A, yA A A E
s 0, the morphism f nq1: P nq1 “ K nq1 factors through « nq1. HenceA A A A
« nq1 ( a s f nq1 ( g n ( a s f nq1, for some a : P n “ K nq1. Applying theA A A A A A
Ž . Ž . Ž nq1.functor C P, y , ;P g P E , to this relation and using that C P, f isA
Ž n . Ž . Ž Ž n..nq 1epic, we have that C P, g ( C P, a s 1 , so C P, a , f :A C ŽP , K . AA
Ž n. Ž nq1 n. n nq1 nC P, P ( C P, K [ K . Since E generates C , P ( K [ K . ItA A A A A A
n Ž .follows that K g P E or equivalently E-p.d A F n.A
4.4. The Cartan Morphism
Assume that C has split idempotents and is skeletally small; i.e., the
Ž .collection of isoclasses of objects of C , denoted henceforth by Iso C , is a
Ž .set. The Grothendieck group K C , E of C with respect to E is defined as0
Ž .the quotient of the free abelian group on Iso C , modulo the subgroup
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .generated by all elements A y B q C , where A “ B “ C “ S A
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Ž .is a triangle in E. If E s D, then K C , D is the usual group defined by0
Ž . Ž .Grothendieck. If E s D , then K C , D is the group K C , [ of the0 0 0 0
Ž .monoidal category C , [ . Observe that we have canonical epimorphisms
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .K C , D “ K C , E and K C , E “ K C , D . In case C has enough0 0 0 0 0
Ž Ž . .E-projectives, then we define the Cartan morphism c : K P E , [ “E 0
Ž . Žw x. w xK C , E by c P s P .0 E
PROPOSITION 4.18. If ;C g C : E-p.d C - ‘, then c is an isomor-E
phism.
Proof. We construct an inverse of c as follows. Let 0 “ P “ ??? “E n
P 0 “ A “ 0 be an E-projective resolution of A g C. Using Schanuel’s
w xand horseshoe lemma it follows directly that the assignment A “
n Ž . iw i x Ž . Ž Ž . .Ý y1 P is a well defined morphism d : K C , E “ K P E , [ .is0 E 0 0
Clearly d is the inverse of c .E E
4.5. The Steenrod Categories
Ž .Let F: C “ K be a homological functor, where K is abelian. Let E F
w xbe the proper class of triangles in C induced by F. Following Street 68 ,
Ž .an object P g C is called F-projecti¤e if F P is projective in K and
Ž . w Ž . Ž .x;A g C , the canonical map C P, A “ K F P , F A is an isomor-
Ž .phism. Let P F be the full subcategory of F-projectives. C has enough
Ž .F-projecti¤es if ;A g C there exists a triangle K “ P “ A “ S K g
Ž . Ž .E F with P g P F . It is trivial to see that if C has enough F-projec-
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .tives, then C has enough E F -projectives and P E F s P F . The
next result shows that if C has enough E-projectives for a proper class of
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .triangles E , then E s E S and P E S s P S , where S is the projec-
tivization functor. It follows that in this case, our formulation of relative
w xhomology in C is equivalent to the theory developed by Street in 68 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 4.19. ;P g P E , S P g Proj S C and ;A g C , theE
Ž . Ž .w Ž . Ž .xcanonical map S : C P, A “ S C S P , S A is an isomorphism.P , A E
Ž . Ž .Hence S induces a full embedding P E ¤ Proj S C . If C has enoughE
E-projecti¤es, then:
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..i S C is equi¤alent to A P E and S is isomorphic to theE
Ž . < Ž .restriction A ‹ C y, A . In particular S C has enough projecti¤esP ŽE . E
Ž .and E s E S .
Ž . Ž . Ž . f Ž .ii If idempotents split in P E , then S: P E “ Proj S C .E
Ž . viii A complex P “ A o¤er A is an E-projecti¤e resolution of A iff
Ž v. Ž . Ž . Ž .S P “ S A is a projecti¤e resolution of S A in S C .E
Ž .Proof. Since the kernel ideal of the functor S is Ph C , it follows thatE
Ž . Ž . Ž .S is injective, since Ph P, A s 0, ;P g P E . Now let a : S P “P , A E
Ž . Ž . Ž .S A be a morphism in S C . Since S s QY, where Q: A C “E
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Ž . Ž Ž ..A C rA Ph C is the quotient functor, a is represented by a fractionE
Ž . s f Ž . Ž Ž ..Y P ⁄ F “ Y A , where s has kernel and cokernel in A Ph C . LetE
Ž .j : Y P “ G be the cokernel of s. Then G is the image of a morphism
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Y h : Y C “ Y D , where h is an E-phantom map; let Y h s e ( i be
Ž . Ž .the canonical factorization. Then there exists a morphism Y f : Y P “
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Y C such that Y f (e s j . Then j ( i s Y f (e ( i s Y f ( h . Since h
is E-phantom and P is E-projective, f ( h s 0. Hence j s 0 and s is split
Ž .epic. Let s9: Y P “ F be a morphism such that s9( s s 1 . Then s9( fYŽP .
Ž . Ž . Ž .is of the form Y a 9 for a 9: P “ A. Trivially S a 9 s Q s9( f s a .
Ž .Hence S is surjective. The proof that S P is projective is similar and isP , A
left to the reader.
Ž . Ž .i One can prove this by using the universal property of S C .E
Here is a quick proof. Since C has enough E-projectives, the subcategory
Ž . w xP E is contravariantly finite in C. By 13 , there exists a short exact
Ž Ž .. Ž . R Ž Ž ..sequence of abelian categories 0 “ A CrP E “ A C “ A P E “
Ž .0, where CrP E is the stable category of C modulo the full subcategory
Ž . <P E and R is the restriction functor F ‹ F . It is easy to see thatP ŽE .
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .A CrP E is equivalent to A Ph C so by Definition 3.3, S C isE E
Ž Ž .. Ž .equivalent to A P E . In particular S C has enough projectives. PartE
Ž . w x Ž . Ž .ii follows from 28 and part iii follows from i .
The above result explains the terminology for the projectivization func-
tor. The next example explains the terminology for the Steenrod category.
w xEXAMPLE 4.20. Let C be the stable homotopy category of spectra 51
 nŽ Ž Ž ... 4and consider the full subcategory X s S K Zr p ; n g Z , where
Ž Ž .. Ž .K Zr p is the Eilenberg]MacLane spectrum corresponding to Zr p .
Ž .opThen the Steenrod category S C of C with respect to the properE ŽX .
opŽ .class of triangles E X is equivalent to the category of modules over the
w xmod-p Steenrod algebra; see 74 for details.
The description of the Steenrod category in Proposition 4.19 allows us to
give a formula for the derived functors of an additive functor F: C “ M ,
< Ž . Ž .where M is abelian. Let G [ F : P E “ M. Since S C sP ŽE . E
Ž Ž .. Ž .A P E , G has a unique right exact extension G*: S C “ M throughE
the Steenrod category. The easy proof of the following and its contravari-
ant analogue is left to the reader.
E Ž .COROLLARY 4.21. L F ( L G* S, ;n G 0.n n
Ž .COROLLARY 4.22. i For any B g C we ha¤e natural isomorphisms
n nE xt y, B ( E xt S y , S B , ;n G 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .E S ŽC .E
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Ž . 0 Ž . 0 Ž .The natural map m : C y, B “ R C y, B s E xt y, B coincidesy, B E E
Ž . Ž .w Ž . Ž .xwith the map S : C y, B “ S C S y , S B . Hence Ker m is they, B E y, B
Ž .right ideal Ph y, B .E
Ž . Ž .ii ;A g C : E-p.d A G p.d S A ; if E projecti¤ely generates C , then
Ž . Ž .E-p.d A s p.d S A . In particular E-gl.dim C F gl.dim S C .E
Ž .iii Assume that C is skeletally small with split idempotents. If C is
Ž .E-projecti¤ely generated and gl.dim S C - ‘, then the projecti¤izationE
Ž . Ž . (functor S: C “ S C induces an isomorphism S#: K C , E “E 0
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..K S C , and an isomorphism K# A C ( K# S C [0 E E
Ž Ž Ž ...K# A CrP E in Quillen’s higher K-theory.
Ž . Ž .Proof. The assertions i and ii follow trivially from Proposition 4.19.
Ž .The first part of iii follows from Proposition 4.18 and the commutativity
of the diagram
(S 6Ž Ž . . Ž Ž Ž .. .K P E , [ K Proj S C , [0 0 E
6 6
cc S ŽC .E E
S# 6Ž . Ž Ž ..K C , E K S C .0 0 E
Ž . w xThe second part of iii follows from a result of Auslander and Reiten 5 .
The dual of Proposition 4.19 is also true. We state only the following.
PROPOSITION 4.23. If C has enough E-injecti¤es then the dual Steenrod
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .op.opcategory of C with respect to E is equi¤alent to B I E s mod I E
opŽ .and the injecti¤ization functor T: C “ S C is isomorphic to the restrictionE
Ž . < Ž .A ‹ C A, y . If I E has split idempotents, then T induces anI ŽE .
Ž . opŽ .equi¤alence: I E f Inj S C .E
Ž .If X : C is a class of objects, then add X denotes the full subcategory
of C consisting of all direct summands of finite coproducts of objects of X .
An E-injecti¤e en¤elope of A g C is an E-proper monic m: A “ E with
Ž .E g I E such that if m( a s m, then a is an automorphism of E.
Without assuming the existence of enough E-injectives we have the
following.
THEOREM 4.24. The projecti¤ization functor S induces a full embedding
S: I E ¤ Inj S C and Inj S C : add Im S .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .E E
Ž . f Ž .In particular S: I E “ Inj S C if Im S is closed under direct sum-E
Ž .mands. If this is the case, then C has enough E-injecti¤es iff S C hasE
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Ž .enough injecti¤es. In particular if S C has injecti¤e en¤elopes, then C hasE
E-injecti¤e en¤elopes.
Proof. Let P1 “eA1 P 0 “f A0 A “ 0 be the start of an E-projective reso-A A
Ž .lution of A g C. If I is E-injective then obviously the map S : C A, IA, I
Ž .w Ž . Ž .x Ž . Ž .“ S C S A , S I is injective. Let m: S A “ S I be any morphism.E
Ž 0. Ž 0. Ž . 0Consider the morphism S f (m: S P “ S I . Since P is E-projective,A A A
Ž 0. Ž . 0 Ž 1 . Ž .S f (m s S a , for some morphism a : P “ I. Then S e (S a sA A A
Ž 1 . Ž 0. 1 1 1S e (S f (m s 0, so e ( a : P “ I is E-phantom. Since P is E-pro-A A A A A
jective, e 1 ( a s 0. Since e 1 s f 1 ( g 0 , we have that the morphism g 0 ( aA A A A
1 1 Ž 2 . 0 1factors through h : K “ S K . So g ( a s h ( b , for some morphismA A A A A
Ž 2 . 1 0 1b : S K “ I. But since h is E-phantom, it follows that g ( a : K “ IA A A A
is E-phantom. Since I is E-injective, g 0 ( a s 0. Hence there exists g :A
0 Ž 0. Ž . Ž . Ž 0.A “ I such that f (g s b. Then S f (S g s S b . Since S f is epic,A A A
Ž . Ž .m s S g ; hence S is an isomorphism. It remains to show that S I gA, I
Ž . Ž . Ž . SŽ b . Ž .Inj S C . Let F g S C and let S P “ S P “ F “ 0 be theE E 1 0
Ž . a b Ž .start of a projective resolution of F. Let T : A “ P “ P “ S A be1 0
f Ž .a triangle in C and let K “ P “ A “ S K be an E-projective presen-2
Ž . SŽa . Ž . SŽ b . Ž .tation of A in C. Since the sequence S A “ S P “ S P “ F1 0
Ž Ž ..“ 0 is exact, if G s Ker S b , then we have an epimorphism
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . SŽ f ( a . Ž . Ž .S f (coim S b : S P “ G. Then S P “ S P “ S P “ F “2 2 1 0
Ž .w Ž .x0 is part of a projective resolution of F. Applying S C y, S I to thisE
sequence and using that the map S is an isomorphism ;C g C , itC , I
follows easily that the resulting sequence is exact. This means that
1 w Ž .x Ž .E xt F, S I s 0. Hence S I is injective.S ŽC .E
Ž .From the triangle T it follows that we have an inclusion j : F ¤
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..S S A . If F is injective then F is a direct summand of S S A ; hence if
Ž .in addition Im S is closed under direct summands, then F ( S I for some
Ž . Ž . tobviously E-injective I. If C has enough E-injectives, let S A “ I “
2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .B “ S A be a triangle in E with I g I E . Then j (S t : F “ S I is
Ž . Ž .monic and S I is injective; hence S C has enough injectives. Con-E
Ž . Ž .versely if S C has enough injectives, ;C g C , let z : S C ¤ E beE
Ž . Ž . Ž .monic with E g Inj S C . Then E s S I for some I g I E and z sE
Ž . nS n for a morphism n : C “ I in C. Since the triangle C “ I “ B “
Ž . Ž .S C is in E , it follows that C has enough E-injectives. Clearly if S m :
Ž . Ž .S C “ S I is an injective envelope, then m: C “ I is an E-injective
envelope.
4.6. Semisimple and Hereditary Categories
The following characterization of E-phantomless categories follows eas-
ily from our previous results.
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THEOREM 4.25. The following are equi¤alent:
Ž .i E-gl.dim C s 0.
Ž . Ž .ii C s P E .
Ž .iii E s D .0
Ž . Ž .iv Ph C s 0.E
Ž . Ž .v The projecti¤ization functor S: C “ S C is faithful.E
Ž . Ž . fvi The projecti¤ization functor S induces an equi¤alence S C “E
Ž .A C .
LEMMA 4.26. Let G: C “ M be a homological and F: C op “ M a
cohomological functor, where M is abelian. If E-p.d A F 1, there are exact
sequences
0 “ L EG A “ G A “ L EG S A “ 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 1
0 “ R1 F S A “ F A “ R 0 F A “ 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .E E
Proof. Since E-p.d A F 1, an E-projective resolution of A is simply a
1 g A
0 0 f A
0 hA
0 Ž 1. 1 0 Ž .triangle P “ P “ A “ S P in E , with P , P g P E . FromA A A A A
Ž 1. GŽ g A0 . Ž 0. Ž . Ž 1.the exact sequence ??? “ G P “ G P “ G A “ GS PA A A
G SŽ g A
0 . Ž 0. Ž Ž 0 ..“ GS P “ ??? , by construction we have Coker G g sA A
E Ž . Ž Ž 0 .. E Ž .L G A and Ker GS g s L GS A and the result follows. The claim0 A 1
for F is similar.
Ž .The next result computes the ideal Ph C in case E-gl.dim C F 1 andE
can be regarded as a universal coefficient theorem.
THEOREM 4.27. Let A g C with E-p.d A F 1. Then we ha¤e the follow-
ing.
Ž .i For any B g C there exists a short exact sequence
mA , B1 060 “ E xt S A , B “ C A , B E xt A , B “ 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .E E
Ž . 1 Ž Ž . . 1 Ž .Hence Ph A, B s E xt S A , B and A is E-projecti¤e iff E xt A, yE E E
s 0.
Ž . 2 Ž .ii Ph A, y s 0.E
Ž .If E-gl.dim C F 1, then the projecti¤ization functor S: C “ S C is fullE
and reflects isomorphisms, E projecti¤ely generates C , and the following
relations hold:
Ph2 C s 0, Ph C : Jac C ,Ž . Ž . Ž .E E
Ph Sy1 y , y ( E xt1 y, y .Ž . Ž .E E
Ž . Ž .Proof. Part i follows from Lemma 4.26 setting F s C y, B . To
Ž . a bprove ii let A “ B “ C be E-phantom maps and consider the E-pro-
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jective resolution of A as in the proof of Lemma 4.26. Since a is
0 Ž 1.E-phantom, the composition f ( a s 0. So there exists a map y: S P “A A
0 1 Ž 1.B with h ( y s a . But with P , also S P is E-projective. Since bA A A
is E-phantom, the composition y( b s 0. Then a ( b s h0 ( y( b s 0.A
2 Ž . 0 Ž .Hence Ph A, y s 0. If E-gl.dim C F 1, then since E xt A, B (E E
Ž .w Ž . Ž .x Ž .S C S A , S B , ;A, B g C , the functor S is full. Since ker S s Ph CE E
is a square zero ideal, it is contained in the Jacobson radical of C. This
Ž .implies that S reflects isomorphisms. The last claim follows from i and
Ž .ii .
Ž .Remark 4.28. If C is skeletally small and A is abelian, let Add C , A
Ž .be the category of additive functors from C to A and let Hom C , A be
the full subcategory of homological functors. If E-gl.dim C F 1, it is easy
Ž E . E Ž .to see that the kernel-ideal ker L of the functor L : Hom C , A “0 0
Ž . Ž E .2Add C , A , satisfies ker L s 0. Hence if f : F “ G is a map of0
E Ž .homological functors, then f is invertible iff L f is also.0
COROLLARY 4.29. Assume that E-gl.dim C F 1 and let F: C op “ Ab be
a cohomological functor. Then the following are equi¤alent.
Ž .i F is representable.
Ž . < (ii There exists V g C and a natural isomorphism F “P ŽE .
Ž . <C y, V .P ŽE .
Ž . Ž . Ž . < ( <Proof. ii « i Let v : C y, V “ F be a natural iso-P ŽE . P ŽE .
morphism. Using v, it follows easily that the short exact sequence of
Lemma 4.26 is isomorphic to
b a1 0w x w x0 “ E xt Sy , V “ F “ E xt y, V “ 0.E E
Ž . 0 w xLet m : C y, V “ E xt y, V be the canonical morphism. Since a isy, V E
Ž .an epimorphism and C y, V is a projective functor, there exists a
Ž .morphism f : C y, V “ F such that f ( a s m . Obviously f is any, V P
Ž .isomorphism, ;P g P E , since m and a are. Using the naturalP , V P
morphism f and the projective resolution of A, using that F is cohomo-
Ž .logical and finally using 5-Lemma, we see directly that f : C A, V “A
(Ž . Ž .F A is an isomorphism. Hence f: C y, V “ F.
5. THE E-PHANTOM TOWER, THE E-CELLULAR
TOWER, HOMOTOPY COLIMITS,
AND COMPACT OBJECTS
Throughout this section we assume that E is a proper class of triangles
in the triangulated category C and C has enough E-projectives. Our
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purpose in this section is to construct for any object A of C the phantom
tower and the cellular tower of A, generalizing topological constructions
w xfrom 51 . These towers are crucial in the study of the homological
behavior of A with respect to E.
5.1. The Phantom Tower
We fix an object A g C and let
« nq1 « 1 f 0A A A
v nq1 n 1 06 6 6P : ??? “ P P “ ??? “ P P A “ 0A A A A A
be the E-projective resolution of A as in Section 4. We recall that the
resolution P v is obtained by splicing trianglesA
T n : K nq1 “g An P n “f An K n “hAn S K nq1 g EŽ .A A A A A
n Ž . 0 n n ny1 n ny1where P g P E , ;n G 0, K [ A and « s f ( g : P “ P ,A A A A A A A
;n G 1.
ny1 ny1 Ž n.Consider the morphisms h : K “ S K , ;n G 1. By con-A A A
struction all these maps are E-phantoms; i.e., we have hny1 gA
Ž ny1 Ž n.. ny1Ž ny1. ny1Ž ny1. nŽ n.Ph K , S K . Hence the maps S h : S K “ S KE A A A A A
are also E-phantom maps. In this way we obtain a tower of objects and
E-phantom maps
0 Ž 1 .h S hA A1 2 26 6A S K S KŽ . Ž .A A
ny1Ž ny1.S hAny1 ny1 n n6“ ??? “ S K S K “ ???Ž .Ž .A A
which we call the E-phantom tower of A, with respect to the proper
class E.
PROPOSITION 5.1. For any morphism a : A “ B, the following are equi¤-
alent:
Ž . n Ž .i a g Ph A, B .E
Ž . nŽ n.ii There exists a morphism s : S K “ B such thatA
nq1 0 1 2 2 ny1 ny1y1 h (S h (S h ( ??? (S h (s s a .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .A A A A
Ž . Ž . Ž . 0 0 0Proof. i « ii If a g Ph A, B , then f ( a s 0, since f : P “ AE A A A
Ž 1 . 0and a is E-phantom. Hence there exists s : S K “ B with h (s s a .A A
2 Ž .If a g Ph A, B , then a s a ( a where a : A “ X and a : X “ BE 1 2 1 2
Ž 1 .are E-phantom maps. By the above argument, there exists s : S K “ X1 A
0 Ž 1 .with h (s s a . Since the composition s ( a : S K “ B is E-A 1 1 1 2 A
Ž 1. Ž . Ž 1.phantom and S P g P E , we have yS f (s ( a s 0. Then asA A 1 2
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2Ž 2 . Ž 1 .above there exists s : S K “ B with yS h (s s s ( a . ThenA A 1 2
0 Ž Ž 1 .. 0h ( yS h (s s h (s ( a s a ( a s a . A simple induction argu-A A A 1 2 1 2
ment completes the proof. The converse is trivial.
5.2. The Cellular Tower
In this subsection we use the phantom tower to construct the cellular
tower of an object. We fix an object A in the triangulated category C and
consider the E-projective resolution of A as above. For simplicity we set
n Ž .n 0 Ž 1 . 2Ž 2 . nŽ n . nq1Ž nq1.v [ y1 h (S h (S h ( ??? (S h : A “ S K , A [ 0,A A A A A A 0
0 1 g A
0 0 f A
0 hA
0 Ž 1 .and A [ P . Consider the triangle K “ P “ A “ S K and1 A A A A
form the cobase change of this triangle along the phantom map yh1 :A
1 Ž 2 .K “ S K :A A
g 0 f 0 h0A A A1 0 16 6 6 Ž .K P A S KA A A
6 6 6 6
1 1a Ž .5yh yS h1A A
1b g v2 2 A2 2 26 6 6Ž . Ž .S K A A S K .A 2 A
Ž .q
Ž 2 . b2 g 2 vA1Next consider the second horizontal triangle S K “ A “ A “A 2
2Ž 2 .S K in the above diagram, which by construction is in E , and form theA
Ž 2 . Ž 2 .cobase change of this triangle along the phantom map yS h : S K “A A
2Ž 3 .S K :A
b g v 12 2 A2 2 26 6 6Ž . Ž .S K A A S KA 2 A
6 6 6 6
2 2 2aŽ . Ž .5yS h yS h2A A
2b g v3 3 A2 3 3 36 6 6Ž . Ž .S K A A S K .A 3 A
Inductively the above construction produces a tower
a a a1 2 n0 6 6 60 s A “ A s P A A “ ??? “ A A “ ???0 1 A 2 3 n nq1






The following result is a direct consequence of the above constructions.
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COROLLARY 5.2. For an object A g C , the following are equi¤alent:
Ž .i E-p.d A F n.
Ž .ii The morphisms g : A “ A of the E-cellular tower of Anq i nqi
constructed abo¤e are isomorphisms, ; i G 1.
Consequently E-gl.dim C F n iff the cellular tower of any object of C
Ž .stabilizes after the n q 1 th-step; i.e. the morphisms a : A “ A of them m mq1
cellular tower are isomorphisms, ;m G n q 1. If this is the case then ;A g
C : A ( A , ;m G n q 1.m
Using the E-cellular tower we can prove the main result of this section.
Ž .THEOREM 5.3. a The following statements are equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž .i The projecti¤ization functor S: C “ S C is full and reflectsE
isomorphisms.
Ž .ii E-gl.dim C F 1.
Ž .  Ž . 4iii E generates C and Im S : F g S C : p.d F F 1 .E
Ž . Ž .  Ž .b Assume that idempotents split in P E . Then F g S C : p.d FE
4 Ž .F 1 : Im S. If E-gl.dim C F 1, then S induces an equi¤alence S: I E “
Ž . Ž .Inj S C ; further C has enough E-injecti¤es iff S C has enough injec-E E
ti¤es.
Ž . Ž .g If C has enough E-injecti¤es, then the statements in a are also
Ž Ž .equi¤alent to the following the inclusion below is an equality if I E has
.split idempotents :
Ž .iv ;A g C : E-i.d A F 1.
Ž .  Ž . 4v E generates C and Im S : F g S C : i.d F F 1 .E
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. a ii « i follows from Theorem 4.27. i « ii Suppose
Ž . Ž .that i is true. Applying to the cobase change diagram q the projec-
tivization functor S, we obtain the following commutative diagram of short
Ž .exact sequences in S CE
Ž 0 . Ž 0.S g S fA A1 06 6 6 6Ž . Ž . Ž .0 S K S P S A 0A A
6 6 6
1 Ž .Ž . 5S ayS h 1A
Ž . Ž .S b S g2 226 6 6 6Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .0 S S K S A S A 0.A 2
1 Ž 1 .Since h is an E-phantom map, S h s 0. Consider the cokernel v:A A
Ž . Ž .S A “ F of S a . By the above diagram, there exists a unique isomor-2 1
Ž Ž 2 .. Ž .phism z : S S K “ F such that S b ( v s z . Consider the morphismA 2
y1 Ž . Ž Ž 2 .. Ž 2 .v (z : S A “ S S K . Since S is full, there exists f : A “ S K2 A 2 A
Ž . y1 0such that S f s v (z . Next consider the morphism a (f : P “1 A
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Ž 2 . Ž . Ž . y1S K . Then S a (f s S a ( v (z s 0. Hence the morphism a (fA 1 1 1
0 Ž . Ž .is E-phantom. Then a (f s 0, since P g P E . From the diagram q ,1 A
Ž 1 . 0 a1 d1 Ž 1. Ž 0.we have that S g s b (d , where P “ A “ S P “ S P is aA 2 1 A 2 A A
triangle in C. It follows that f factors through d ; i.e., there exists r :1
Ž 1. Ž 2 .S P “ S K , such that d ( r s f. Then b (d ( r s b (f «A A 1 2 1 2
Ž 1 . Ž . Ž . y1 2S g ( r s b (f. But S b ( v s z « S b ( v (z s 1 «A 2 2 2 SŽSŽK ..A
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2S b (S f s 1 « S b (f s 1 . Since S reflects isomor-2 SŽSŽK .. 2 SŽSŽK ..A A
Ž 1 . Ž 1 .phisms, it follows that b (f s S g ( r is invertible. Then S g is split2 A A
Ž 1. Ž 1. Ž 1 .monic and consequently S f : S P “ S K is split epic. This impliesA A A
that K 1 is E-projective as a direct summand of P1. Hence E-p.d A F 1.A A
Ž . Ž . Ž .Part ii m iii follows from i and Corollary 4.22, since if E generates,
Ž .then E-p.d A s p.d S A , ;A g C.
Ž . Ž . Ž .b Let F g S C with p.d F F 1. Since P E has split idempo-E
Ž . Ž .tents, by Proposition 4.19, S induces an equivalence P E f Proj S C .E
Ž . SŽa .Hence F admits a projective resolution of the form 0 “ S P “1
Ž . f Ž . aS P “ F “ 0 with P , P g P E . Then the triangle P “ P “ A “0 1 0 1 0
Ž . Ž .  Ž . 4S P is in E and obviously F ( S A . Hence F g S C : p.d F F 1 :1 E
Ž .  Ž . 4Im S. If E-gl.dim C F 1, then by a we have that F g S C : p.d F F 1E
s Im S. Hence Im S is closed under direct summands and the remaining
assertions are consequences of Theorem 4.24.
Ž .Part g is similar and is left to the reader.
5.3. The Category of Extensions and the Phantom Filtration
w xWe recall now a well-known construction from 11 . If X is a class of
objects of C , then the category X ) X of extensions of X is defined as
follows:
X ) X sadd Ag C : ’ triangle X “A“X “S X with X , X g X . 4Ž .1 2 1 1 2
U n Ž .Inductively we define X [ X ) X ) X ) ??? ) X n-factors . It is shown in
w x U n11 that the operation ) is associative; hence the above definition of X
makes sense. Finally define X U‘ [ D X U n, where we set X U1 s X . ThenG1
category X U n is called the category of nth-extensions of X , for n s
1, 2, . . . , ‘.
Remark 5.4. Let A be an object of C , and consider the E-cellular
tower of A:
a a a a0 1 2 n6 6 6 6A A A A “ ??? “ A A “ ??? .0 1 2 3 n nq1
Ž . nThen clearly A g P E * , ;n G 1.n
w x w xThe next corollary generalizes results of Kelly 46 and Street 68 .
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Ž .COROLLARY 5.5. a If A g C , then ;n G 0; consider the following
statements:
Ž .i E-p.d A F n.
Ž . Ž . Žnq1.ii A g P E * .
Ž . nq1Ž .iii Ph A, y s 0.E
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Then i « ii « iii . In particular if E-p.d A - ‘, then Ph A, y :E
Ž . Ž . Ž .Jac A, y and the ideal Ph A, A of the ring End A is nilpotent.E C
Hence if an object X has a semiprime endomorphism ring, then either
Ž .Ph X, X s 0 or else E-p.d X s ‘.E
Ž .b If any object of C has finite E-projecti¤e dimension, then C is
Ž . ‘E-projecti¤ely generated and C s P E * .
Ž . Ž . Žnq1. nq1Ž .g If E-gl.dim C F n, or if C s P E * , then Ph C s 0.E
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. a The implication i « ii follows from Corollary 5.2. Let
Ž . Ž . f g h Ž .A be in P E ) P E , so there exists a triangle P “ A “ P “ S P1 0 1
Ž .with P , P g P E . If a : A “ B, b : B “ C are E-phantoms, then0 1
a s g ( r and r ( b s 0, for some r : P “ B. Then a ( b s g ( r ( b s 0.0
2 Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence Ph A, y s 0. Now the implication ii « iii follows by induc-E
Ž . Ž . Ž .tion. Parts b and g are direct consequences of a .
Using the proper class E , we define a new class of triangles E 2 as
follows:
v
f g h 2 2Ž . Ž Ž ..A triangle A “ B “ C “ S A is in E if h g Ph C, S A .E
PROPOSITION 5.6. The class of triangle E 2 in C is proper. If C has
2 Ž 2 .enough E-projecti¤es then C has enough E -projecti¤es and P E s
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2 2P E ) P E s P E * . Moreo¤er if E generates C then also E generates
C.
Proof. From Proposition 2.5, it follows that E 2 is a proper class of
triangles. From the construction of the E-cellular tower we know that
Ž 2 . vA1 2Ž 2 .;A g C , there exists a triangle S K “ A “ A “ S K such thatA 2 A
1 2 Ž . Ž . Ž . 2v g Ph C and A g P E ) P E . Hence the above triangle is in EA E 2
Ž . Ž . 2and it suffices to show that any object in P E ) P E is E -projective. So
f g h Ž . 2let A “ B “ C “ S A be a triangle in E and let a : X “ C be a
Ž . Ž .morphism with X g P E ) P E . Then the composition a ( h is in
2 Ž Ž ..Ph X, S A . By Corollary 5.5, we have a ( h s 0, so a factors throughE
2 Ž . Ž .g. Hence X is E -projective and since P E ) P E is closed under direct
2 2 Ž 2 . Ž . Ž .summands, E has enough E -projectives and P E s P E ) P E .
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2 Ž .2Since E generates C iff Ph C : Jac C and since Ph C s Ph C ,E E E
the last claim follows trivially.
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1 Ž . 2 Ž .2 1From now on we set E [ E. We note that Ph C s Ph C . TheE E
procedure described in the above proposition produces a filtration of
proper classes of triangles
D : E n : E ny1 : ??? : E 2 : E 1 s E : D ,0
a filtration of phantom ideals
0 : Ph n C : Ph ny 1 C : ??? : Ph 2 C : Ph 1 CŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .E E E E
s Ph C : C y, y ,Ž . Ž .E
Ž . n Ž .nwhere Ph C s Ph C , and a filtration of subcategoriesE E
0 : P E s P E 1 : P E 2 : ??? : P E ny1 : P E n : C ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž n. Ž . n ‘ nwhere P E s P E * . Finally setting E s F E we obtain anG1
Ž . Ž .‘ nproper class of triangles such that Ph C s F Ph C sE nG 1 E
n Ž . Ž ‘. Ž . n Ž . ‘F Ph C and P E s D P E * s P E * . If C has enoughnG1 E nG1
E-projectives then for 1 F n F ‘, C has enough E n-projectives. Moreover
if E generates C then the same is true for E n. The above data induce a
filtration of Steenrod categories
0 ¤ S ‘ C ¤ ??? ¤ S n C ¤ S ny 1 C ¤ ??? ¤ S 2 CŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .E E E E
¤ S 1 C ¤ A CŽ . Ž .E
Ž . Ž .m nand for 1 F n F m F ‘ each inclusion S C ¤ S C has an exactE E
Ž . Ž .n mright adjoint S : S C “ S C , with the kernel the Serre subcate-m , n E E
Ž n Ž .. Ž mŽ .. Ž n Ž . mŽ ..gory A Ph C rA Ph C f A Ph C rPh C . The following is aE E E E
consequence of our previous results.
COROLLARY 5.7. For any n with 1 F n F ‘, the following are true.
Ž . n n Ž . Ž . n ni C is E -phantomless m Ph C s 0 m C s P E * m E -E
gl.dim C s 0.
Ž . n n Ž . 1 Ž Ž . .nii E -p.d A F 1 « ;B g C : Ph A, B s E xt S A , B ,E E
2 nŽ .Ph A, B s 0.E
Ž . n Ž . n?Žmq1. n?Žmq1.Ž .iii E -gl.dim C F m « C s P E * and Ph C s 0.E
We define the E-phantom dimension E-Ph.dim C of C by inf n G
nq1Ž . 40 : Ph C s 0 and the E-extension dimension E-Ext.dim C of C byE
 Ž . Žnq1. 4inf n G 0 : P E * s C . Trivially: E-Ph.dim C F E-Ext.dim C F E-
Ž .gl.dim C. Using Corollary 5.7 i , the octahedral axiom, and the E-cellular
tower, it is not difficult to see that E-Ph.dim C s E-Ext.dim C. We thank
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J. D. Christensen for this nice observation. It is unclear under what
conditions the last inequality is an equality.
5.4. Homotopy Colimits and Compact Objects
In this subsection we study the behavior of the E-cellular tower under
Ž .co- homological functors. We assume throughout that C has countable
coproducts.
Let A “f 0 A “f1 A “f 2 ??? be a tower of objects in C. The homo-0 1 2
topy colimit holim A of the tower is defined by the triangle“ n
f g h
A “ A “ holim A “ S A TŽ .[ [ [n n n nž /“nG0 nG0 nG0
Ž .1, yfn 6where f is induced by the morphisms A A [ A ¤ [ A .n n nq1 nG 0 n
The homotopy colimit is uniquely determined up to a non-unique isomor-
phism. We include for completeness the proof of the following well-known
result.
 4LEMMA 5.8. Let A ; f be a tower of objects in C.n n nG 0
Ž .1 If F: C “ Ab is a homological functor which preser¤es coproducts,
Ž . Ž .then the canonical map lim F A “ F holim A is in¤ertible.“ n “ n
Ž . op2 If F: C “ Ab is a cohomological functor con¤erting coproducts
Ž . Ž .to products, then the canonical map F holim A “ lim F A induces a“ n ⁄ n
Ž1. Ž . Ž .Milnor short exact sequence: 0 “ lim F S A “ F holim A “ lim⁄ n “ n ⁄
Ž .F A “ 0.n
Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 The triangle T induces a short exact sequence 0 “
Ž . Ž . Ž .[ F A “ [ F A “ F holim A “ 0 in Ab and the resultnG 0 n nG 0 n “ n
Ž . Ž .follows. 2 Applying F to the triangle T , we obtain the long exact
Ž . Ž . Ž .sequence ??? “ F holim A “ Ł F A “ Ł F A ““ n nG 0 n nG 0 n
Ž y1Ž ..F holim S A “ ??? in Ab, and the result follows from the con-“ n
Ž i. w xstruction of lim , i s 0, 1, of a tower in Ab; see 71 .⁄
The following concepts are fundamental.
w xDEFINITION 5.9 56 . If C is a triangulated category, then an object
Ž .A g C is called compact if the functor C A, y : C “ Ab preserves all
small coproducts. The compact part of C is by definition the full subcate-
gory C b of all compact objects. The compact part C b of C is a full
triangulated subcategory of C. The category C is compactly generated if C
b Ž . bhas all small coproducts, C is skeletally small, and C X, A s 0, ;X g C
Ž b.implies that A s 0; i.e., the proper class E C generates C.
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By the construction of the E-cellular and the E-phantom tower of an
 4  4  nŽ n.4object A, we have a diagram of towers A “ A “ S K “n A
 Ž .4 nŽ n. Ž .S A , such that A “ A “ S K “ S A is a triangle in C. It isn n A n
Ž .not known if the induced diagram E A : holim A “ A “ holim“ n “
nŽ n. Ž .S K “ S holim A is a triangle in C. This happens if C is aA “ i
w x‘‘homotopy’’ category of a suitable stable closed model category 37 , for
instance, a derived category or a stable module category. The next result
follows from the construction of the cellular and phantom tower.
Ž .LEMMA 5.10. 1 Let T be a compact E-projecti¤e object and let
nŽ n.holim S K be a homotopy colimit of the phantom tower of A. Then“ A
Ž nŽ n..C T , holim S K s 0.“ A
Ž . t Ž .2 If Ph A, y s 0, for some t G 0 or if C is generated by a classE
nŽ n.X of compact E-projecti¤e objects, then holim S K s 0.“ A
PROPOSITION 5.11. Let T g C b be a compact object.
Ž .1 Let A g C and let holim A be a homotopy colimit of the“ n
 4E-cellular tower A ; n G 0 of A. Then we ha¤e an isomorphism limn “
Ž . Ž .C T , A ( C T , holim A .n “ n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 If in addition T g P E , then C T , A ( lim C T , A (“ n
Ž .C T , holim A .“ n
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Part 1 follows from Lemma 5.8. Part 2 follows from 1 ,
Ž .applying C T , y to the cobase change diagrams, defining the E-cellular
tower of A.
We have the following nice consequence.
COROLLARY 5.12. If C is generated by a class X of compact E-projecti¤e
objects, then any object A g C is a homotopy colimit of its E-cellular tower:
A ( holim A .“ n
Ž .Proof. Since X generates C , the functors C T , y , T g X collectively
reflect isomorphisms and the claim follows from Proposition 5.11.
5.5. The Phantom Topology
‘ Ž .Our purpose here is to describe the infinite E-phantom ideal Ph C byE
means of the E-cellular tower. Fix two objects A, B g C.
Ž .DEFINITION 5.13. The E-phantom topology of C A, B is the topology
n Ž . Ž .with open sets f q Ph A, B , n G 0. The topological group C A, B isE
Ž .complete in the E-phantom topology if it is Hausdorff and any Cauchy
sequence has a limit.
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n Ž .n 0Consider the E-phantom tower of A and let v [ y1 h (A A
Ž 1 . 2Ž 2 . nŽ n . nq1Ž nq1.S h (S h ( ??? (S h : A “ S K as in Section 5.1. Then byA A A A
Ž n . nq1Ž .Proposition 5.1, we have clearly Im C v , B s Ph A, B . Now apply-A E
Ž .ing the functor C y, B to the E-cellular tower of A, we obtain a short
exact sequence of inverse systems in Ab:
0 “ C A , B rPhn A , B “ C A , B “ Im C b n , B “ 0. 4  4  4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .E n A
Hence we have the exact sequence
0 “ lim C A , B rPhn A , B “ lim C A , B “ lim Im C b n , BŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .E n A⁄ ⁄ ⁄
Ž . Ž .1 1n“ lim C A , B rPh A , B “ lim C A , BŽ . Ž . Ž .E n⁄ ⁄
Ž .1 m“ lim Im C b , B “ 0. 1Ž .Ž .A⁄
Assume now that C has countable coproducts and is generated by a class
Ž . Ž . bof objects X such that S X s X : P E l C . Then since holim A (“ n
Ž . Ž1. Ž Ž . .A, we have the following exact sequence 2 : 0 “ lim C S A , B “⁄ n
Ž . Ž .C A, B “ lim C A , B “ 0. From the short exact sequence of the⁄ n
inverse systems
0 “ Ker C v ny1 , B “ C Sn K n , B “ Phn A , B “ 0 4 4 Ž .Ž . 4 Ž .Ž .A A E
 Ž ny1 .4  Ž Ž n. .4using that Ker C v , B s Im C S b , B , we obtain the exactA A
sequence
0 “ lim Im C S b , B “ lim C Sn K n , B “ lim Phn A , BŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .n A E⁄ ⁄ ⁄
Ž . Ž .1 1n n n“ lim Im C S b , B “ lim C S K , BŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž .A⁄ ⁄
Ž .1 n“ lim Ph A , B “ 0. 3Ž . Ž .E⁄
But ;B g C , the E-phantom tower of A induces a short exact sequence
Ž .1 nq1 n n n0 “ lim C S K , B “ C holim S K , BŽ . Ž .Ž . ž /A A⁄ “
“ lim C Sn K n , B “ 0.Ž .Ž .A⁄
nŽ n. Ž1. Ž nq1Ž n. .Since holim S K s 0, we have lim C S K , B s lim“ A ⁄ A ⁄
Ž nŽ n. . Ž . Ž .C S K , B s 0. Since this holds ;B g C , by 3 , lim Im C b , B sA ⁄ n
Ž1. n Ž . n Ž . Ž1. Ž Ž . .lim Ph A, B s 0, lim Ph A, B ( lim Im C S b , B . Since⁄ E ⁄ E ⁄ n
Ž1. Ž . n Ž . Ž .lim C A, B rPh A, B s 0, using 1 and collecting all the above⁄ E
information we deduce the following.
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Ž . Ž . Ž . n Ž .PROPOSITION 5.14. 1 lim C A , B ( lim C A, B rPh A, B .⁄ n ⁄ E
Ž . Ž1. n Ž .2 lim Ph A, B s 0.⁄ E
Ž . ‘ Ž . n Ž . n Ž . Ž1.3 Ph A, B s F Ph A , B s lim Ph A, B ( limE nG1 E n ⁄ E ⁄
Ž Ž . .C S A , B .n
Ž . Ž . Ž1.4 C A, B is complete in the E-phantom topology iff lim ⁄
Ž Ž . .C S A , B s 0.n
Ž1.  4It is well known that lim G s 0 for an inverse system G of Artinian⁄ n n
groups. Hence we have the following consequence.
Ž . ‘ Ž Ž . .COROLLARY 5.15. If E-p.d A - ‘ or A g P E * or C S A , B isn
Ž .Artinian, ;n G 0, then C A, B is complete in the E-phantom topology, i.e.,
‘ Ž .Ph A, B s 0.E
Note that the above computations are useful for the construction and
w xthe study of convergence of the Adams spectral sequence 19, 68 for the
proper class E.
6. LOCALIZATION AND THE RELATIVE
DERIVED CATEGORY
We consider in this section a triangulated category C equipped with a
proper class of triangles E and we assume always that C has enough
E-projectives.
Ž . We have seen that the class of E-phantom maps Ph C s f : ;P gE
Ž . Ž . 4 Ž .P E ; C P, f s 0 is an ideal in C , and the condition Ph C s 0 hasE
nice consequences for the triangulated category C. So it is useful to find a
way to ‘‘kill’’ the E-phantom maps. Define a class of morphisms by
 Ž . 4R [ f ‹ S f is invertible , i.e., ;A, B g C :
(
R s f g C A , B ‹ ;P g P E ; C P , f : C P , A “ C P , B .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .½ 5A , B
The easy proof of the following is left to the reader.
LEMMA 6.1. The class of morphisms R is a multiplicati¤e system of
morphisms in C compatible with its triangulation.
We call the elements of R E-quasi-isomorphisms. By the above lemma,
w y1 xthe localized category C R can be calculated by left and right frac-
w y1 xtions. We recall that C R is a triangulated category and there exists an
w y1 xexact functor of triangulated categories R: C “ C R , which sends the
w y1 xelements of R to isomorphisms in C R and has the following universal
property. If F: C “ T is an exact functor to a triangulated category T
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which sends R to isomorphisms, then there exists a unique up to isomor-
w y1 xphism exact functor G: C R “ T with GR s F. From now on we
Ž . w y1 x Ž .denote by D C [ C R and by R: C “ D C the canonical functor.E E
Ž .We call the triangulated category D C the E-deri¤ed category of C withE
Ž .respect to E. In general D C lives in a higher universe than C. IfE
Ž .  Ž . 4A C s Ker R s A g C : R A s 0 is the full subcategory of E-acyclicE
objects, then we have a short exact sequence of triangulated categories:
0 “ A C “j C “R D C “ 0.Ž . Ž .E E
LEMMA 6.2. The kernel-ideal ker R is contained in the ideal of E-phan-
tom maps.
Ž .Proof. If R f s 0, then there exists a morphism s g R with f ( s s 0.
Ž Ž . .By the definition of R, we have C P E , f s 0. Then by Lemma 4.2,
Ž .f g Ph C .E
Ž .LEMMA 6.3. ;P g P E and ;B g C , the morphism
R : C P , B “ D C R P , R BŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .P , B E
is an isomorphism.
Ž . Ž .Proof. By Lemma 6.2, R is injective. Let a: R P “ R B be a˜P , B
Ž .morphism in D C . It is well known that a can be represented as a˜E
s f Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . . (diagram P ⁄ X “ B with s g R. Then C P E , s : C P E , X “
Ž Ž . . Ž .C P E , P . Let g g C P, X be the unique morphism such that g ( s s
Ž .1 . By the definition of the morphisms in the category of fractions D C ,P E
Ž .we have R g ( f s a, so R is surjective.˜ P , B
By Lemma 6.3 and induction we have the following direct consequence.
Ž . nLEMMA 6.4. ;P g P E * , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , ‘ and ;B g C , the mor-
phism
R : C P , B “ D C R P , R BŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .P , B E
Ž . ‘ Ž .is an isomorphism. In particular the induced functor R: P E * ¤ D C isE
fully faithful.
6.1. Relati¤e Deri¤ed Categories
We seek conditions such that the functor R induces an equivalence
Ž .between D C and a full subcategory of C. We fix an object A g C , andE
consider the E-cellular tower of A:
a a a0 1 n6 6 6T A A A “ ??? “ A A “ ??? ,Ž . 0 1 2 n nq1
A g P E *n , ;n G 0.Ž .n
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Ž .From now on we assume that the triangulated category C has countable
coproducts. Consider a homotopy colimit holim A .“ n
z hu
A “ A “ holim A “ S A !Ž .[ [ [n n n nž /“nG0 nG0 nG0
and the following triangle, where the morphism c is naturally induced
Ž .from T :
c f xˆE A : holim A “ A “ A “ S holim A . !!Ž . Ž .ž /n n“ “
$
‘Let P E * be the full additive subcategory generated by all objectsŽ .
Ž .which are isomorphic to a homotopy colimit of a tower T as above with
Ž . nA g P E * , n G 0:n
$
‘ nP E * [ add A g C ‹ A ( holim A , where A g P E * , ;n G 0 .Ž . Ž .½ 5n n“
Now we can prove the main result of this section. First we recall that a
localizing subcategory of C is a full triangulated subcategory of C closed
² :under coproducts. If U : C , then the localizing subcategory Loc U
generated by U is the smallest localizing subcategory of C which contains
H  Ž . 4 Ž .U. Finally we set U [ A g C ‹ C A, U s 0, ;U g U and Add U to
be the full subcategory of C consisting of all direct summands of arbitrary
coproducts of objects of U.
THEOREM 6.5. Assume that there exists a set of compact E-projecti¤e
Ž .objects X in C such that S X s X and a morphism f g R iff the morphism
Ž .C X , f is an isomorphism. Then we ha¤e the following:
$ H‘Ž . Ž . ² Ž .:i P E * s A C s Loc P E .Ž . E $
‘ fŽ .ii The functor R induces a triangle equi¤alence: R: P E * “Ž .
Ž .D C .E
Ž . Ž .iii The category D C is compactly generated and any compactlyE
generated triangulated category arises in this way.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. i Let P g P E and L g A C . If a : P “ L is a mor-E
Ž .phism, then R a s 0, since L is E-acyclic. Lemma 6.3 implies that a s 0.
Ž . H Ž .Hence P E : A C . By induction and using Lemma 6.4 it follows thatE
Ž . n H Ž .P E * : A C . Now let holim A be a homotopy colimit of a towerE “ n
Ž . nof objects A g P E * . By Lemma 5.8, we have a short exact sequencen
Ž1. Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž .0 “ lim C S A , L “ C holim A , L “ lim C A , L “ 0.⁄ n “ n ⁄ n
Ž .Since L is an E-acyclic object, we have C holim A , L s 0. Hence“ n$ H H‘ Ž . Ž .  4P E * : A C . If A is in A C and A ; n G 0 is the E-cellularŽ . E E n
ˆŽ . Ž .tower of A, then in the triangle !! above we have A g A C . IndeedE
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Ž . Ž .applying C X , y to the triangle !! and using Proposition 5.11, it follows
Ž . Ž . Ž .that C X , c : C X , holim A “ C X , A is an isomorphism. Hence by“ n
ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .hypothesis, c g R and this implies that R A s 0, i.e., A g A C . SinceEH Ž .A g A C , we have f s 0. It follows that A is a direct summand ofE $
‘holim A ; hence by definition A g P E * . We conclude thatŽ .“ n$ H‘ Ž .P E * s A C , so it is a localizing subcategory of C. By constructionŽ . E$
‘ Ž .P E * is the localizing subcategory of C generated by P E .Ž .
Ž .ii It is well known and easy to see that R induces a full embedding
H Ž . Ž . Ž .A C ¤ D C s CrA C . Hence R induces a full embeddingE E E$
‘ Ž . Ž .P E * ¤ D C . If A is an object in D C , then by the aboveŽ . E E
argument the morphism c : holim A “ A is in R. Since by construction“ n$ $
‘ ‘ Ž .holim A g P E * , it follows that the functor R: P E * “ D C isŽ . Ž .“ n E
surjective on objects, so it is a triangle equivalence.
$
‘Ž . Ž .iii If A g P E * , then from the triangle E A we deduce triv-Ž .
Ž .ially that the morphism c : holim A “ A is an isomorphism. If C X , A“ n
Ž . Ž .s 0, then C X , holim A s 0. This implies that the morphism C X , z“ n
Ž .in the triangle ! is an isomorphism. Hence by hypothesis, z is in R. It
Ž . Ž .follows that R holim A s 0, so A ( holim A g A C . Hence A s“ n “ n E $
‘0. Since X consists of compact objects and it is contained P E * , itŽ .$
‘follows that P E * is compactly generated.Ž .
It remains to prove that any compactly generated category C arises in
Ž b. bthis way. Consider the proper class of triangles E s E C in C. Since C
Ž .is skeletally small it follows easily see Section 8 that C has enough
Ž . Ž b. bE-projectives and P E s Add C . Since C generates C , the projec-
tivization functor S reflects isomorphisms; hence R consists of isomor-
Ž b.phisms. Choosing X s Iso C to be the set of isoclasses of compact$
y1 b ‘w x Ž .objects above, we have C s C R s D C s Add C * .Ž .E
In some cases the compactness condition in Theorem 6.5 can be avoided:
Remark 6.6. Let H: C “ M be a coproduct preserving homological
functor to an AB4 category M. Assume that H kills E-phantom maps and
Ž . Ž .satisfies the property: H f is an isomorphism « f g R. Then parts i
Ž . Ž .and ii in Theorem 6.5 are true. Indeed it suffices to show that H c :
Ž . Ž . ŽH holim A “ H A is an isomorphism. Observe first that H holim“ n “
. Ž . Ž nŽ n.. Ž nŽ n..A ( lim H A and H holim S K ( lim H S K s 0.n “ n “ A “ A
Hence applying H to the diagrams defining the E-cellular tower of A, we
Ž . Ž . ( Ž .have H c : H holim A “ H A . Note that under the above assump-“ n
Ž .tions, if f g R, then H f is an isomorphism. Indeed since H kills
Ž .E-phantom maps, H s H*S where H*: S C “ M is exact. Hence ifE
Ž . Ž .f g R, i.e., S f is invertible, then so is H f . It follows that E and H
define the same phantom maps.
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$
‘We call the objects of P E * , E-cofibrant. Hence any object of C hasŽ .
an E-cofibrant resolution, i.e., admits an E-quasi-isomorphism to an E-
cofibrant object. The following are direct consequences of Theorem 6.5 or
Remark 6.6.
COROLLARY 6.7. Keep the hypothesis of Theorem 6.5 or Remark 6.6.$
‘ !Then the inclusion i: P E * ¤ C has a right adjoint i and the inclusion j:Ž .
Ž . Ž .A C ¤ C has a left adjoint j*. The quotient functor R: C “ D C has aE E
fully faithful left adjoint. For any object A g C , there exists a functorial
triangle
i! A “ A “ j* A “ S i! A ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
where the in¤ol¤ed morphisms are the adjunction morphisms. Any triangle$
‘Ž . Ž .P “ A “ L “ S P with P g P E * and L g A C is isomorphic toŽ . E
the triangle abo¤e by a unique isomorphism of triangles which extends the
identity of A.
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 6.8. A full triangulated subcategory of D C equals D CE E
if it contains X and is closed under coproducts.
COROLLARY 6.9. If C is compactly generated then any object A of C is
 an 4the homotopy colimit holim A of a tower A ; A “ A , where“ n n n nq1$
b nA g Add C * , ;n G 0.Ž .n
6.2. Total Deri¤ed Functors
Let C and B be triangulated categories with proper classes of triangles
Ž . Ž .E and F, respectively. We assume that the pairs C , E , B, F satisfy the
conditions of Theorem 6.5 or Remark 6.6.
Let F: C “ A be an additive functor to an additive category A. The
Ž .total left E-deri¤ed functor of F is an additive functor L F: D C “ AE
together with a morphism z : L F R “ F such that for any additive functor
Ž .G: D C “ A and morphism a : GR “ F, there exists a unique naturalE
morphism j : G “ L F such that j R(z s a . Similarly if F: C “ B is an
Ž .additive functor, then the total left E , F -deri¤ed functor of F is an
Ž . Ž .additive functor L F: D C “ D B which is the total left E-derivedE F
Ž .functor for the composite R F: C “ D B .B F
Ž .THEOREM 6.10. 1 Any additi¤e functor F: C “ A to an additi¤e
Ž .category A has a total E-deri¤ed functor L F: D C “ A. If F is homologi-E
cal then so is L F.
Ž . Ž .2 Any additi¤e functor F: C “ B has a total left E , F -deri¤ed
Ž . Ž .functor L F: D C “ D B . If F is exact then so is L F.E F
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. In case 2 just set L F s R F i: D C “ D B . Case 1 isB E F
similar.
Remark 6.11. Let U be a Serre subcategory of Ab. Define a class of
Ž . Ž . Ž .morphisms R U in C as follows: R U s D R U , where aA, B g C A, B
Ž . Ž .morphism f : A “ B belongs to R U if ;P g P E , the morphismA, B
Ž . Ž .C P, f is an isomorphism in the Gabriel-quotient AbrU, i.e., ker C P, f ,
Ž . Ž .coker C P, f g U. As above the class R U is a multiplicative system of
U Ž .morphisms compatible with the triangulation of C. The class Ph C ofE
U-, E-phantom maps defined as the class of morphisms f : A “ B such
Ž . Ž . Ž .that C P, f s 0 in AbrU, i.e., Im C P, f g U, ;P g P E , is then an
ideal of C. One can develop the theory of the present section to this
situation without important changes. The above theory then corresponds
to the case U s 0. Note that this applies to the stable homotopy category
of spectra, choosing as U suitable Serre subcategories of Ab associated
with various sets of primes.
7. THE STABLE TRIANGULATED CATEGORY
Let C be a triangulated category and let E be a proper class of
triangles in C. We assme that C has enough E-projectives. We denote by
Ž . Ž .CrP E the stable category of C modulo the full subcategory P E of
Ž .E-projective objects. If ˆ : C “ CrP E is the canonical functor, then we
Ž . Ž .set ˆ A s A and ˆ f s f.
Ž .Our aim is to show that CrP E carries in a natural way a left
triangulated structure, which in some cases it is useful to study. For the
w x w xnotion of left triangulated categories we refer to 12 , or to 43 in which
the dual notion is treated.
For each object A g C choose an E-projective presentation of A, i.e., a
1 g A
0 0 f A
0 hA
0 Ž 1 . 0 Ž .triangle K “ P “ A “ S K in E with P g P E . ByA A A A
Schanuel’s lemma, we see that if we choose another E-projective presenta-
Ž . 1 0tion K “ P “ A “ S K of A, then K [ P ( K [ P . Hence the ob-A A
1 Ž . Ž . 1ject K is uniquely determined in CrP E . We denote it by V A s K .A E A
Let f : A “ B be a morphism in C. Then there are morphisms p0:f
P 0 “ P 0, k1: K 1 “ K 1 and a morphism of trianglesA B f A B
g 0 f 0 h0A A A1 0 16 6 6 Ž .K P A S KA A A
6 6 6 6
1 0 1Ž .fk p S kf f f
0 0 0g f hB B B1 0 16 6 6 Ž .K P B S K .B B B
If q0: P 0 “ P 0 is another lifting of f which induces a morphism l1:f A B f
1 1 0 w Ž 1. Ž 1.xK “ K in the above diagram, then h ( S k y S l s 0, so thereA B A f f
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Ž 0. Ž 1 . Ž 1. Ž 1.exists a morphism a : S P “ S K such that S k y S l sA B f f
Ž 0 . Ž 1. Ž 1.S g ( a . Then the morphism S k y S l or equivalently the mor-A f f
1 1 Ž . 1 1 Ž . 1phism k y l is zero in CrP E , i.e., k s l . Hence setting V f s k ,f f f f E f
Ž . Ž .we obtain an additive functor V : CrP E “ CrP E , which we call theE
a b g Ž .E-loop functor of C with respect to E. If T : A “ B “ C “ S A is a
triangle in E , then T induces a morphism of triangles
g 0 f 0 h0C C C1 0 16 6 6 Ž .K P C S KC C C
6 6 6 6
c 5 Ž .S cd
b ga 6 6 6 Ž .A B C S A .
It is easy to see as above that the morphism c: K 1 “ A is independent inC
Ž .CrP E of the chosen E-projective presentation of C. We call the image
Ž .of c in CrP E the characteristic class of the triangle T and we denote it
Ž .by c [ ch T . Hence the triangle T in E induces a diagram
baŽ .ch T 6
T : V C A “ B “ C in CrP E .Ž .Ž .E
Ž Ž . .We define a triangulation D of the pair CrP E , V as follows:E E
v Ž . Ž .A diagram V C9 “ A9 “ B9 “ C9 in CrP E belongs to D iffE E
it is isomorphic to a diagram of the form T , where T is a triangle in E.
Ž Ž . .THEOREM 7.1. The triple CrP E , V , D is a left triangulated cate-E E
gory.
w xProof. The proof is similar to the proof of the main theorem of 12 .
We prove only how any morphism f : B “ C is embedded in a triangle in
Ž .CrP E . Consider the base-change diagram of the E-projective presenta-
tion of C along the morphism f :
b ga1 16 6 6 Ž .K A B S KC C
6 6 6 6
5 f 5d
0 0 0g f hC C C1 0 16 6 6 Ž .K P C S K .C C C
Then consider the cobase-change diagram of the E-projective presentation
of C along the morphism a : K 1 “ AC
g 0 f 0 h0C C C1 0 16 6 6 Ž .K P C S KC C C
6 6 6 6
a « 5 Ž .S a
z hu6 6 6 Ž .A D C S A .
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We know that the lower triangle in the above diagram is in E. Hence by
Ž . Ž .the definition of D we have a triangle V C “ A “ D “ C in CrP E .E E
It is not difficult to see that the above two diagrams produce an isomor-
phism D ( B [ P 0. Hence D ( B, such that the morphism D “ C isC
fŽ .isomorphic to f. Hence the diagram V C “ A “ B “ C belongs toE
Ž .the triangulation D of CrP E .E
Ž .The stable category CrP E is not necessarily triangulated. The next
Žresult describes when this happens. Its proof is left to the reader compare
w x.12 .
Ž .THEOREM 7.2. The stable category CrP E is triangulated iff C has
Ž . Ž . Ž .enough E-injecti¤es and P E s I E . If CrP E is triangulated, then
E-gl.dim C s 0 or ‘. Moreo¤er E-gl.dim C s 0 iff E s D .0
8. PROJECTIVITY, INJECTIVITY, AND FLATNESS
Throughout this section we fix a triangulated category C with coprod-
ucts and a full skeletally small additive subcategory 0 / X : C , closed
under isomorphisms, S, Sy1, and direct summands. Our aim is to study the
Ž .homological theory of C based on the proper class of triangles E X :
v Ž . Ž .A triangle A “ B “ C “ S A is in E X iff ;X g X , the in-
duced sequence
0 “ C X , A “ C X , B “ C X , C “ 0 is exact in Ab.Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .LEMMA 8.1. C has enough E X -projecti¤es and P E X s Add X .
 Ž .4Proof. For any C g C , let I [ X “ C ‹ X g Iso X . If X [C C
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..[ X , then X g P E X since X : P E X and P E X islg I l CC
closed under coproducts. The set I induces a morphism f : X “ C,C C
Ž .which by construction is an E X -proper epic. Then the triangle A “ XC
f Ž . Ž . Ž .“ C “ S A g E X and C has enough E X -projectives. Further
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Add X : P E X , since P E X is closed under coproducts and direct
Ž Ž .. a Ž .summands and contains X . If P g P E X , let A “ X “ P “ S AP
Ž .be a triangle in E X with X a coproduct of objects of X . Since P isP
Ž .E X -projective, a splits and P is a direct summand of X , so P gP
Ž .Add X .
Ž .Since C has enough E X -projectives, we can apply the results of the
Ž .previous sections to the pair C , X . An important example of the above
w xsituation occurs in the stable homotopy category of spectra 51 , choosing
X to be the category of finite spectra. For other examples we refer to
Section 12.
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Ž . Ž .LEMMA 8.2. 1 f : A “ B is an E X -phantom map iff ;X g
Ž .X : C X, f s 0.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 The ideal Ph C : Jac C iff ;X g X : C X, A s 0 « AE ŽX .
s 0.
8.1. Projecti¤e and Flat Functors
Ž .Since X is skeletally small, we can consider the category Mod X of
right X-modules, i.e., the category of contravariant additive functors from
X to the category Ab of abelian groups. Define a functor
<S9: C “ Mod X by S9 A s C y, AŽ . Ž . Ž . X
and
<S9 f s C y, f ,Ž . Ž . X
Ž . <where C y, A denotes the restriction of the representable functorX
to X .
Ž .There is a well-defined tensor product functor ym y: Mod X =X
Ž op. w xMod X “ Ab, which satisfies all the usual properties 53 . A functor F
Ž . Ž op.in Mod X is called flat, if F m y: Mod X “ Ab is exact. The fullX
Ž .subcategory of Mod X consisting of flat functors is denoted by
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Flat Mod X . Also we denote by Proj Mod X , resp. Inj Mod X , the
Ž .full subcategory of Mod X consisting of all projective, resp. injective,
Ž . Ž .objects. Observe that ;X g X , S9 X is the representable functor X y, X ,
Ž . Ž Ž ..so S9 X g Proj Mod X .
Ž .Remark 8.3. The functor S9: C “ Mod X is homological and a trian-
Ž . Ž . Ž .gle T is in E X iff S9 T is a short exact sequence in Mod X . Moreover
S9 preserves products, and S9 preserves coproducts iff X : C b. Obviously
Ž .S9 kills E X -phantom maps, so there exists a unique exact functor H:
Ž . Ž . Ž .S C “ Mod X with HS s S9, where S C is the Steenrod cate-E ŽX . E ŽX .
gory and S is the projectivization functor.
PROPOSITION 8.4. The following conditions are equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž . Ž .i The functor H: S C “ Mod X is an equi¤alence of cate-E ŽX .
gories.
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .ii The functor S9 induces an equi¤alence: P E X s Add X f
Ž Ž ..Proj Mod X .
Ž .  4iii For any object X g X and any family X : X , the naturali ig I
Ž . Ž .morphism [ C X, X “ C X, [ X is an isomorphism.ig I i ig I i
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Ž . Ž . Ž .If i holds, then identifying S C s Mod X and S9 s S, we ha¤e thatE ŽX .
S induces natural isomorphisms:
n n opE xt y, C ( E xt S y , S C : C “ Ab ,Ž . Ž . Ž .E ŽX . ModŽX .
;C g C , ;n G 0.
Ž .Further the ideal ker S s Ph C , and if X generates C , then ;A gE ŽX .
Ž . Ž . Ž .C : E X -p.d A s p.d S A . In particular : E X -gl.dim C F
Ž .gl.dim Mod X .
Ž . Ž .  4Proof. ii « iii Let X be any family of objects in X . Sincei ig I
Ž Ž .. Ž .[ X is in P E X , by hypothesis we have [ S9 X (ig I i ig I i
Ž . Ž .S9 [ X . It follows that for any X g X , [ C X, X sig I i ig I i
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .[ S9 X X ( S9 [ X X s C X, [ X .ig I i ig I i ig I i
Ž . Ž .iii « ii Since S9 restricted to X is the Yoneda embedding, it
<follows that S9 : X ¤ P is fully faithful where P is the category of finitelyX
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .generated projective functors in Mod X . Since Proj Mod X s Add P ,
<the hypothesis implies easily that S9 can be extended to a full embeddingX
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..P E X s Add X ¤ Proj Mod X . Let F be a projective functor. Then
 4 Ž .there exists a family X : X such that F [ G s [ S9 X si ig I ig I i
Ž .S9 [ X , for some functor G. This decomposition gives us an idempo-ig I i
Ž . Ž . Ž .tent f : S9 [ X “ S9 [ X with Im f s F. Then there exists anig I i ig I i
Ž .idempotent e: [ X “ [ X such that S9 e s f. Since C hasig I i ig I i
w xcoproducts, by 28 the idempotent e splits producing a direct sum decom-
Ž . Ž .position [ X s K [ L with Im e s K. Then obviously S9 K ( Fig I i
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..and consequently S9: P E X “ Proj Mod X is an equivalence.
Ž . Ž . Ž .i m ii If condition i holds, then H restricts to an equivalence
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .between Proj S C and Proj Mod X . Since P E X s Add X hasE ŽX .
Ž Ž ..split idempotents, by Proposition 4.19 we have an equivalence P E X f
Ž .Proj S C , induced by S. It follows that S9 s HS induces an equiva-E ŽX .
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .lence P E X f Proj Mod X . Conversely if ii holds, then the functor
Ž . Ž Ž Ž ... fS9 induces the desired equivalence H: S C s A P E X “E ŽX .
Ž Ž Ž ... Ž .A Proj Mod X s Mod X .
The last assertions follow from Section 4.
Ž .We call X self-compact if X satisfies condition iii of Proposition 8.4.
From now on we write S s S9, so that if X is self-compact, S9 is the
Ž . Ž .projectivization functor and S C s Mod X . We would like to knowE ŽX .
Ž Ž ..when S has its image in the subcategory Flat Mod X of flat functors. The
motivation for this is that in case X is triangulated, the category
Ž op . Ž .Coh X , Ab , resp. Hom X , Ab , of cohomological, resp. homological,
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž op..functors over X and the category Flat Mod X , resp. Flat Mod X , of
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w xflat right, resp. left, X-modules, coincide 13 . It is natural to compare C
with the cohomological functors over X , via the homological functor S.
PROPOSITION 8.5. The following conditions are equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž Ž ..i Im S : Flat Mod X .
Ž .ii X has weak cokernels and the inclusion i: X ¤ C preser¤es them.
Ž .iii X has weak cokernels and any morphism in X is a weak kernel.
Ž .iv X has weak cokernels and any injecti¤e right X-module is flat.
Ž . Ž . w xProof. ii « i Since X has weak cokernels, it follows from 13 that
Ž . Ž .a functor F g Mod X is flat iff F sends diagrams of the form ) :
X “f Y “g Z, where g is a weak cokernel of f in X , to exact sequences
Ž .in Ab. Hence we must show that if ) is a diagram as above, then
Ž .Ž . SŽ A.Ž g . Ž .Ž . SŽ A.Ž f . Ž .Ž .S A Z “ S A Y “ S A X is exact, ;A g C. Obviously
Ž . Ž . C Žg, A. Ž .this diagram is isomorphic to the complex † : C Z, A “ C Y, A
C Žf, A. Ž . f g 9 h Ž .“ C X, A . Let X “ Y “ A9 “ S X be a triangle in C. Since
g is a weak cokernel of f in X and the inclusion i: X ¤ C preserves weak
cokernels, there are morphisms t : Z “ A9 and r : A9 “ Z such that
Ž .g 9 s g (t and g s g 9( r. Then let v g Ker C f , A be such that f ( v s 0.
Since g 9 is a weak cokernel of f , there exists a morphism f: A9 “ A with
Ž . Ž .g 9(f s v. Then g (t (f s v « v g Im C g, A . Hence † is exact in
Ž . Ž .Ab, and consequently S A is a flat functor in Mod X .
Ž . Ž . f gi « ii Let f : X “ Y be a morphism in X and let X “ Y “ A
h Ž .“ S X be a triangle in C. Since S is homological, we have an exact
Ž . Ž . SŽf. Ž . SŽg. Ž . SŽh . Ž Ž ..sequence in Mod X : S X “ S Y “ S A “ S S X . Let k :
Ž . Ž . Ž .S Y “ F be the cokernel of S f , and let l: F ¤ S A be the canonical
Ž . Ž . Ž .inclusion, such that S g s k ( l. Since S X , S Y are representable, F is
Ž .finitely presented. By hypothesis S A is a flat functor. Hence the mor-
Ž . Ž .phism l factors through some representable functor X y, Z s S Z with
Ž . Ž . Ž .Z g X . So there are morphisms m: F “ S Z and n : S Z “ S A such
<that l s m(n . Since Z g X and S is fully faithful, there exists a uniqueX
Ž .morphism g : Z “ A such that n s S g . Similarly for the morphism
Ž . Ž .k ( m: S Y “ S Z , there exists a unique morphism a : Y “ Z with
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k ( m s Sa . Then S g s k ( l s k ( m(n s S a (S g s S a (g .
<Since S is fully faithful, g s a (g . We show that a : Y “ Z is a weakX
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .cokernel of f in X . First S f (S g s 0 « S f (k ( l s 0 « S f (k s
Ž . Ž . Ž .0 « S f (k ( m s 0 « S f (S a s 0 « f ( a s 0. Now let r : Y “ W
be a morphism in X such that f ( r s 0. Since g is a weak cokernel of f in
C , there exists a morphism t : A “ W with r s g (t . But then r factors
through a as r s a (g (t . Hence X has weak cokernels. To show that
the inclusion i: X ¤ C preserves them, it suffices to show that if v :
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Y “ B is a morphism in C with f ( v s 0, then v factors through a . If
f ( v s 0, there exists f : A “ B with g (f s v. Then a (g (f s v.
Ž . Ž . w x Ž . Ž .iii m iv Follows from 13 . ii m iii The easy proof is left to the
reader.
8.2. Injecti¤e Objects and Functors
Ž .Assume, besides the default assumptions concerning the pair C , X ,
that X generates C and consists of compact objects.
Ž Ž op..Let F g Flat Mod X ; i.e., F: X “ Ab is a flat functor. Consider the
functor
opD S y m F : C “ Ab , )Ž . Ž .X
Ž . w Ž . xŽ . w Ž .where D s Hom y, QrZ and D S y m F A s Hom S A mZ X Z X
xF, QrZ . Since F is a flat, the above functor is cohomological and converts
coproducts to products. Since C is compactly generated by X , by Brown
w x Ž .representability theorem 55 there exists an object D F g C , unique up
to isomorphism, and a natural isomorphism
(
v : D S y m F “ C y, D F . qŽ . Ž . Ž .X
Ž . Ž .Since S sends triangles in E X to short exact sequences in Mod X , it
w Ž . x w Ž .x Ž .follows that D S y m F , hence C y, D F , sends triangles in E X toX
Ž . Ž .short exact sequences in Ab. We infer that D F is an E X -injective
object in C.
Ž . Ž . w Ž . Ž .xChoose F s X X, y in ) , where X g X . Then D S y m X X, yX
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .s DC X, y . In this case we denote the object D X X, y by D X .
Ž Ž .. Ž .Observe that if C C, D X s 0, ;X g X , then DC X, C s 0 «
Ž .  Ž .C X, C s 0, ;X g X . Since X generates C , C s 0. Hence the set D X ;
Ž .4X g Iso X cogenerates C.
Ž .For a class of objects Y : C , let Prod Y be the full subcategory of
retracts of products of objects of Y . The following generalizes results of
w x21, 50 .
Ž . Ž Ž ..THEOREM 8.6. C has E X -injecti¤e en¤elopes and I E X s
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. fProd D X . The functor S induces an equi¤alence S: I E X “
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .Inj Mod X . Finally for any E X -injecti¤e object E, the ring L [ End EC
Ž .is F-semiperfect; i.e., LrJac L is Von Neumann regular and idempotents
Ž . Ž .can be lifted modulo Jac L . In particular an indecomposable E X -injecti¤e
object in C has a local endomorphism ring.
 Ž . Ž .4Proof. For C g C , let J [ C “ D X ‹ X g Iso X . Set E sC C
Ž . Ž .Ł D X . The set J induces a morphism g : C “ E . Let T :mg J m C C CCgC Ž .C “ E “ A “ S C be a triangle in C. Applying, ;X g X , the functorC
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Ž Ž ..C y, D X to the triangle it follows by construction that 0 “
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..C A, D X “ C E , D X “ C C, D X “ 0 is exact. But this se-C
Ž . Ž .quence is isomorphic to the sequence 0 “ DC X, A “ DC X, E “C
Ž . Ž .DC X, C “ 0. Since QrZ cogenerates Ab, the sequence 0 “ C X, C
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .“ C X, E “ C X, A “ 0 is exact, i.e., T g E X . Since E isC C
Ž . Ž .E X -injective, we have that C has enough E X -injectives and the
Ž .characterization of E X -injective objects follows. By Theorem 4.24, S:
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..I E X ¤ Inj Mod X is fully faithful. Let F be an injective functor in
Ž . Ž Ž . .Mod X . Applying Brown representability to the functor C S y , F , we
Ž Ž . . Ž .have an isomorphism v : C S y , F “ C y, E and plainly E is inF F
Ž Ž .. < Ž Ž . . < Ž .I E X . Then v : C S y , F s F ( S E , so S is surjective. ByX X F
Ž .Theorem 4.24, C has E X -injective envelopes. The last assertions are
Ž . w xtrue since they are true in Mod X ; see 39 .
We close this subsection showing that any object of C admits a functo-
Ž .rial ‘‘embedding’’ into an E X -injective object. We assume from now on
that X is a triangulated subcategory of C. By Proposition 8.5, for any
Ž . Ž .object A g C , S A is a flat right X-module. It is well known that DS A
is an injective left X-module. Since X is a triangulated subcategory of C ,
Ž .by the dual of Proposition 8.5, we infer that DS A is a flat left X-module.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence choosing F s DS A in ) , we obtain an E X -injective object
Ž Ž .. Ž .D DS A in C , which we denote by D A , equipped with the natural
w Ž . Ž .x ( w Ž .xisomorphism v : D S y m DS A “ C y, D A .X
Ž .THEOREM 8.7. The assignment A ‹ D A defines an additi¤e functor D:
Ž . Ž .C “ C and ;A g C , the object D A is E X -injecti¤e. Further there exists
Ž . Ž .a natural morphism d : Id “ D, such that d : A “ D A is an E X -properC A
monic.
w xProof. It is well known 65 that there is a canonical morphism F mX
Ž . Ž .D G “ D F, G which is invertible if F is finitely presented. Hence we
Ž . Ž . w Ž . Ž .xhave a natural morphism f : S y m DS A “ D S y , S A such thatX
< Ž . w Ž .xf is invertible. We denote by c : C y, A “ C y, D A the composi-X
tion
mSy, A 26C y, A S y , S A “ D S y , S AŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .D f v6
D S y m DS A “ C y, D A ,Ž . Ž . Ž .X
< Ž .where m is the canonical monomorphism. Observe that c : S A “X
Ž Ž ..S D A is a monomorphism. By Yoneda’s lemma there exists a unique
Ž . Ž . <morphism d : A “ D A such that c s C y, d . Then c sXA A
Ž . < Ž . <C y, d s S d and since c is a monomorphism, the same is trueX XA A
Ž . Ž .for S d ; i.e., d is an E X -proper monic. We leave to the reader toA A
Ž .  4prove that A ‹ D A defines an additive functor D: C “ C and dA Ag C
are the components of a natural morphism d : Id “ D.C
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Note that we have the formula SD ( D2S, so D can be regarded as a
‘‘double dual’’ functor in C. The next result is a direct consequence of the
above theorems.
Ž Ž ..COROLLARY 8.8. ;A, B g C , ;X g X , Ph A, D X s 0 sE ŽX .
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..Ph A, D B . Moreo¤er f g Ph C iff D f s 0 iff C f , D X sE ŽX . E ŽX .
0, ;X g X .
8.3. Homological Functors Preser¤ing Coproducts
Assume from now on that X is self-compact and satisfies the following
condition
Ž .†† X has weak kernels and the inclusion X ¤ C preserves them,
Ž .which is dual to condition ii of Proposition 8.5.
Fix a coproduct preserving homological functor H: C “ Ab. Set H9 [
< Ž .H : X “ Ab and let H* [ ym H9: Mod X “ Ab be the uniqueX X
colimit preserving functor extending H9 through the Yoneda embedding
Ž .X ¤ Mod X . Using Corollary 4.21, it is not difficult to see that H*S (
L E ŽX .H. Let v : L E ŽX .H “ H be the canonical morphism; in particular0 0
<the restriction v is invertible. Since H is homological and XP ŽE ŽX ..
Ž . w xsatisfies condition †† , by 13 it follows easily that H9 is flat, so H* is
Ž w x. E ŽX .exact see also 50 . We infer that H*S s L H is homological.0
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 8.9. Assume that a : any object of C has finite E X -projecti¤e
Ž . b E ŽX . (dimension or b : X : C and X generates C. Then v : L H “ H.0
Ž . Ž .Proof. a Assume first that E X -p.d A F 1 and let P “ P “ A1 0
Ž . Ž . <“ S P be an E X -projective resolution of A. Since v is invert-P ŽE ŽX ..1
ible, applying the homological functors L E ŽX .H, H to the above triangle0
E ŽX . Ž . Ž .and using 5-Lemma, it follows that v : L H A “ H A is invertible.A 0
Ž .Since any object of C has finite E X -projective dimension, by induction
we have that v is an isomorphism.
Ž .  E ŽX . Ž . ( Ž .4 E ŽX .b Set U [ A g C ‹ v : L H A “ H A . Since L H,A 0 0
H are coproduct preserving homological functors, U is a full triangulated
subcategory of C , closed under coproducts, and contains the compact
generating subcategory X of C. It follows that U s C and consequently v
is invertible.
THEOREM 8.10. Under the assumptions of Lemma 8.9, we ha¤e the
following.
Ž . Ž .i There exists an exact colimit preser¤ing functor H*: Mod X “ Ab,
unique up to isomorphism, such that H*S s H. The functor H* admits a
Ž . <right adjoint which preser¤es injecti¤es and we can identify S y m H s H.XX
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Ž . Ž . Ž .ii H f s 0, ; f g Ph C .E ŽX .
Ž . bŽ Ž op..iii If Flat Mod C is the category of coproduct preser¤ing homo-
logical functors C “ Ab, then the assignment F ‹ F*S induces an equi¤a-
Ž Ž op.. f bŽ Ž op..lence Flat Mod X “ Flat Mod C , with the in¤erse gi¤en by H ‹
<H .X
Ž . Ž .Proof. i Follows from the above analysis and Lemma 8.9. ii Follows
Ž . Ž . Ž .from i , since S kills E X -phantom maps. iii The easy proof is left to
the reader.
Remark 8.11. In Theorem 8.10, Ab can be replaced by any abelian
AB5 category.
8.4. The Roos Spectral Sequence
 4 Ž .Let F be a filtered system of functors in Mod X and let G be anotheri
w x p, q Ž p.functor. Then by 65 we have a Roos’s spectral sequence: E s lim2 ⁄
qw x nw xE xt F , G « E xt lim F , G . Assume now that X compactly generatesi “ i
Ž . Ž .C and satisfies condition ii of Proposition 8.5. Let A, B g C. Since S A
is flat, there exists a functor I : I “ X from a small filtered category I
Ž . Ž . Ž .such that S A s lim S X , where X s I i . Trivially the Roos spectral“ i i
Ž . Ž .sequence for the functors S A , S B collapses, giving isomorphisms
Žn. n n w xlim C X , B ( E xt S A , S B ( E xt A , B , ;n G 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .I i E ŽX .⁄
Ž . Ž t . Ž .COROLLARY 8.12. E X -i.d B F n iff lim C X , B s 0, for all t G n⁄ I i
 4q 1 and for all filtered direct systems X of objects of X .i
Let A “ A “ ??? be a tower of objects of C. Since X is compact, the0 1
Žfunctor S preserves coproducts. Hence by Lemma 5.8 we have S holim “
. Ž .  4 Ž p.A ( lim S A . Since for a tower G in Ab, lim G vanishes ;p G 2,i “ i n ⁄ n
the next result follows from Roos’s spectral sequence by standard argu-
ments.
COROLLARY 8.13. ;B g C and ;n G 0, there exists a short exact se-
quence
Ž1. ny1 nw x0 “ lim E xt A , B “ E xt holim A , BE ŽX . i E ŽX . i⁄ “
n w x“ lim E xt A , B “ 0.E ŽX . i⁄
If the tower above is the E-cellular tower of A, then since A ( holim “
A , the above short exact sequence gives a method to compute thei
extension functors of A by means of the extension functors of its cells A .i
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9. PHANTOMLESS TRIANGULATED CATEGORIES
Let C be a triangulated category with coproducts and let X : C be a
skeletally small full additive subcategory, closed under S, Sy1, direct
summands, and isomorphisms. Our main result in this section character-
Ž .izes the E X -phantomless triangulated categories and generalizes results
w xof Neeman 54 . First we need a simple lemma and some definitions.
LEMMA 9.1. If C has products and X : C b, then for any set of objects
 4A : C , the canonically defined triangle [ A “ Ł A “ A “i ig I ig I i ig I i
Ž . Ž .S [ A is in E X .ig I i
Ž b.Proof. Since S preserves products and also coproducts since X : C ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .the exact sequences ??? “ S [ A “ S Ł A “ S A “ ??? andig I i ig I i
Ž . Ž . Ž .??? “ [ S A “ Ł S A “ S A “ ??? are isomorphic. Since inig I i ig I i
module categories the morphism from a coproduct to the product is a
Ž . Ž . Ž .monomorphism, we see that 0 “ S [ A “ S Ł A “ S A “ 0ig I i ig I i
is exact and the assertion follows.
w xWe recall 13 that an additive category C is called weak abelian if C
has weak kernels and weak cokernels, and any morphism is a weak kernel
and a weak cokernel. Trivially triangulated categories are weak abelian.
w xWe recall 30 that a Grothendieck category G is called locally Noetherian,
resp. locally Artinian, resp. locally finite, if G has a set of generators
consisting of Noetherian, resp. Artinian, resp. finite length, objects. A
w xfunctor category is called perfect 39 if any flat functor is projective. We
w xneed the following result from 13 .
w xPROPOSITION 9.2 13 . Let C be a skeletally small additi¤e category with
split idempotents. Then the following are equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž .i Mod C is a Frobenius category.
Ž . Ž .ii C is weak abelian and Mod C is locally Noetherian.
Ž . Ž .iii C is weak abelian and Mod C is perfect.
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..iv C is weak abelian and Proj Mod C , resp. Inj Mod C , is
closed under products, resp. coproducts.
In this case the projecti¤e, injecti¤e, and flat functors coincide. Moreo¤er the
Ž . Ž op.module category Mod C is Frobenius and locally finite iff Mod C is
Ž . Ž op.Frobenius and locally finite iff C is weak abelian and Mod C , Mod C
Ž .are locally Noetherian perfect .
Let F be an additive category. We recall that an object A g F is called
Ž .finitely presented if the functor F A, y commutes with filtered colimits.
w xFollowing 24 we say that F is locally finitely presented if F has filtered
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colimits, any object of F is a filtered colimit of finitely presented objects,
and the full subcategory of finitely presented objects of F is skeletally
small. Finally we recall that an additive category is a Krull]Schmidt
category, if any of its objects is a finite coproduct of indecomposable
objects and any indecomposable object has a local endomorphism ring. In
b Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .case C is compactly generated and X s C , then parts 1 , 12 , 14 , 15
w xof the next result have been observed independently by Krause 50 .
THEOREM 9.3. The following statements are equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž .1 The functor S: C “ Mod X induces an equi¤alence: C f
Ž Ž ..Flat Mod X .
Ž . b Ž .2 X : C and E X -gl.dim C s 0.
Ž . b Ž .3 X : C and Ph C s 0.E ŽX .
Ž . b Ž . b4 X : C and C s Add X , resp. X : C generates C and C s
Ž Ž ..Prod D X .
Ž . b Ž .5 X generates C , X : C , and the module category Mod X is
Frobenius.
Ž . b Ž .6 X generates C , X : C is weak abelian, and Add X , resp.
Ž Ž ..I E X , is closed under products, resp. coproducts.
Ž . b Ž .7 X generates C , X : C is weak abelian, and C is E X -
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Frobenius; i.e., C has enough E X -injecti¤es and P E X s I E X .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .8 The unique exact extension S*: A C “ Mod X of S through
Ž .the Freyd category A C of C is an equi¤alence of categories.
Ž .9 For any abelian category M and for any homological functor H:
Ž .C “ M , there exists a unique exact functor H*: Mod X “ M with H*S s H.
Ž . b Ž10 X generates C , X : C is weak abelian resp. and C has
.products , and the following conditions are true:
Ž .  4 Ž .a For any family X : X the canonical mono- mor-i ig I
phism
m : C y, X “ C y, X resp. n : X “ XŽ . Ž .[ Ł [ Łi i i iž /
igI igI igI igI
splits.
Ž .  4b For any set I and directed family X : X and for anyi ig I
Y g X
lim Žn. C X , Y s 0, ;n G 1.Ž .I i⁄
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Ž . b  411 X generates C , X : C is weak abelian, and if X ; i g I andi
 4Y ; j g J are filtered direct systems of objects of X , theni
lim Žn. lim C X , Y s 0, ;n G 1.Ž .I J i j⁄ “
Ž . b12 X : C is a Krull]Schmidt weak abelian category which generates
C and for any sequence X “f1 X “f 2 X “ ??? of non-isomorphisms1 2 3
between indecomposable objects of X , there exists N g N, such that
f ( f ( ??? ( f s 0.1 2 N
Ž . b Ž .13 X : C generates C and E X s lim D ; i.e., a triangle is in“ 0
Ž .E X iff it is a filtered colimit of split triangles.
Ž . b14 X : C and if A g C then A s [ X , where X g X andig I i i
Ž .End X is a local ring. Moreo¤er any two such decompositions are isomor-C i
phic.
Ž . b15 X s C and C is a locally finitely presented category.
If one of the abo¤e conditions is true, then C is a pure semisimple locally
finitely presented category with products with X s C b as its full subcategory of
finitely presented objects. Further the projecti¤ization functor S induces equi¤-
alences
C s Add C b f Proj Mod C b s Flat Mod C b s Inj Mod C bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž b.and a triangle equi¤alence DrD f Mod C , where DrD is the stable0 0
w xtriangulated category of all triangles modulo the split triangles 13 and
Ž b. Ž b.Mod C is the stable triangulated category of the module category Mod C
modulo projecti¤es.
Proof. In the first part of the proof we show that the first nine
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .statements are equivalent by the scheme: 1 « 2 « 3 « 4 « 5 «
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 , 5 m 6 , 7 , 8 , and 8 m 9 . In the second part we show that
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .5 m 10 , 11 , 12 , that 3 m 13 , that 4 m 14 and finally that
Ž . Ž .1 m 15 .
Ž . Ž .If 1 is true, then since S is faithful, we have ker S s Ph C s 0.E ŽX .
b Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Trivially X : C generates C. Hence 1 « 2 . Trivially 2 « 3 , 3 «
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4 and by Theorem 4.25 we have 4 « 5 . If 5 is true then since
b Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .X : C , by Proposition 8.4, the functor S: P E X “ Proj Mod X s
Ž Ž .Flat Mod X is an equivalence. Since by Proposition 9.2, X is weak
abelian, it follows by Proposition 8.5 that Im S consists of flat s projective
Ž . Ž .modules. Now since X generates C , ;A g C , E X -p.d A s p.d S A s 0.
Ž . Ž Ž ..This implies that E X -gl.dim C s 0; hence C s P E X f
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..Flat Mod X , so 1 is true. 5 m 6 Since Add X f Proj Mod X and
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..I E X f Inj Mod X , the category Add X , resp. I E X , is closed
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Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..under products, resp. coproducts, iff Proj Mod X , resp. Inj Mod X , is
closed under products, resp. coproducts. Then the assertion follows from
Ž . Ž .Proposition 9.2. 5 m 7 If X compactly generates C and X is weak
Ž . Ž .abelian, then trivially Mod X is Frobenius iff C is E X -Frobenius and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .the claim follows. 5 « 8 Since 5 « 2 and Mod X is the Steenrod
Ž . Ž . Ž .category of C , 8 follows from Theorem 4.25. That 8 « 5 is a conse-
Ž . Ž . Ž .quence of the fact that A C is Frobenius. Finally 8 m 9 follows from
Ž .the fact that A C is the universal homological category of C.
Ž . Ž .So far we proved that the conditions 1 , . . . , 9 are equivalent. Observe
Ž . Ž . bthat the conditions 1 and 4 imply that X s C . In particular X is a
triangulated subcategory of C and C is compactly generated.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .5 m 10 If 5 is true then [ C y, X is injective, sinceig I i
Ž .Mod X is Frobenius. Hence the canonical monomorphism m splits. Let
 4 Ž .X : X , with I a filtered set and let Y g X . Consider the flat functori ig I
Ž .F s lim X y, X . From the Roos spectral sequence of Section 8.4 for“ I i
Ž . Žn. Ž .the functors F , X y, Y , it follows that lim C X , Y (⁄ I i
nw Ž .xE xt F, X y, Y , ;n G 1. Since any flat is projective, we have
nŽ Ž .. Ž .Ž .E xt F, X y, Y s 0, ;n G 1; hence condition 10 b holds. For the
Ž Ž .. Ž .parenthetical case observe that since Flat Mod X has products, by 1 we
have that C has products; hence the canonical morphism n is defined. By
Ž . Ž .Lemma 9.1, n is an E X -proper monic, which splits since Ph C s 0E ŽX .
Ž . Ž . Ž . nw Ž .xby 2 . Conversely if 10 is true, then by b we have E xt F, X y, Y s
0, ;n G 1, for any flat functor F and any object Y g X , again from Roos’s
spectral sequence. Since X is weak abelian, X has weak cokernels so by
w x Ž . Ž .40 , we have that X y, Y is pure injective. Then by condition a , any
free functor is pure injective. It follows that any projective is pure injective
w x Ž .and then by 40 , the category Mod X is perfect; i.e., any flat functor is
Ž .projective. By Proposition 9.2, Mod X is Frobenius. For the parenthetical
Ž . bcase observe that m is isomorphic to S n , since X : C .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .5 m 11 As in the proof of 5 m 10 , using Roos’s spectral
sequence.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .5 m 12 Suppose that 5 is true. Then Mod X is perfect and the
assertion follows from the characterization of perfect functor categories in
w x Ž . w x Ž .39 . If 12 is true, by 39 we have that Mod X is perfect and hence
Frobenius since X is weak abelian.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4 m 14 If 4 is true then by 5 , Mod X is perfect and C is
Ž Ž .. w xidentified with Proj Mod X . Then the assertion follows from 39 . The
converse is trivial.
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 m 13 If any triangle in E X is a filtered colimit of split
Ž .triangles, then obviously C is E X -phantomless. Conversely if C is
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Ž . Ž .E X -phantomless, then the assertion follows from the equivalence of 3
Ž .with the condition 1 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..1 m 15 If 1 is true, then C s Flat Mod X which obviously is
Ž .locally finitely presented. Moreover by 4 , the full subcategory of finitely
b w x Ž .presented objects of C coincides with X s C . By 24 and condition 11 ,
Ž .we have that C is pure semisimple. Conversely if 15 is true, and if Y is
the category of finitely presented objects of C , then obviously Y : C b and
w x Ž Ž ..we know by 24 that the functor S: C “ Flat Mod Y is an equivalence.
Ž . Ž .By condition 1 with X replaced by Y it follows that C is E Y -phan-
tomless. This implies as above that Y s C b. Since by hypothesis C b s X ,
Ž . Ž .it follows that X s Y and 15 implies 1 .
w xThe last part follows from the above proof, noting that by 13 , we have
always an equivalence DrD f A C , where the latter is the stableŽ .0
Ž .category of the Frobenius category A C modulo projectives.
EXAMPLE 9.4. Any semisimple algebraic stable homotopy category in
w xthe sense of Hovey et al. 38 satisfies any one of the conditions of
Theorem 9.3. For other examples we refer to Section 12.
Ž .We recall that an additive category D is called ¤on Neumann regular if
for any morphism f : X “ Y in D, there exists g : Y “ X such that
f ( g ( f s f. It is not difficult to see that a triangulated category D is
abelian iff D is semisimple abelian iff D is regular with split idempotents.
It is well known that if D is regular and skeletally small, then all left or
right modules over D are flat.
COROLLARY 9.5. If C is compactly generated, then the following are
equi¤alent:
Ž .i All triangles in C are semi-split.
Ž . Ž b. bii C is E C -phantomless and C is ¤on Neumann regular.
Ž . Ž b. b Ž .iii C is E C -phantomless and C is semisimple abelian.
Ž . Ž b.iv The Steenrod category Mod C is semisimple abelian.
Ž . Ž b.v The projecti¤ization functor S: C “ Mod C is an equi¤alence.
9.1. Puppe Triangulations
w xLet F be an abelian category with enough injectives. By 43 , the stable
category F modulo injectives is right triangulated with suspension functor
Vy1 : F “ F.
Ž .DEFINITION 9.6. A stable structure on F is a pair S, d , where S:
F “ F is an automorphism of F and d : S “ Vy3 is a natural isomor-
phism in F, such that d Vy1 q Vy1d s 0. The last condition makes sense
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since we can identify SVy1 ( Vy1 S. F is called S-stable if F admits a
Ž .stable structure S, d .
Observe that if F is S-stable, then F is Frobenius. Now let P be an
additive category equipped with an automorphism S: P “ P. A class P of
Ž .diagrams A “ B “ C “ S A in P is called a Puppe-triangulation of the
Ž .pair P, S , if P satisfies all the axioms of a triangulation, except possibly
of the octahedral axiom. In this case P is called Puppe-triangulated; see
w x57 where the terminology pre-triangulated is used. However, the last term
has been used by many authors to mean different things and we shall avoid
w xit. Our terminology is justified by the fact that according to Heller 34 , D.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Puppe was the first who introduced the axioms T , T , and T of1 2 3
w xSection 2; see for instance 60 .
Ž .EXAMPLE 9.7. Let T, S, D be a Puppe-triangulated category. Then the
Ž .Freyd category A T is Frobenius and the suspension S of T in-
Ž . Ž . Ž .duces an auto-equivalence S#: A T “ A T , defined by S# F s
Ž Ž .. Ž . T Žy, f. Ž .Coker T y, S f , where T y, A “ T y, B “ F “ 0 is a finite
Ž .presentation of F g A T . We leave to the reader to check that in fact
Ž .A T is S#-stable.
The following is due to Heller and was observed independently by Keller
and Neeman.
w xTHEOREM 9.8 34, 44 . Let F be a Frobenius category and S: F “ F an
automorphism of F. If P is the full subcategory of projecti¤e]injecti¤e objects
of F, then there exists a bijecti¤e correspondence between Puppe-triangulations
Ž . Ž .P of the pair P, S and S-stable structures S, d on F.
In the next two paragraphs and for reasons of comparison, we rename
triangulated categories, and we call them Verdier-triangulated categories.
Hence a Verdier-triangulated category is a Puppe-triangulated category
which satisfies the octahedral axiom. Theorem 9.8 suggests the following
conjecture, which we believe is due to Keller and Neeman.
Conjecture 9.9. There exists a S-stable Frobenius category C , such that
Ž .the Puppe-triangulated category P, S, P of Theorem 9.8 is not Verdier-
triangulated.
The following provides support for the above conjecture to be true.
Remark 9.10. By Example 9.7, a Puppe-triangulated category T is
embedded in a S-stable Frobenius category as a full subcategory of
projective]injective objects. It follows that the above conjecture fails iff
any Puppe-triangulated category is Verdier-triangulated. If the latter holds,
then it would follow that for any Verdier-triangulated category T, the
Ž .octahedral axiom T of Verdier is a formal consequence of the axioms4
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Ž . Ž . Ž .T , T , and T . This is very unlikely to be true, but it is not known if1 2 3
there exists a counterexample.
9.2. Triangulations and Categories of Pro-objects and Ind-objects
Let X be a skeletally small triangulated category. It is very natural to
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..ask if the categories Proj Mod X , Flat Mod X admit a triangulated
Ž Ž ..structure in such a way that the inclusions X ¤ Proj Mod X , X ¤
Ž Ž ..Flat Mod X are exact. We devote this subsection to a discussion of this
question.
Ž .By Theorem 9.3, if a triangulated category C is E X -phantomless with
X as in Theorem 9.3, then X s C b is triangulated, the Steenrod category
Ž . ŽMod X is Frobenius, and its category of projectives equivalently the
.category of cohomological functors over X has a triangulated structure
which extends the triangulated structure of X . The following result pro-
vides a partial converse.
THEOREM 9.11. Let D be a skeletally small additi¤e category with split
idempotents. Then for the statements
Ž . Ž Ž ..i the category Flat Mod D is triangulated,
Ž . Ž .ii Mod D is S-stable,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..we ha¤e i « ii and ii implies that Flat Mod D is Puppe-triangulated.
Ž . Ž Ž ..If i holds, then D is triangulated, the inclusion i: D ¤ Flat Mod D is
Ž .exact, Mod D is Frobenius, and there are identifications:
Add D s Proj Mod D s Flat Mod D s Inj Mod D .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž Ž ..Proof. If C [ Flat Mod D is triangulated with suspension S, then C
b w xhas coproducts and C is a full triangulated subcategory of C. By 24 , the
Ž Ž ..category of finitely presented objects of Flat Mod D can be identified
b Ž b.with D. Trivially D : C generates C. Let a : F “ G be an E C -
Ž b . Ž .phantom map in C , i.e., C , a s 0. Then D, a s 0, which trivially by
Yoneda implies that a s 0. By Theorem 9.3, it follows that D s C b;
Ž .hence D is a triangulated subcategory of C and Mod D is Frobenius,
Ž . Ž . Ž .which trivially is S-stable. Hence i « ii . Conversely by Theorem 9.8, ii
Ž . Ž Ž ..implies that Mod D is Frobenius and Flat Mod D is Puppe-triangu-
lated.
Ž . Ž .For a skeletally small additive category D, let Pro D , Ind D be the
w x w xinduced Pro-, Ind-categories; see 31 . In 13 , we gave necessary and
Ž . Ž .sufficient conditions for Pro D , Ind D to be abelian. It is useful to know
when the Pro-, Ind-categories can be endowed with a triangulated struc-
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ture, since these categories are usually the codomain of derived functors
w xdefined on triangulated categories; see 25 .
Ž .COROLLARY 9.12. a For the statements
Ž . Ž . Ž .i the category Ind D , resp. Pro D , is triangulated,
Ž . Ž . Ž op.ii Mod D , resp. Mod D , is a S-stable category,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .we ha¤e i « ii and ii implies that Ind D , resp. Pro D , is Puppe-tri-
angulated.
Ž .b For the statements
Ž . Ž . Ž .i the categories Pro D , Ind D are triangulated,
Ž . Ž . Ž op.ii Mod D , or equi¤alently Mod D , is a locally finite S-sta-
ble category,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .we ha¤e i « ii and ii implies that Ind D and Pro D are Puppe-tri-
Ž . Ž . Ž op.angulated. If i holds, then Mod D , Mod D are locally finite Frobenius
Ž . Ž .categories, D is triangulated, and the inclusions D ¤ Ind D , D ¤ Pro D
are exact.
Ž . Ž Ž ..Proof. It is well known that we can identify Ind D s Flat Mod D
Ž . Ž Ž op..op Ž .opand Pro D s Flat Mod D , and we have an equivalence: Pro D
Ž op.f Ind D . Then the assertions are consequences of Theorem 9.11 and
Proposition 9.2.
Ž b.Note that if Conjecture 9.9 is not true, then the map C ‹ Mod C
Ž b.gives a bijective correspondence between E C -phantomless compactly
generated triangulated categories and S-stable Frobenius module cate-
gories over skeletally small triangulated categories. The inverse map is
Ž . Ž .given by Mod D ‹ Ind D .
10. BROWN REPRESENTATION THEOREMS
Throughout this section we assume that the triangulated category C has
coproducts. We fix a skeletally small full additive subcategory X : C
which is closed under isomorphisms, direct summands, and S, Sy1. Con-
sider the homological functor
<S9: C “ Mod X , S9 A s C y, AŽ . Ž . Ž . X
and
<S9 f s C y, f ,Ž . Ž . X
Ž . <where C y, A denotes the restriction of the representable functor toX
w xX . We recall that an additive functor F: A “ B is called complete 45 or a
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w xrepresentation equi¤alence 1 , if F is full, surjective on objects and reflects
isomorphisms.
Ž .DEFINITION 10.1. The pair C , X satisfies the Brown representability
Ž . Ž .theorem BRT for short if the canonical functor S9: C “ Mod X induces
Ž Ž ..a representation equivalence between C and the flat functors Flat Mod X
over X .
Ž .Our aim is to characterize when the pair C , X satisfies BRT. By
Ž Ž ..Section 8, the functor S9 satisfies Im S9 : Flat Mod X iff the following
condition is true:
Ž .† X has weak cokernels and the inclusion functor X ¤ C pre-
serves them.
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Further S9 induces an equivalence between P E X and Proj Mod X
Ž .iff X is self-compact iff Mod X is the Steenrod category of C with
Ž .respect to E X and S9 s S is the projectivization functor. Our main
result in this section is the following:
THEOREM 10.2. The following statements are equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž .i The pair C , X satisfies BRT.
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii a X is self-compact, generates C , and satisfies condition † .
Ž . Ž Ž ..  Ž . 4b Flat Mod X s F g Mod X ‹ p.d F F 1 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii a X is self-compact and satisfies condition † .
Ž . Ž .b E X -gl.dim C F 1.
Ž . Ž Ž ..g Any F g Flat Mod X has finite projecti¤e dimension.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Proof. i « ii By BRT, Im S9 s Flat Mod X ; hence condition †
Ž . Ž Ž ..is true. Since S9: CrPh C f Flat Mod X , it follows directly that XE ŽX .
Ž Ž .. Ž .is self-compact. Since idempotents split in P E X s Add X , by Theo-
Ž Ž ..  Ž . 4rem 5.3, Flat Mod X s Im S9 s F g Mod X ‹ p.d F F 1 . Finally The-
Ž . Ž .orem 5.3 ensures that X generates C and E X -gl.dim C F 1. Part ii «
Ž . Ž .iii is trivial since if X generates C and condition † is true, then
Ž .  Ž Ž ..4E X -gl.dim C F sup p.d F ‹ F g Flat Mod X .
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii « i Since E X -gl.dim C F 1, by Theorem 5.3 the functor
Ž Ž ..S9 s S: C “ Flat Mod X is full and reflects isomorphisms. It remains to
Ž .show that S is surjective on objects. Let F be a flat functor, let 0 “ S Pn
a Ž . b Ž . Ž .“ S P “ S P “ ??? “ S P “ F “ 0 be a projective resolu-ny1 ny2 0
Ž .tion, and let b s d( e be the canonical factorization, where d: S P “ny1
Ž . Ž .G and e: G ¤ S P . Then there exists f : P “ P such that S f s a,ny2 n ny1
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .since S: P E X f Proj Mod X . Since S f is monic, the triangle
f Ž . Ž . Ž .P “ P “ L “ S P is in E X , and then S L ( G. Since Sn ny1 ny1 n ny1
Ž . Ž .is full, there exists a morphism g : L “ P with S g s e. Since S gny1 ny2
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g Ž . Ž .is monic, the triangle L “ P “ L “ S L is in E X , andny1 ny2 ny2 ny1
Ž . Ž .then S L ( Im P “ P . Continuing in this way, it follows thatny2 ny2 ny3
F is in Im S, so S is surjective on objects.
Ž .If C , X satisfies BRT, then we have the classical version of the Brown
w xrepresentability theorem 51, 55 .
Ž . opCOROLLARY 10.3. If the pair C , X satisfies BRT and if F: C “ Ab is
a cohomological functor con¤erting coproducts to products, then F is repre-
sentable.
˜ < Ž .Proof. Since the restriction functor F [ F g Mod X is flat, by BRTX
( ˜Ž . Ž . < <there exists A g C , such that a : S A s C y, A “ F s F. SinceX X
Ž Ž .. Ž .P E X s Add X and F sends coproducts to products, a can be ex-
< Ž . <tended to an isomorphism b : F ( C y, A . Then the resultP ŽE ŽX .. P ŽE ŽX ..
follows from Corollary 4.29.
The author is indebted to the referee for the following nice remark.
Ž .Remark 10.4. If the pair C , X satisfies BRT, then C is compactly
b  4generated. Indeed it suffices to show that X : C . Let A ; i g I be a seti
Ž .of objects in C and choose an E X -projective resolution P “ P “ Ai1 i0 i
Ž . Ž .“ S P of A , ; i g I. Then the sum [P “ [P “ [A “ S [Pi1 i i1 i0 i i1
Ž .of these resolutions is a triangle which is an E X -projective resolution of
Ž .[A . If X g X , then applying C X, y to the triangle and using 5-Lemmai
and the self-compactness of X , it follows easily that the canonical map
Ž . Ž .[C X, A “ C X, [A is invertible. Hence X is compact.i i
A direct consequence of the above representability result is the follow-
ing.
Ž .COROLLARY 10.5. If the pair C , X satisfies BRT, then C has products.
The following is a consequence of Theorems 4.24 and 5.3.
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 10.6. If BRT holds for the pair C , X , then C has E X -in-
Ž Ž .. fjecti¤e en¤elopes and the functor S induces an equi¤alence S: I E X “
Ž Ž ..Inj Mod X .
COROLLARY 10.7. Assume that X is self-compact, generates C , and
Ž . Ž .satisfies condition † . If a any flat right X-module is a direct union of
Ž .countably presented pure submodules, b if any flat right X-module is
Ž . Ž .countably presented, or g if the module category Mod X satisfies one of
Ž . Ž .the following conditions: p.gl.dim Mod X F 1 or Kdim Mod X F 1, where
Ž . Ž .p.gl.dim Mod X denotes pure global dimension and Kdim Mod X denotes
w x Ž .Krull dimension 30 of the Grothendieck category Mod X , then the pair
Ž .C , X satisfies BRT.
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w x  Ž Ž ..4Proof. By 39, 65 , we have sup p.d F; F g Flat Mod X F
Ž . Ž .p.gl.dim Mod X F Kdim Mod X . So the result follows from Theorem
Ž . w x10.2 in case g . In the first two cases it follows from 40, 65 , since then
for any flat F, p.d F F 1.
Ž . Ž Ž ..COROLLARY 10.8. Let CrAdd X , CrI E X be the stable categories
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..of C modulo Add X , I E X and let Flat Mod X , Flat Mod X be the
stable categories of flat modules modulo projecti¤es, injecti¤es. If the pair
Ž . Ž .C , X satisfies BRT , then S induces equi¤alences CrAdd X (
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .Flat Mod X and CrI E X ( Flat Mod X . CrAdd X has kernels
Ž Ž ..and coproducts and CrI E X has cokernels and products.
Proof. By BRT the functor S induces a full and surjective on objects
Ž . Ž Ž ..functor S: CrAdd X “ Flat Mod X . Let f : A “ B be a morphism in
Ž . Ž . Ž .C such that S f factors through a projective G s S P , P g Add X , via
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .the morphisms a s S g : S A “ S P and b s S h : S P “ S B . Then
s r t Ž .f y g ( h: A “ B is a phantom map. Let P “ P “ A “ S P be an1 0 1
Ž .E X -projective resolution of A. Since f y g ( h is phantom, we have
Ž . Ž .r ( f y g ( h s 0; hence there exists v: S P “ B such that t ( v s f y1
g ( h or f s t ( v q g ( h. Passing to the stable category we have f s 0 in
Ž . <CrAdd X . This means that S is faithful, hence an equivalence.C rAddŽX .
Ž Ž .. w xFinally the category Flat Mod X is a left triangulated category 12 , and
Ž Ž ..since for any flat F we have p.d F F 1, it is trivial to see that Flat Mod X
Ž Ž ..has kernels. Since Flat Mod X has coproducts it is easy to see that the
Ž Ž ..same is true for Flat Mod X . The case of injectives is treated similarly.
Ž . / 0There are pairs for which BRT fails see Section 12 . Let C be the full
subcategory of C consisting of objects A for which there exists a triangle
Ž . Ž .P “ P “ A “ S P in E X with P , P direct summands of countable1 0 1 1 0
Ž / 0. Ž .coproducts of objects of X . Let Ph C be the restriction of Ph CE ŽX . E ŽX .
/ 0 / 0Ž Ž ..to C and let Flat Mod X be the full subcategory of countably
w xpresented flat functors 39, 65 .
PROPOSITION 10.9. The functor S induces a representation equi¤alence S:
/ 0 / 0Ž Ž .. / 0 Ž / 0. / 0Ž Ž ..C “ Flat Mod X . Hence C rPh C f Flat Mod X .E ŽX .
/ 0Ž Ž ..Proof. By construction we have that S has image in Flat Mod X ,
/ 0 Ž . w xand any object A g C has E X -p.d A F 1. Since 65 any countably
presented flat functor F has p.d F F 1, we see that the functor S is
surjective on objects.
w x Ž .Recall from 65 that the weight w X of a skeletally small category X is
Ž .  Ž . Ž .4defined by w X [ card "X X, Y : X, Y g Iso X .
w xPROPOSITION 10.10 65 . If X is a skeletally small additi¤e category with
Ž .weight w X F / , for some t G 0, then any flat module X-module F hast
p.d F F t q 1.
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w xThe following consequence is a generalization of the main result of 56 .
Ž .COROLLARY 10.11. If for the pair C , X , the subcategory X has weight
Ž . Ž .w X F / and satisfies condition † , then the following are equi¤alent.0
Ž . Ž .i The pair C , X satisfies BRT.
Ž .ii X is a compact generating subcategory of C.
Ž .For examples of pairs C , X satisfying BRT we refer to Sections 11
and 12.
11. PURITY
Throughout this section we fix a compactly generated triangulated
category C. Our aim here is to apply the theory of Section 8, in case
X s C b is the full subcategory of compact objects. The homological
Ž b.algebra in C based on the proper class of triangles E C is called the
pure homological algebra of C. This kind of purity was also considered
w xindependently by Krause 50 .
Ž b.TERMINOLOGY 11.1. A pure triangle in C is a triangle in E C . The
Ž . Ž .pure projecti¤e, resp. pure injecti¤e, objects PProj C , resp. PInj C , are the
Ž b. Ž b.E C -projective, resp. E C -injective, objects. The pure projecti¤e di-
Ž b.mension p.p.d A of A g C is defined as E C -p.d A. The pure global
Ž b.dimension p.gl.dim C is E C -gl.dim C and the pure extension functors
U Ž .bP E xt* are the functors E xt . The ideal Ph C of pure phantom mapsE ŽC .
Ž .bis the ideal Ph C , and so on.E ŽC .
By Section 8 we know that C has enough pure-injectives and enough
Ž . Ž b. Ž . Ž Ž b..pure-projectives with PProj C s Add C and PInj C s Prod D C .
Ž b.The pure Steenrod category of C is the module category Mod C and the
Ž b.projectivization functor is the restricted Yoneda functor S: C “ Mod C ,
Ž . Ž Ž b..which induces an equivalence between PProj C and Proj Mod C and
Ž . Ž Ž b..between PInj C and Inj Mod C . The motivating source of the above
definitions and terminology is explained below. Its main theme is to try to
Ž .describe objects of a larger category by filtered homotopy colimits of
objects of a smaller and better behaved full subcategory.
11.1. Moti¤ation
It is well known that the proper framework for the study of purity in a
module category is that of a locally finitely presented Grothendieck
w xcategory 65 . If G is a locally finitely presented Grothendieck category,
Ž .and f.p G is the full subcategory of finitely presented objects, then the
Ž Ž ..restricted Yoneda functor H : G “ Mod f.p G is fully faithful and identi-
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Ž Ž Ž ...fies G with the full subcategory Flat Mod f.p G of flat functors and the
Ž Ž ..pure-projective objects of G with the projective objects of Mod f.p G . A
Ž . Ž .short exact sequence E in G is pure iff H E is exact. The pure global
dimension of the Grothendieck category G is computed as p.gl.dim G s
 Ž Ž Ž ...4sup p.d F ‹ F g Flat Mod f.p G . In particular G is pure semisimple iff
Ž Ž ..the module category Mod f.p G is perfect; i.e., any flat functor is
w xprojective 65 . Hence the pure homological theory of G is strongly
Ž Ž ..connected with the behavior of Mod f.p G via the functor H.
Now if C is a triangulated category with coproducts such that C b is
skeletally small, it is natural to consider C b as the full subcategory of
b Ž .‘‘finitely presented’’ objects, since ;X g C , the functor C X, y pre-
serves coproducts. This analogy is justified by the fact that in the stable
homotopy category the compact objects are the finite spectra and also in
the derived category where the compact objects are the perfect complexes
w xwhich behave by 69 , like finitely presented objects. See also Section 12,
where the example of the stable module category provides further justifica-
tion. If C has a set of compact generators, i.e., C is compactly generated,
then C can be considered as the triangulated analogue of a locally finitely
Ž b.presented Grothendieck category. Then the Steenrod category Mod C is
Ž Ž .. Ž b.the analogue of Mod f.p G and the functor S: C “ Mod C is the
Ž . Ž b. Ž .analogue of the functor H above. A triangle T is in E C iff S T is
Ž b.short exact. Hence the triangles in E C can be considered as the ‘‘pure’’
triangles. The functor S is not fully faithful in general, due to the presence
of phantom maps, and this is the major difference between the two
theories. Indeed by Theorem 9.3, S is fully faithful iff C is phantomless iff
Ž Ž b..S induces an equivalence between C and Flat Mod C . Also Theorem
9.3 characterizes the phantomless categories as the categories C such that
Ž b.Mod C is perfect or equivalently all pure triangles are split. Hence the
phantomless categories are the pure semisimple categories and the global
dimension of C with respect to the pure triangles is the pure global
dimension of C.
b 1Ž .We recall that a right C -module G is called FP-injecti¤e if E xt F, G
b w xs 0 for any finitely presented module F. Since C is triangulated, by 13
w x Ž Ž b.. bor 50 , the category Flat Mod C of flat right C -modules, the category
ŽŽ b.op . bCoh C , Ab of cohomological functors over C , and the category
Ž Ž b.. bFPInj Mod C of FP-injective right C -modules are identical.
PROPOSITION 11.2.
 4p.gl.dim C s sup p.p.d A; A g C ‹ p.p.d A - ‘
s sup p.d F ; F g Flat Mod C b ‹ p.d F - ‘Ž . 4Ž .
s sup p.d F ; F g Flat Mod C bŽ . 4Ž .
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s sup i.d F ; F g FPInj Mod C bŽ . 4Ž .
s sup i.d F ; F g Flat Mod C bŽ . 4Ž .
s sup p.d F ; F g FPInj Mod C b .Ž . 4Ž .
Ž .Proof. Since ;A g C , p.p.d A s p.d S A , and since Im S :
Ž Ž b..  Ž Ž b..4Flat Mod C , we have p.gl.dim C F sup p.d F; F g Flat Mod C . By
w x  Ž Ž b..4 a result of Jensen 65 , sup p.d F; F g Flat Mod C s sup p.d F; F g
Ž Ž b.. 4 bFlat Mod C ‹ p.d F - ‘ . We show that if F is a flat right C -module
of finite projective dimension, then there exists A g C such that p.p.d A
s p.d F. If p.d F F 1, then we know that there exists A g C such that
Ž .F s S A . Suppose that ‘ ) p.d F G 2. There exists a small filtered cate-
b Ž .gory I and a functor I : I “ C such that F s lim S X . Consider the“ I i
Ž .triangle [ X “ [ X “ A “ S [ X in C. Then we have a long exactI i I i I i
Ž y1Ž .. a Ž y1Ž .. b Ž . gsequence ??? “ [ S S X “ S S A “ [ S X “ [I i I i I
Ž . d Ž .S X “ S A “ ??? . The equivalence S induces an autoequivalence S#i
Ž Ž b.. Ž . y1of Flat Mod C given by S# F s F S with inverse S# defined by
y1Ž . y1 Ž . Ž . y1 Ž .S# F s F S . Then F s Im d and Im a s F S . Let H s Im b
Ž . Ž . y1Ž .and G s Im g . Obviously p.d S# F s p.d F s p.d S# F and we have
y1Ž . Ž y1Ž .. b Ž . g Ž .an exact sequence 0 “ S# F “ S S A “ [ S X “ [ S XI i I i
Ž .“ F “ 0. From this exact sequence, since p.d F G 2 and [ S X is aI i
y1Ž .projective module, we have p.d H s p.d F y 2 s p.d S# F y 2. But then
y1Ž . Ž y1Ž ..from the short exact sequence 0 “ S# F “ S S A “ H “ 0, and
y1Ž .the fact that F, hence S# F , has finite projective dimension, we deduce
y1Ž . Ž y1Ž .. Ž .that p.d F s p.d S# F s p.d S S A s p.d S A s p.p.d A. Hence
for any flat right C b-module F with p.d F - ‘, there exists an object
A g C , such that p.p.d A s p.d F. This implies trivially that sup p.d F;
Ž Ž b.. 4F g Flat Mod C ‹ p.d F - ‘ F p.gl.dim C. As a consequence we have
that the first three equalities are true. Using that the flat and the
FP-injective modules coincide, the proof of the remaining equalities is left
to the reader.
By Proposition 10.10, we have the following consequence.
Ž b.COROLLARY 11.3. If w C F / , t G 0, then p.gl.dim C F t q 1.t
If C is the stable homotopy category of spectra, then it is well known
that C is compactly generated and the full subcategory C b of finite
spectra has a countable skeleton. Hence by Corollary 11.3, p.gl.dim C F 1.
COROLLARY 11.4. If C is the stable homotopy category, then p.gl.dim C
s 1.
Ž b.Proof. If p.gl.dim C s 0, then by Theorem 9.3, Mod C is perfect. It is
w xeasy to see 65 that this implies that any compact object X has a perfect
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endomorphism ring. In C this is not true; e.g., choose X to be the sphere
spectrum.
Remark 11.5. The pure global dimension is invariant under triangle
equivalence. Indeed any triangle equivalence F: C “f D restricts to an
equivalence F b: C b “f D b. Hence p.gl.dim C s p.gl.dim D, by Proposi-
tion 11.2.
Ž b.We denote the full subcategories of Mod C consisting of the modules
-‘Ž Ž b..of finite projective, resp. injective, dimension by Proj Mod C , resp.
-‘Ž Ž b..Inj Mod C . Since the flat and the FP-injective modules coincide, it is
trivial to see that
Proj-‘ Mod C b : Flat Mod C bŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
s FPInj Mod C b = Inj-‘ Mod C b .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž b.Finally the finitistic projecti¤e dimension of Mod C is defined as
Ž b.  -‘Ž Ž b..4f.p.d Mod C s sup p.d F g Proj Mod C . The definition of the
Ž b. Ž b.finitistic injective dimension f.i.d Mod C of Mod C is similar. Note
b w xthat since C is triangulated, by 13 the flat or FP-injective dimension of
any left or right C b-module is 0 or ‘.
11.2. Pure Hereditary and Brown Categories
Let I : I “ C be a functor from a small filtered category I. We use the
Ž . Ž .notations: A s I i for i g I and a s I i “ j : A “ A for an arrowi i j i j
i “ j in I. A weak colimit of the functor I is an object A in C together
 4with morphisms f : A “ A, which are compatible with the system A , ai i i i j
in the sense that for any arrow i “ j in I we have f s a ( f , and if g :i i j j i
ŽA “ B is another compatible family, then there exists a not necessarilyi
.unique morphism v : A “ B such that f ( v s g , for any object i g I.i i
For example a homotopy colimit of a tower is a weak colimit. A weak
w xcolimit of the functor I is denoted by w.lim A . By 51 a weak colimit“ I i
of the functor I can be constructed as a weak cokernel u : [ A “I ig I i
w.lim A of the canonical morphism z : [ 2 A “ [ A .“ I i I a g I i ig I ii j
Hence it can be computed from the triangle [ 2 A “zI [ Aa g I i ig I ii j
uI Ž .2“ w.lim A “ S [ A .“ I i a g I ii j
w xDEFINITION 11.6 51 . A weak colimit w.lim A of a functor I :“ I i
I “ C is called minimal if the canonical morphism
lim S A “ S w.lim AŽ . ž /I i I i“ “
is an isomorphism. We denote a minimal weak colimit by m.w.lim A .“ I i
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By Lemma 5.8 the homotopy colimit of a tower is a minimal weak
colimit.
DEFINITION 11.7. A triangulated category C is called a Brown category,
b Ž b.if C has coproducts, C is skeletally small, and the pair C , C satisfies
Ž Ž b..BRT; i.e., the projectivization functor S: C “ Flat Mod C is a repre-
sentation equivalence.
Ž . Ž . w x Ž w x.Part 1 m 4 in the next result is due to Neeman 56 see also 19, 21
Ž . Ž . Ž . w xand parts 1 m 9 « 11 were proved independently by Hovey et al. 38 ;
w xsee also 51 . We believe that our proofs are simpler. Note that the
Ž . Ž .characterizations 4 , 5 below are identical with the characterizations of
w xflat modules over the Steenrod algebra; see 51 .
THEOREM 11.8. Let C be a compactly generated triangulated category.
Then the following are equi¤alent.
Ž .1 C is a Brown category.
Ž . Ž b.2 The projecti¤ization functor S: C “ Mod C is full.
Ž .3 p.gl.dim C F 1.
Ž . Ž b. Ž Ž b..4 Let F g Mod C . Then F g Flat Mod C iff p.d F F 1.
Ž . Ž b. Ž Ž b..5 Let F g Mod C . Then F g Flat Mod C iff i.d F F 1.
Ž . Ž b.6 f.p.d Mod C F 1.
Ž . Ž b.7 f.i.d Mod C F 1.
Ž . b b8 If I : I “ C and J: J “ C are functors from small filtered
Ž . Ž .categories, with I i s X , J j s Y , theni j
lim Žn. lim C X , Y s 0, ;n G 2.Ž .I J i j⁄ “
Ž . b9 Any functor I : I “ C from a small filtered category I has a
minimal weak colimit m.w.lim X in C.“ I i
Ž . b10 Any functor I : I “ C from a small filtered category I has a
weak colimit w.lim X in C with the following property. For any coprod-“ I i
uct preser¤ing homological functor F: C “ Ab, the canonical map f below is
in¤ertible:
(
f : lim F X “ F w.lim X .Ž . ž /I i I i“ “
Ž .11 Any object of C is a minimal weak colimit of a functor I :
I “ C b from a small filtered category.
If one of the abo¤e equi¤alent conditions is true, then any two minimal weak
colimits are isomorphic and for any weak colimit w.lim X with X g C b,“ I i i
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we ha¤e
w.lim X ( m.w.lim X [ P , where P g Add C b .Ž .I i I i“ “
Proof. Using Theorems 5.3, 10.2 and Proposition 11.2 it follows trivially
that the first seven conditions are equivalent. We include only a proof that
Ž . Ž .2 « 1 . If S is full, then by Theorem 5.3 we have that p.gl.dim C F 1.
Ž b.Then Proposition 11.2 ensures that any flat functor F g Mod C has
p.d F F 1. Finally by Theorem 10.2 it follows that C is a Brown category.
Ž . Ž .1 m 8 Let F, G be flat functors. Then F is a filtered colimit of
Ž . bŽ .representables S X s C y, X and G is a filtered colimit of repre-i i
Ž . bŽ .sentables S Y s C y, Y , where I, J are small filtered categories andj j
b b Ž . Ž .I : I “ C , J: J “ C are functors with I i s X and J j s Y . Byi j
Roos’s spectral sequence of Section 8.4 for the functors F, G, we have
Žn. Ž . Žn. Ž . nŽ . Ž .lim C X , G ( lim lim C X , Y ( E xt F, G , ;n G 0. If 1⁄ I i ⁄ I “ J i j
Ž . Ž . Ž .holds, then the above isomorphism implies 8 , by 3 . Conversely if 8
nŽ .holds, then E xt F, G s 0, ;n G 2, for any two flat functors F, G. By
w x40 , this implies that any flat G has pure injective dimension bounded by
one. Since flat and FP-injective functors coincide and the pure injective
dimension coincides with the injective dimension for FP-injective functors,
Ž .3 follows.
Ž . Ž . Ž . b9 « 1 Let F s lim S X be a flat functor, where I : I “ C“ I i
is a functor and I is a small filtered category. Consider a minimal weak
Ž .colimit m.w.lim X of I in C. By hypothesis: F s lim S X (“ I i “ I i
Ž .S m.w.lim X , so S is essentially surjective. Since C is compactly“ I i
generated, S reflects isomorphisms and it remains to prove that S is full. It
suffices to show that if I : I “ C b and J: J “ C b are functors from small
Ž . Ž .filtered categories, then any map a 9: S m.w.lim X “ S m.w.lim Y“ I i “ J j
Ž .is of the form S a . By construction we have projective presentations
Ž . SŽ z I . Ž . j I Ž . Ž . SŽ z J .S [X “ S [X “ S m.w.lim X “ 0 and S [Y “i i “ I i j
Ž . j J Ž .S [Y “ S m.w.lim Y “ 0, and there exists a commutative dia-j “ I j
gram
Ž .S z jI I6 6 6Ž . Ž . Ž .S [X S [X S m.w.lim X 0i i I i“
6 6 6
’b 9 ’g 9 a 9
Ž .S z jJ J6 6 6Ž . Ž . Ž .S [Y S [Y S m.w.lim Y 0j j J j“
Ž b. Ž Ž b..Since S induces an equivalence between Add C and Proj Mod C ,
Ž .there exist morphisms b : [X “ [Y , g : [X “ [Y such that S b si j i j
Ž .b9, S g s g 9, and b (z s z (g . Since m.w.lim X and m.w.lim YJ I “ I i “ J j
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are weak cokernels of z and z , respectively, there exists a morphism a :I J
m.w.lim X “ m.w.lim Y such that g (u s u ( a . But then obvi-“ I i “ J j J I
Ž .ously S a s a 9. Hence S is full.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 « 9 By the equivalence of 1 with 3 , for any flat right
C b-module F, we have p.d F F 1. Let I : I “ C b be a functor from a
Ž .small filtered category I and consider the flat modules F s lim S X“ I i
Ž . Ž . Ž .and G s S w.lim X . Then identifying S [X with [S X , we have“ I i i i
the following exact commutative diagram
Ž .S z I a6 6 6Ž . Ž .[S X [S X F 0i i
6 6 6
5 5 ’! v
Ž . Ž .S z S uI I6 6Ž . Ž .S [X S [X Gi i
By BRT there exists A g C and a morphism f : A “ w.lim X , such“ I i
Ž . Ž . Ž .that S A s F and S f s v. Similarly there exists a unique morphism
Ž . Ž .m: [X “ A, such that S m s a . Let S z s b (g be the canonicali I
Ž . Ž b. Ž .factorization of S z in Mod C , where b : S [X “ H and g : H “I i
Ž . Ž .S [X . By BRT there exists Q g C and unique morphisms k : [X “ Qi i
Ž . Ž . Ž .and l: Q “ [X such that S k s b and S l s g . Since S m is epic thei
l m n Ž .triangle Q “ [ X “ A “ S Q is pure. Since p.d F F 1, the functori
Ž . Ž .H s S Q is projective; hence the morphism S k is split epic. Since S
reflects isomorphisms, k is split epic so there exists r : Q “ [X withi
r (k s 1 inducing a direct sum decomposition [X ( Q [ P. Then weQ i
have the following morphisms of triangles:
ml n6 6 6 Ž .Q [X A S Qi
6 6 6 6
r Ž .5 f S r
z u hI I I6 6 6 Ž .[X [X w.lim X S [Xi i I i i“
6 6 6 6
k 5 ’ g Ž .S k
ml n6 6 6 Ž .Q [X A S [X .i i
Since r (k s 1 , the morphism f ( g is invertible; in particular f is splitQ
Ž . Ž .monic. It is easy to see that Coker f s S P ; hence w.lim X ( A [“ I i
Ž .S P . Observe that z (m s k ( l(m s 0. Let f : [X “ E be a mor-I i
phism such that z (f s 0. Since by construction u is a weak cokernel ofI I
z , we have f s u (c for a morphism c : w.lim X “ E. HenceI I “ I i
f s m( f (c and this implies that the morphism m: [X “ A is a weaki
cokernel of z . Hence A is a weak colimit of the functor I : I “ C b. SinceI
Ž . Ž .by the construction S A s lim S X , we conclude that A is a minimal“ I i
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weak colimit of the functor I. If A9 is another minimal weak colimit, then
Ž . Ž .S A ( S A9 and by BRT we have A ( A9. The above argument shows
ˆ ˆ bŽ .that if A is any other weak colimit, then A ( A [ P where P g Add C .
Ž . Ž .9 m 10 Note that by Theorem 8.10, a homological functor F:
C “ Ab preserves coproducts iff F ( G*S, where G* is exact and pre-
Ž . Ž .serves colimits. From this it follows directly that 9 implies 10 . Con-
Ž . Ž . Ž .versely part 9 follows from 10 , choosing F s C X, y : C “ Ab, for
any X g C b.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 m 11 If C is Brown and A g C , then S A s lim S X ,“ I i
b Ž .where I : I “ C is a functor from a small filtered category I. By 9 , the
Ž .functor I has a minimal weak colimit A9 s m.w.lim X . Then S A (“ I i
Ž . Ž .S A9 and since by 1 , S is a representation equivalence, we have A ( A9.
Ž .Conversely if 11 holds, let A g C. Then as above A s m.w.lim X .“ I i
By construction of the weak colimit of I, there exists a triangle [X “aj
b g Ž .[ X “ A “ S [X . By the construction of the colimit of the functori j
Ž b.S I : I “ Mod C , it follows directly that g is a pure phantom map, so
the above triangle is pure. This implies that p.p.d A F 1.
COROLLARY 11.9. Suppose that p.gl.dim C F 1. If A s m.w.lim X“ I i
with X g C b, then for any B g C there exists a short exact sequencei
0 “ lim Ž1. C S X , B “ C A , B “ lim C X , B “ 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .I i I i⁄ ⁄
1Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž1. Ž Ž . . 2Ž .Hence P E xt S A , B s Ph A, B s lim C S X , B and Ph C⁄ I i
s 0.
If A s m.w.lim X , B s m.w.lim Y are representations of A, B as“ I i “ J j
minimal weak colimits of functors I : I “ C b and J: J “ C b, then
Ž . Ž1. Ž Ž . .Ph A, B s lim lim C S X , Y and there exists a short exact se-⁄ I “ J i j
quence
0 “ lim Ž1. lim C S X , Y “ C A , B “ lim lim C X , Y “ 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .I J i j I J i j⁄ “ ⁄ “
Proof. By Theorem 4.27, there exists a short exact sequence
1Ž Ž . . Ž . 0 Ž .0 “ P E xt S A , B “ C A , B “ P E xt A , B “ 0. Since
nw Ž . Ž .x nŽ . 1w Ž Ž .. Ž .xE xt S A , S B ( P E xt A, B , ;n G 0, we have E xt S S A , S B
1w Ž Ž .. Ž .x 1Ž Ž . .( E xt lim S S X , S B ( P E xt S A , B . Using Roos’s spectral“ I i
sequence as in the proof of Theorem 11.8 we see directly that
Ž .1
1E xt lim S S X , S B ( lim S S X , S BŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ži i“I ⁄I
Ž .1
( lim C S X , B .Ž .Ž .i⁄I
0Ž . Ž .In the same way P E xt A, B ( lim X , B and the assertion follows.⁄ I i
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COROLLARY 11.10. If C , D are Brown categories, then
C b f D b m CrPh C f DrPh D m PInj C f PInj D .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž b .. Ž .Proof. Trivial since CrPh C f Flat Mod C , DrPh D f
bŽ Ž ..Flat Mod D .
w xRemark 11.11 21 . If p.gl.dim C F 1, then we have a q-linear exten-
sion of categories
S b0 “ Ph C “ C “ Flat Mod C “ 0 EŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
w xin the sense of 9 , which represents an element of the second
Hochschild]Mitchell]Baues]Wirsching cohomology group
2 bH Flat Mod C , Ph C .Ž . Ž .Ž .
This element is zero if the above extension splits and this happens if there
Ž Ž b..exists a functor T: Flat Mod C “ C such that ST s Id. If this is true,
1w x Ž .then ;B g C , the short exact sequence 0 “ P E xt Sy , B “ C y, B
0w x 1w x“ P E xt y, B “ 0 splits. This implies that P E xt y, B is a cohomo-
Ž Ž ..logical functor as a direct summand of C y, S B . Hence if P “ P “1 0
Ž . Ž .A “ S P is a pure triangle with P , P g PProj C , then we have a long1 1 0
1w 2 Ž . x 1w Ž . xexact sequence ??? “ P E xt S P , B “ P E xt S A , B “1
1w Ž . x 1w Ž . xP E xt S P , B “ ??? and this shows that P E xt S A , B s 0. Hence0
B is pure injective. It follows that p.gl.dim C s 0. Hence if C is pure
Ž .hereditary, then C is pure semisimple iff the extension E splits. Since the
stable homotopy category of spectra C has p.gl.dim C s 1, we have
2w Ž Ž b.. Ž .xH Flat Mod C , Ph C / 0. In this case all the above results are
Ž .applied to this situation. In particular we recover the various topological
versions of the Brown representability theorem.
Remark 11.12. If p.gl.dim C F 2, then the projectivization functor S:
Ž Ž b.. Ž . SŽ f .C “ Flat Mod C is surjective on objects. Indeed let 0 “ S P “2
Ž . SŽ g . Ž . eS P “ S P “ F “ 0 be a projective resolution of the flat functor1 0
f b Ž . Ž .F. If P “ P “ B “ S P is a triangle in C , then obviously Im S g2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .( S B and coim S g s S b . Hence im S g : S B ¤ S P . Since0
Ž . Ž .p.p.d B F 1, by Theorem 4.27 it follows that im S g s S a for some
a Ž .morphism a : B “ P . If B “ P “ A “ S B is a triangle in C , then0 0
Ž . Ž .obviously F ( S A . In case C is the unbounded derived category D L ,
w xwhere L is a right hereditary ring, then by 22 the converse is true.
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The interpretation of the pure global dimension in terms of properties
of the projectivization functor S shows that we have, in general non-
reversible, implications:
S is faithful « S is full « S is surjective on objects.
11.3. Homological Functors
If p.gl.dim C s 0, then by Theorem 9.3, any homological functor H:
C “ G to an abelian category G has a unique exact extension H*:
Ž b.Mod C “ G, such that H*S s H. If the homological functor H pre-
serves coproducts and G is Grothendieck, then without any restriction on
Ž .p.gl.dim C we have the following consequence of Theorem 8.10, part i of
w xwhich was observed also independently by Christensen and Strickland 21
w x Ž .in the Brown case, and by Krause 50 in general. Part ii is due to Krause
w x w x50 with a different proof. Note that Neeman proved in 57 that any
product preserving homological functor C “ Ab is representable. How-
ever, the proof of this general result is much more difficult.
COROLLARY 11.13. Let H: C “ G be a homological functor which
preser¤es coproducts to a Grothendieck category G. Then:
Ž . Ž .i H f s 0, for any pure-phantom map f and there exists a unique
Ž b.coproduct preser¤ing functor H*: Mod C “ G, such that H*S s H. Hence
S is the uni¤ersal coproduct preser¤ing homological functor out of C to
Grothendieck categories. The functor H* is exact and admits a right adjoint
< bbwhich preser¤es injecti¤es, and we can identify H* s ym H and H sCC
Ž . < bbS y m H .CC
Ž . Ž .ii If G s Mod L for a ring L, then H preser¤es products iff
Ž . bH ( C T , y , where T g C . In this case H* has a left adjoint which
preser¤es projecti¤es.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Part i follows from Theorem 8.10. If H: C “ Mod L pre-
serves products, then H* preserves limits, so it is representable: H* (
Ž . Ž .M, y . Since by i , H* is exact and preserves colimits, M is a finitely
Ž . bgenerated projective functor, hence of the form M s S T , for T g C .
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .Then H ( H*S ( S T , S y ( C T , y .
ˆ bŽ . <bIf H: C “ Ab is a homological functor, then H [ S y m H :CC
C “ Ab is a homological functor preserving coproducts and there is a
ˆnatural morphism f : H “ H. It follows by the above result that f is
invertible iff H preserves coproducts. Consider now the dual situation. Let
op ˜F: C “ Ab be a cohomological functor, and consider the functor F [
op ˜bŽ Ž . < .S y , F : C “ Ab. It is not difficult to see that F sends coproductsC
˜ ˜to products and there exists a natural morphism c : F “ F. However, F is
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˜not cohomological in general. Indeed F is cohomological iff c is invertible
Ž . Ž .iff F s C y, E , where E is pure injective. If for A g C , D A denotes
b ˆŽ .the category of morphisms X “ A with X g C , then H A sa a
˜Ž . Ž . Ž .lim H X and F A s lim F X are the functors consid-“ DŽ A. a ⁄ DŽ A. a
w xered by Margolis 51 . If BRT holds, then the next corollary, which gives a
˜w xtrivial proof to a result of Adams 51 , shows that F satisfies a weak exact
condition.
f g Ž .COROLLARY 11.14. If p.gl.dim C F 1 and P “ A “ B “ S P is a
˜ ˜Ž . Ž .triangle in C , where P is pure projecti¤e, then the sequence F B “ F A “
Ž˜ .F P is exact.
˜ 0b< Ž . w Ž . Ž .x Ž .Proof. By BRT F s S C . Hence F s S y , S C s P E xt y, C .C
Ž . w Ž . Ž .x w Ž . Ž .x w Ž . Ž .xConsider the complex ) : S B , S C “ S A , S C “ S P , S C . Let
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a : S A “ S C be such that S f ( a s 0. By BRT, a s S b . Then
f ( b is pure phantom. Since P is pure projective, f ( b s 0. Hence
Ž Ž . Ž ..b s g (g , where g : B “ C. Then a factors through S g , S C and this
Ž .means that the complex ) is exact.
w xRemark 11.15. Suppose C is monogenic 38 ; i.e., C admits a compact
object T such that C coincides with the localizing subcategory generated
w xby T , for example a tilting complex 62 in the derived category of a ring or
w xthe sphere spectrum 51 in the stable homotopy category. The relative
Ž .homological algebra based on the proper class E X , where X s
 nŽ . 4 Ž .add S T ; n g Z , equivalently on the proper class E H where H s
Ž .C T , y , can be considered as the ‘‘absolute homological algebra’’ of C and
w xis studied in 14 ; see also Sections 12.4 and 12.5. The pure and the
w xabsolute theory are related by a Butler]Horrocks spectral sequence 18 ;
w xsee 14 .
Remark 11.16. Assume that C has all small coproducts, and let X be
w xan a-localizing subcategory of C in the sense of 57 , where a is an
Ž .infinite cardinal. Then the Steenrod category of C with respect to E X is
Ž op . opthe category E x X , Ab of all functors X “ Ab converting coproducts
w xof fewer than a objects of X to products in Ab. See 57 for a detailed
analysis of this situation which can be regarded as a higher analogue of the
present theory, which in turn corresponds to the case a s / .0
11.4. Pure Global Dimension under Smashing and Finite Localization
Fix a compactly generated triangulated category C. We recall that a
localizing subcategory L of C is called smashing if the inclusion functor i:
L ¤ C has a right adjoint which preserves coproducts; equivalently the
Ž .quotient functor p : C “ CrL has a fully faithful right adjoint t :
w xCrL “ C which preserves coproducts. It is easy to see 50 that if L : C
is smashing, then the Verdier quotient CrL is compactly generated and
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b Ž .b bthe functor p sends C to CrL , so p induces an exact functor p :
b Ž .bC “ CrL . Since p is exact and preserves coproducts, by Corollary
w x U11.13 or 50 , there exists a unique exact colimit preserving functor p :b
Ž b. ŽŽ .b. UMod C “ Mod CrL such that p S s S p , where S , Sb C C r L C C r L
are the projectivization functors. Observe that by the above relation, p Ub
preserves flat functors and moreover projective functors, since p preserves
compact objects. Similarly since t is exact and preserves coproducts, there
U ŽŽ .b.exists a unique exact colimit preserving functor t : Mod CrL “b
Ž b. UMod C such that S t s t S . Since pt s Id , the above proper-C b C r L C r L
U U Ž .bties imply that p t ( Id . If lim S Y is a flat functorb b ModŽŽC r L . . “ C r L j
Ž .b U U Ž Ž ..over CrL , then since t preserves filtered colimits, t lim S Yb b “ C r L j
U Ž . Ž . Ž .s lim t S Y ( lim S t Y . Since S t Y are flat functors and“ b C r L j “ C j C j
a filtered colimit of flat functors is flat, it follows that t U preservesb
flatness.
Ž .THEOREM 11.17. 1 If L is a smashing subcategory of C , then
p.gl.dim CrL F p.gl.dim C .
Ž .2 If L is a localizing subcategory of C which is generated by a set of
compact objects from C , so L is compactly generated and smashing, then
 4max p.gl.dim L , p.gl.dim CrL F p.gl.dim C .
Ž . Ž .b v U Ž .Proof. 1 Let F be a flat functor over CrL . Let P “ t F be ab
U Ž . Ž b. Uprojective resolution of the flat functor t F in Mod C . Since p isb b
U Ž v. U U Ž .exact and preserves projectives, p P “ p t F ( F is a projectiveb b b
ŽŽ .b.resolution of F in Mod CrL and the assertion follows. The second
part is proved in a similar way.
w xThe following consequence is due to Hovey et al. 38 .
COROLLARY 11.18. Smashing or finite localizations of Brown, resp. phan-
tomless categories are Brown, resp. phantomless.
11.5. Compactly Generated Triangulated Categories of Finite Type
By Theorem 9.3 a compactly generated triangulated category C is pure
Ž b.semisimple iff its pure Steenrod category Mod C is locally Noetherian or
w xperfect. The pure homological theory of module categories 39, 65 sug-
gests the following definition.
DEFINITION 11.19. A compactly generated triangulated category C is
Ž b.said to be of finite type if its pure Steenrod category Mod C is locally
finite.
Categories of finite type can be regarded as the ‘‘representation-finite’’
triangulated categories. For a justification of this statement we refer to the
next section.
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COROLLARY 11.20. If L is a smashing subcategory of C and C is of
finite type, then so is CrL . If L is a localizing subcategory of C generated by
a set of compact objects from C and C is of finite type, then so are L , CrL .
w x ŽŽ .b.Proof. If L is smashing then by 50 , Mod CrL is a localized
Ž b. Ž b.quotient of Mod C . Since C is of finite type, Mod C is locally finite.
w x ŽŽ .b.Hence by 59 , Mod CrL is locally finite; i.e., CrL is of finite type.
The second part is left to the reader.
The pure homological theory of module categories suggests the follow-
ing
QUESTION 11.21. Let C be a pure semisimple compactly generated trian-
gulated category. Is it true that C is of finite type?
A positive answer to Question 11.21 would follow from an affirmative
answer to the following problem about Grothendieck categories posed by
w xRoos 64 almost 30 years ago.
Roos’s Problem 11.22. Let G be a locally Noetherian Grothendieck
category in which any injective object is projective. Is it true that G is
locally finite?
Ž b.Indeed if C is pure semisimple, then the module category Mod C is a
locally Noetherian Frobenius Grothendieck category. If Roos’s problem
Ž b.has an affirmative answer, then Mod C is locally finite, so C is of finite
type. In Section 12 we shall see that in general both Question 11.21 and
Roos’s problem have a negative answer.
11.6. Krull]Gabriel Dimension and Dual Pure Global Dimension
We close this section by presenting a characterization of categories of
finite type, using two new dimensions which are invariant under triangle
equivalence.
Define the dual pure global dimension p.gl.dim C op of C as the supre-
ŽŽ b.op.mum of the projective dimensions in Mod C of the homological
functors C b “ Ab:
opop bp.gl.dim C [ sup p.d F ‹ F g Flat Mod C .Ž .Ž .½ 5ž /
Note that p.gl.dim C op is not the pure global dimension of C op, since C op
w xis never compactly generated 57 . However, the above definition is reason-
Ž .able, since if D L is the unbounded derived category of a ring L, then
Ž .opfrom the results of the next section it follows that p.gl.dim D L s
Ž op. Ž .p.gl.dim D L . Similarly if Mod D is the stable category of a locally
Ž . Ž .opfinite Frobenius module category Mod D , then p.gl.dim Mod D s
Ž op.p.gl.dim Mod D . Finally if C is the stable homotopy category, then
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b f Ž b.op w xusing the Spanier]Whitehead duality functor D: C “ C 51 , it
follows that p.gl.dim C op s p.gl.dim C s 1. More generally if T, S are
Ž b.op bcompactly generated and there exists an equivalence T f S , then
p.gl.dim T op s p.gl.dim S and p.gl.dim S op s p.gl.dim T.
b w xFinally let KGdim C be the Krull]Gabriel dimension 32, 49 , of the
Ž b. Ž b.abelian category A C s mod C . Note that this dimension is the
Ž b.finitely presented version of the Krull dimension Kdim Mod C of
Ž b. w x w x Ž b. bMod C defined by Gabriel 30 . By 49 , Kdim Mod C F KGdim C
with equality if C is pure semisimple. It seems that the Krull]Gabriel
dimension is more stable than the pure global dimensions and deserves
b Ž b.opfurther study. For instance it is symmetric: KGdim C s KGdim C ;
w xsee 32 . We denote this common value by KGdim C and by abuse of
w xlanguage we call it the Krull]Gabriel dimension of C. Note that by 32 it
 op 4follows easily that max p.gl.dim C , p.gl.dim C F KGdim C.
The next result shows that Question 11.21 has an affirmative answer if
the implication p.gl.dim C s 0 « p.gl.dim C op s 0 is true.
Ž . opPROPOSITION 11.23. 1 p.gl.dim C s 0 iff the Steenrod category
Ž b.Mod C is locally Artinian. More generally assume that for any compact
bŽ . Ž b.object X, any decreasing filtered family of subobjects of C y, X in A C
contains a cofinal subfamily of cardinality / , t G y1. Then p.gl.dim C op Ft
t q 1.
Ž .2 The following statements are equi¤alent:
Ž .i C is of finite type.
Ž . opii p.gl.dim C s 0 s p.gl.dim C.
Ž .iii KGdim C s 0.
Ž .Proof. Part 1 follows easily from results of Gruson and Jensen
w x w x Ž . Ž .32 and Simson 65 . Part 2 follows from part 1 and Proposition 9.2,
Ž b.op ŽŽ b.op.using the well-known duality mod C f mod C given by
b bŽ . Ž .Coker C y, f ‹ Ker C f , y .
QUESTION 11.24. What is the Krull]Gabriel dimension of a Brown cate-
gory? In particular, what is KGdim C , if C is the stable homotopy category?
Certainly KGdim C G 1 if C is Brown. It seems reasonable to conjecture that
KGdim C s 1.
12. APPLICATIONS TO DERIVED
AND STABLE CATEGORIES
Ž .In this section we apply our previous results mainly about purity to




Ž . Ž .Let L be an associative ring with 1 always . We denote by D L the
Ž .unbounded derived category of the abelian category Mod L of all right
Ž .L-modules. We denote also by Proj L the full subcategory of all projec-
tiuve modules and by P the full subcategory of finitely generated projec-L
Ž . bŽ .tive modules in Mod L . Finally we denote by H P the boundedL
bŽ Ž ..homotopy category of P , and by D mod L the bounded derivedL
w x Ž .category of finitely presented modules. It is well known 62 that D L is a
bŽ .compactly generated triangulated category and H P is, up to equiva-L
Ž . Ž .blence, the full subcategory of compact objects of D L , i.e., D L f
bŽ .H P . For the notion of pure semisimplicity in module categories, weL
w xrefer to 39, 65 . Our first result is a consequence of Corollary 11.3.
< < Ž .PROPOSITION 12.1. If L F / , for some t G 0, then p.gl.dim D L Ft
t q 1.
Ž nŽ ..EXAMPLE 12.2. Let D QcP k be the derived category of quasi-
coherent sheaves on the projective n-space over the field k. By Beilinson’s
w x Ž nŽ .. < <description 10 of the category D QcP k , it follows that if k F / ,t
Ž nŽ ..then p.gl.dim D QcP k F t q 1.
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 12.3. 1 If p.gl.dim D L s 0, then r.p.gl.dim L s 0;
i.e., L is a right pure semisimple ring. Moreo¤er r.gl.dim L - ‘.
Ž .2 If L is deri¤ed equi¤alent to a right pure semisimple right hereditary
Ž .ring, then D L is pure semisimple.
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 L is a semisimple ring iff D L is semisimple abelian iff all
Ž . Ž .triangles in D L are semi-split iff there exists a uniquely determined set of
 4 Ž . Ž .di¤ision rings G ; i g I and an equi¤alence D L f Ł Mod G .i ig I i
Ž . Ž bŽ ..Proof. 1 By Theorem 9.3, the module category Mod H P isL
Frobenius; in particular it is locally Noetherian and perfect. Consider the
bŽ . Ž bŽ .. Ž .inclusion i: P ¤ H P , and let i*: Mod H P “ Mod P sL L L L
Ž . w xMod L be the restriction functor. It is well known 59 that i* has a fully
! Ž .faithful right adjoint i given by the Kan construction. Hence Mod L is a
Ž bŽ ..localized quotient of Mod H P and since the latter is locally Noethe-L
Ž .rian, we have that Mod L is also locally Noetherian; i.e., L is right
Ž . vw x Ž .Noetherian. Let A g Mod L and let A 0 g D L be the module A
Ž .considered as a stalk complex concentrated in degree zero. Since D L is
Ž . Ž bŽ ..pure semisimple, we have D L s Add H P . Hence there exists aL
 v 4 bŽ . vw x v vfamily X : i g I : H P such that A 0 [ Y s [ X , for somei L ig I i
v 0 0Ž v.complex Y . Applying the cohomology functor H , we have A [ H Y
0Ž v. 0Ž v.s [ H X . Since L is right Noetherian, H X is a finitelyig I i i
presented module, ; i g I. Hence A is a direct summand of a coproduct of
finitely presented modules, so A is pure projective. Hence any right
module is pure projective and L is a right pure semisimple ring. It remains
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Ž .to show that r.gl.dim L - ‘. If A g Mod L is an indecomposable mod-
vw x v vule, then by Theorem 9.3, A 0 s [ P where each P is compactig I i i
vw xwith a local endomorphism ring. Since A 0 is indecomposable, we have
vw x v bŽ .that A 0 is isomorphic to some P g H P . Of course this implies thati L
A has finite projective dimension. Since A was an arbitrary indecompos-
Ž .able, and since L is right Artinian as a right pure semisimple ring , we
Ž .have that L has finite right global dimension.
Ž .2 Let L be a right pure semisimple right hereditary ring.
v Ž . vSince r.gl.dim L F 1, for any complex X g D L we have X (
yiŽ iŽ v.. w x[ S H X ; see 54 . Since L is right hereditary, ; i g Z, theig Z
yiŽ iŽ v.. bŽ Ž ..module H S X is isomorphic to an object in H Proj L . Since L is
yiŽ iŽ v..right pure semisimple, H S X is a direct summand of a coproduct of
finitely presented modules, and since L is right coherent as a right
hereditary ring, any finitely presented module is isomorphic to an object in
bŽ . v Ž bŽ ..H P . Putting these things together we have that X g Add H P .L L
Ž . Ž bŽ .. Ž .This shows that D L s Add H P . Then by Theorem 9.3, D L is pureL
semisimple. This completes the proof since by Remark 11.5, the pure
global dimension of a derived category is invariant under derived equiva-
lence.
Ž .3 Using Corollary 9.5, the easy proof is left to the reader.
COROLLARY 12.4. Let L be a countable ring. If L is not right Artinian or
Ž .right perfect, or r.gl.dim L s ‘, then p.gl.dim D L s 1. In particular
Ž .p.gl.dim D Z s 1.
We recall that a ring L is called representation-finite if L is right
Artinian and the set of isoclasses of indecomposable finitely presented
right modules is finite. It is well known that the representation-finite
commutative rings are exactly the Artinian principal ideal rings. Proposi-
tion 12.3 implies easily the following.
Ž .COROLLARY 12.5. Let L be a commutati¤e ring. Then p.gl.dim D L s 0
iff L is a finite product of fields.
EXAMPLE 12.6. Let H be the category of commutative cocommutative
Ž .connected graded Hopf algebras over a field k with char k s p ) 0,
i w xgenerated by elements of degrees 2 p , i G 0. By 66 , H is a Grothendieck
Ž .functor category which is hereditary and pure semisimple. As in Proposi-
Ž .tion 12.3, D H is pure semisimple.
Ž .Remark 12.7. If p.gl.dim D L s 0, then it is not true that L is right
hereditary.
Indeed let G be a representation-finite piecewise hereditary algebra
w xover an algebraically closed field, with gl.dim G G 2 33 . Then there exists
a representation-finite hereditary algebra L and a derived equivalence
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Ž . Ž .D L f D G . By Proposition 12.3, G is right pure semisimple but not
hereditary.
The author is indebted to the referee for the nice proof of the following
result.
PROPOSITION 12.8. If L is a right hereditary ring, then
r.p.gl.dim L s p.gl.dim D L .Ž .
w x v Ž .Proof. By a result of Neeman 54 , any complex A in D L is isomor-
v ynŽ nŽ v..phic to the coproduct of its cohomology groups: A s [ S H A .ng Z
vw x Ž .Hence it suffices to show that p.p.d A s p.p.d A 0 , ;A g Mod L .
Ž . Ž bŽ ..Let Y: Mod L “ Mod H P be the composition of the embeddingL
Ž . Ž . vw xMod L ¤ D L given by A ‹ A 0 , with the projectivization functor S:
Ž . Ž bŽ .. 0 Ž . Ž .D L “ Mod H P . The cohomology functor H : D L “ Mod LL
preserves coproducts and kills pure phantom maps. Hence it can be
˜0extended uniquely to an exact colimit preserving functor H :
b ˜0Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .Mod H P “ Mod L , which is given by F ‹ F L and satisfies H YL
s Id . It is not difficult to see that Y commutes with filtered colimits.ModŽL .
Using the well-known fact that a short exact sequence in a module
category is pure iff it is a filtered colimit of split short exact sequences, it
follows that Y preserves pure exactness. Since L is right hereditary, hence
right coherent, it follows trivially that Y takes pure projective modules to
projective functors. Hence the image under Y of a pure projective resolu-
Ž . Ž bŽ ..tion of A is a projective resolution of Y A in Mod H P . The latterL
vw x Ž .can be lifted to a pure projective resolution of A 0 in D L . Conversely
˜0H preserves pure exactness, since it is exact and colimit preserving. Since
L is right coherent as a right hereditary ring, it follows that the cohomol-
0 0 b ˜0Ž . Ž .ogy functor H induces a functor H : H P “ mod L . Since H isL
˜0 0 ˜0exact and preserves coproducts and H S s H , it follows easily that H
vw xpreserves pure projectivity. Now any pure projective resolution of A 0 in
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž bŽ ..D L induces via S a pure projective resolution of Y A in Mod H P ,L
˜0which in turn induces via H , a pure projective resolution of A in
Ž .Mod L .
Ž .The above observations about pure projective resolutions in Mod L
vŽ . w xand in D L imply trivially that p.p.d A s p.p.d A 0 .
Ž w x.PROPOSITION 12.9 see also 56 . Let L be a right coherent ring and
Ž .assume that D L is a Brown category. Then for any flat right L-module F, we
ha¤e p.d F F 1. If moreo¤er L has finite weak global dimension, then
r.p.gl.dim L F 1.
Proof. Let A be a right L-module, and consider the stalk complex
vw x Ž . v f v v g v vw xA 0 . By BRT there exists a pure triangle † : P “ P “ A 01 0
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h
v
Ž v. v v Ž bŽ ..“ S P , such that P , P are in Add H P . Applying the cohomol-1 1 0 L
0 Ž .ogy functor H , we deduce a short exact sequence †† : 0 “ K “ L “ A
“ 0, where K, L are direct summands of coproducts of cohomology
bŽ .modules of complexes in H P . Since L is right coherent, these coho-L
mologies are sums of finitely presented modules. This implies that K, L
Ž .are pure projective modules. If A is flat, then †† is pure; hence
p.p.d A F 1. But then p.d A F 1, since p.d A s p.p.d A for A flat.
Ž .If w.gl.dim L - ‘, then it suffices to prove that †† is pure. Let M be a
finitely presented right L-module and a : M “ A a morphism. Since L is
right coherent, w.gl.dim L - ‘, and M is finitely presented, it follows that
vw x v vw xM 0 is compact. Since h is pure phantom, the composition M 0
a
v w0x vw x h v Ž v. v vw x v“ A 0 “ S P is zero. So there exists a map b : M 0 “ P1 0
v v vw x 0 0Ž v. 0Ž v.such that b ( g s a 0 . Applying H , we have H b ( H g s a .
Ž .Hence a factors through L, so †† is pure.
Remark 12.10. It is not difficult to see that if L is a right coherent ring
Ž .with w.gl.dim L - ‘, then r.p.gl.dim L F p.gl.dim D L . We refer to the
w xwork of Christensen et al. 22 for details and a thorough discussion of
w xrelated topics. In particular in 22 it is proved that the above inequality
can be strict.
Since the pure global dimension coincides with the global dimension for
Ž . w xa von Neumann regular ring obviously coherent 39 , we have the
following consequence.
COROLLARY 12.11. Let L be a ¤on Neumann regular ring. Then
Ž . Ž .p.gl.dim D L F 1 iff L is right hereditary. Moreo¤er p.gl.dim D L s 0 iff
L is semisimple Artinian.
w xBy Theorem 3.2 of 7 , we have the following.
² :COROLLARY 12.12. Let L s k X be the free algebra o¤er a set of
< < < <  < <4 Ž .¤ariables X, with X F / . If L s max / , k s / , then p.gl.dim D L0 0 t
 4 w xF 1 m t s 0. In case X s x , then for the polynomial ring k x ,
Ž w x.p.gl.dim D k x s 1.
Other examples of rings L with a Brown derived category are Dedekind
w xdomains and free Boolean rings on countably many generators; see 39 .
Ž .EXAMPLE 12.13. There exists a ring L such that p.gl.dim D L G 2 or
Ž .equivalently D L is not a Brown category. Indeed take L to be a von
Ž ‘Neumann regular ring with r.gl.dim L G 2 for instance Ł C or a von1
< < w x.Neumann regular ring with L s / , n G 2; see 39 . Then by Corollaryn
Ž .12.11, D L is not Brown.
ŽThat BRT does not hold in general was observed first by Keller see
w x. w x56 and is a consequence of the following results of Osofsky 58 . Let L
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be a ring with cardinality / and r.gl.dim L s k . Suppose that L is an
< < < Ž . <regular local ring with L s LrJac L or a complete regular local ring or
w xL s k x , . . . , x and k is a field. Then if Q is the quotient field, we have1 k
Ž .p.d Q s min k , n q 1 . In particular assuming the continuum hypothesisL
/ 0 Ž .2 s / , we have p.d R x, y, z s 2. Hence there are coherent rings1 R wx, y, zx
L having flat modules with arbitrary large finite projective dimension. For
example let k be a field and let t be determined by the equation
Ž < <. Ž ./ s max / , k . Then the flat module k x , x , . . . , x over the coherentt 0 1 2 n
w xring k x , x , . . . , x has projective dimension t q 1. By Proposition 12.91 2 n
Ž .for these rings, D L is not Brown, if t G 1. By Remark 12.10, it follows
 4 Ž .that for any n g N j ‘ , there exists a von Neumann regular ring L
Ž .with p.gl.dim D L s n.
The next example shows that the left and right pure global dimensions
of the derived category of a ring can be different, if they are positive.
In particular it shows that the Brown property is not left]right hand sym-
metric.
EXAMPLE 12.14. There exists a ring L with the following properties:
Ž . Ž . Ž op.i p.gl.dim D L / p.gl.dim D L .
Ž . Ž . Ž op.ii D L is a Brown category, but D L is not.
w xIndeed Kaplansky in 41 constructed a von Neumann regular ring L of
< < / 0cardinality L s 2 with r.gl.dim L s 1 and l.gl.dim L G 2. By Corollary
Ž . Ž op.12.11, p.gl.dim D L s 1 and by Remark 12.10, p.gl.dim D L G 2. Hence
Ž . Ž op.by Theorem 11.8, D L is Brown and D L is not. Assuming continuum
/ 0 Ž op.hypothesis 2 s / , it follows from Proposition 12.1 that p.gl.dim D L1
s 2.
12.2. The Deri¤ed Pure Semisimple Conjecture, Categories of Finite Type, and
Roos’s Problem
The next result shows that finite type is a symmetric condition for
derived categories.
PROPOSITION 12.15. The following are equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž .i D L is of finite type.
Ž . Ž op.ii D L is of finite type.
Ž . Ž . Ž op.iii D L and D L are pure-semisimple.
Ž . Ž .iv KGdim D L s 0.
op bŽ .opopProof. The natural duality P f P extends to a duality H P fL L L
bŽ . Ž Ž .b.op Ž op.bopH P , so D L f D L . Using the notation of Section 11, weL
Ž .op Ž op.have p.gl.dim D L s p.gl.dim D L and the assertion follows from
Proposition 11.23.
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Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 12.16. 1 If D L is of finite type, then L is representa-
tion-finite of finite global dimension.
Ž . Ž .2 If L is deri¤ed equi¤alent to a representation-finite right hereditary
Ž .ring, then D L is of finite type.
Ž .3 Let L be a PI-ring or a ring with a Morita duality, for instance, an
Ž .Artin algebra or a quasi-Frobenius ring. If D L is pure semisimple, then L is
of finite representation type and of finite global dimension.
Ž .4 If L is a representation-infinite Artin algebra of finite global dimen-
Ž .sion, then KGdim D L / 1. If L is deri¤ed equi¤alent to a hereditary
Ž .algebra, then KGdim D L / 1, independently of the representation type.
w xProof. By a well-known result of Auslander 39 , a ring is representa-
Ž . Ž .tion-finite iff it is left and right pure semisimple. Then 1 and 2 follow
Ž .from Propositions 12.3 and 12.15. 3 follows from results of Simson,
w xHerzog 35 claiming that right pure semisimple rings with polynomial
identity or with Morita duality are representation-finite.
Ž .4 Since L has finite global dimension, the canonical full embed-
Ž . Ž . bŽ .ding mod L ¤ D L has its image in H P . As in the proof ofL
Ž Ž ..Proposition 12.3, it follows that Mod mod L is a localized quotient of
Ž bŽ .. w xMod H P . It follows from results of Gabriel 30 thatL
Ž Ž .. Ž bŽ .. Ž .Kdim Mod mod L F Kdim Mod H P F GKdim D L . Assume thatL
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..GKdim D L s 1, so Kdim Mod mod L F 1. Since Kdim Mod mod L
Ž w x. Ž Ž ../ 1 for any Artin algebra see 36, 47 , it follows that Kdim Mod mod L
w xs 0. Then by a result of Auslander 2 , it follows that L is representation-
Ž .finite and this is not the case. Hence GKdim D L / 1. If L is derived
Ž .equivalent to a hereditary algebra G and GKdim D L s 1, then
Ž .GKdim D G s 1 and as above we deduce that G is representation finite.
Ž . Ž .Hence by 2 , D L is of finite type. Then by Proposition 12.15,
Ž . Ž .GKdim D L s 0 and this is not true. Hence GKdim D L / 1.
Ž .Part 4 of the above corollary is a partial analogue of a module-theo-
w x w xretic result of Krause 47 and Herzog 36 . We do not know if for any
Ž .Artin algebra L it holds that GKdim D L / 1.
We recall that the still open pure semisimple conjecture asserts that a
right pure semisimple ring L is left pure semisimple; equivalently L is
representation-finite. We formulate an analogue of this conjecture in the
derived category.
Ž .Deri¤ed Pure Semisimple Conjecture 12.17. Pure semisimplicity in D L
Ž . Ž op.is left]right hand symmetric: p.gl.dim D L s 0 m p.gl.dim D L s 0.
Ž . Ž .Equivalently if D L is pure semisimple then D L is of finite type.
Remark 12.18. The truth of the derived pure semisimple conjecture
Ž . Ž .DPSC implies the truth of the pure semisimple conjecture PSC . Indeed
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w xif DPSC is true and PSC is not, then by 35 , there exists a right hereditary
right pure semisimple ring which is not left pure semisimple. By Proposi-
Ž . Ž op.tion 12.3, D L is pure semisimple; hence also D L is pure semisimple.
By Proposition 12.3 again, L is left pure semisimple, which is not true.
Ž .Hence PSC is true. Note that by Proposition 12.3, for left and right
hereditary rings, DPSC is equivalent to PSC.
EXAMPLE 12.19. The following example provides a negati¤e answer to
Roos’s Problem 11.22, to Question 11.21, and to the derived pure semisim-
w xple conjecture for ‘‘rings with several objects’’ in the sense of Mitchell 53 .
Consider / , t G 0 as a totally ordered set, let k be a field of cardinalityt
w Ž .x/ , and let / , Mod k be the category of k-linear representations of / .0 t t
Ž . w Ž .xLet k / be the ringoid which yields an equivalence / , Mod k ft t
Ž Ž .op. w x Ž Ž .op.Mod k / . By a result of Brune 17 , Mod k / is hereditary andt t
Ž Ž ..pure semisimple and p.gl.dim Mod k / s t q 1 if t - / and ‘ if t G / .t 0 0
Ž .As in Proposition 12.3, it follows that the compactly generated derived
Ž Ž Ž .op..category D Mod k / is pure semisimple but the derived cate-t
Ž Ž Ž ...gory D Mod k / is not. Using Proposition 12.15 we infer thatt
Ž Ž Ž .op..D Mod k / is pure semisimple but not of finite type.t
Ž Ž Ž .op..On the other hand since D Mod k / is pure semisimple, we havet
Ž Ž Ž Ž .op..b.that the Grothendieck category Mod D Mod k / is Frobenius butt
Ž Ž Ž .op..not locally finite since otherwise, D Mod k / would be of finite type.t
w xNote that by the Faith]Walker theorem 27 , the answer to Roos’s prob-
lem is affirmative for rings.
For the representation-theoretic notions and arguments used in the
Ž .following result which shows that for Artin algebras, DPSC is true , we
w xrefer to 33 .
THEOREM 12.20. For an Artin algebra L the following are equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž .i D L is of finite type.
Ž . Ž .ii D L is pure semisimple.
Ž .iii L is an iterated tilted algebra of Dynkin type.
Ž .iv L is deri¤ed equi¤alent to a representation finite hereditary algebra.
Ž .In this case, the set of isoclasses of indecomposable compact objects of D L
up to shift is finite.
Ž . Ž . w x Ž . Ž .Proof. By Proposition 12.15, i « ii and by 33 , iii « iv . By Corol-
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .lary 12.16, iv « i . So it remains to prove that ii implies iii .
Ž . Ž .ii « iii By Corollary 12.16, L is a representation finite algebra of
ˆ w xfinite global dimension. Let L be the repetitive algebra of L. By 33 we
b b ˆŽ . Ž Ž .. Ž .have a triangle equivalence H P s D mod L ( mod L . We shallL
ˆshow that L is locally representation-finite. Let P be the category ofLˆ
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ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .projective objects in mod L . Since mod L is a Frobenius category, by
ˆŽ .Proposition 9.2, P is a weak abelian category. Since mod L is a lengthLˆ
Ž . Ž .category any object has finite length , the module category Mod P isLˆ
locally Noetherian; hence it is perfect according to Proposition 9.2. Since
b ˆ ˆŽ . Ž . Ž Ž ..H P ( mod L , we have that Mod mod L is also perfect. By a resultL
ˆw x Ž Ž .. Ž .of Simson 66 , since Mod mod L and Mod P are perfect, the moduleLˆ
ˆŽ Ž ..category Mod mod L is also perfect or equivalently locally Noetherian.
ˆLet G : L be a finite full convex subcategory. Then we have an inclusion
ˆŽ . Ž . Ž Ž ..mod G : mod L . This inclusion implies that Mod mod G is a localizing
ˆŽ Ž ..subcategory of Mod mod L . Since the latter is a locally Noetherian
Ž Ž ..category, so is Mod mod G . But since G is an Artin algebra, by a
w xwell-known result of Auslander 39 , we have that G is representation-finite.
ˆ w xHence L is locally representation-finite. By 33 , L is an iterated tilted
algebra of Dynkin type. The last claim is trivial and is left to the reader.
w xThe next corollaries follow from 7, 8 and the above results.
COROLLARY 12.21. Let L be a finite dimensional hereditary k-algebra
o¤er an algebraically closed field k of cardinality / . Then we ha¤e thet
following:
Ž . Ž . Ži If t s 0, then p.gl.dim D L s 0 or 1. 0 occurs iff L is representa-
.tion-finite.
Ž .ii If t ) 0, then:
Ž . Ž .a If L is representation-finite, then p.gl.dim D L s 0.
Ž . Ž .b If L is tame, then p.gl.dim D L s 2.
Ž . Ž .g If L is wild, then p.gl.dim D L s t q 1.
COROLLARY 12.22. Let Q be a qui¤er with or without oriented cycles and
w xlet L s k Q be its qui¤er-algebra o¤er an algebraically closed field k of
cardinality / . Then:t
Ž . Ž .i If t s 0, then p.gl.dim D L s 0 or 1, the ¤alue 0 occurs iff Q is
Dynkin.
Ž .ii If t ) 0, then:
Ž . Ž .a If Q is a Dynkin diagram, then p.gl.dim D L s 0.
Ž . Ž .b If Q is an oriented cycle, then p.gl.dim D L s 1.
Ž .g If Q is extended Dynkin not an oriented cycle, then
Ž .p.gl.dim D L s 2.
Ž .d In all the remaining cases, Q is a wild qui¤er and
Ž .p.gl.dim D L s t q 1.
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COROLLARY 12.23. Let L be a finite dimensional local or radical squared
zero k-algebra o¤er an algebraically closed field of uncountable cardinality / .t
Ž .If D L is Brown, then L is representation-finite.
12.3. Stable Module Caegories
Let C be a skeletally small additive category such that the module
Ž .category Mod C is Frobenius. It is not difficult to see that the stable
Ž . Ž .b Ž .category Mod C is compactly generated and Mod C s mod C . If
Ž op.Mod C is also Frobenius, then the Auslander]Bridger transpose duality
Ž .op f Ž op. w x Ž Ž .b.opfunctor Tr: mod C “ mod C , see 3 , shows that Mod C
Ž op.bf Mod C .
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 12.24. p.gl.dim Mod C s p.gl.dim Mod C . In particular
Ž . Ž .if w C F / , for some t G 0, then p.gl.dim Mod C F t q 1.t
Proof. Since any projective right C-module is pure projective, it follows
Ž .trivially that M g Mod C is pure projective iff M is pure projective.
Similarly it is not difficult to see that a short exact sequence 0 “ K “ L
Ž . Ž .“ M “ 0 in Mod C is pure iff the induced triangle K “ L “ M “ S K
Ž . Ž .is pure in Mod C ; further any pure triangle in Mod C arises in this way.
It follows that a pure projective resolution of M induces a pure projective
resolution of M and any pure projective resolution of M in the stable
category arises in this way. This implies that p.p.d M s p.p.d M, ;M g
Ž . Ž . Ž .Mod C . Hence we have p.gl.dim Mod C s p.gl.dim Mod C .
Ž .THEOREM 12.25. If Mod C is Frobenius then the following are equi¤a-
lent:
Ž . Ž . Ž .i Mod C is pure semisimple of finite type .
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii Mod C is pure semisimple and locally Artinian .
Ž . Ž Ž .. Žiii Mod mod C is locally Noetherian or perfect and locally Ar-
.tinian .
Ž . Ž op. Ž op.If Mod C is of finite type, then Mod C is Frobenius and Mod C is of
finite type. Finally if one of the abo¤e equi¤alent conditions is true, then:
Mod C ( Proj Mod mod C s Flat Mod mod CŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
s Inj Mod mod C .Ž .Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. By Theorem 9.3, i m iii and by Proposition 12.24, i m ii .
The easy proof of the remaining assertions and the parenthetical case is
left to the reader.
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Ž . Ž .If L is a QF-ring, then Mod L is Frobenius. Hence Mod L is a
Ž .b Ž .compactly generated triangulated category and Mod L s mod L . The
w xfollowing consequence of Theorem 12.25 generalizes a result of 13, 48 .
COROLLARY 12.26. Let L be a QF-ring. Then the following are equi¤a-
lent:
Ž . Ž . Ž op. Ž .i Mod L , equi¤alently Mod L , is pure semisimple of finite type .
Ž . Ž .ii The set of isoclasses of indecomposable compact objects of Mod L
is finite.
Ž .iii L is representation finite.
Ž . Ž .If L is an Artin algebra, we denote by T L s L h D L the trivial
w xextension of L by the minimal injective cogenerator 33 . The following
consequence of Theorems 12.20 and 12.25 shows that the finite type
Ž . Ž Ž ..property coincides for the three triangulated categories D L , Mod T L ,
ˆŽ .Mod L , associated to L.
COROLLARY 12.27. For an Artin algebra L the following are equi¤alent.
Ž . Ž .i The deri¤ed category D L of L is of finite type.
Ž . Ž Ž ..ii The stable module category Mod T L is of finite type.
ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .iii The stable module category Mod L of its repetiti¤e algebra L is of
finite type.
Ž .iv L is an iterated tilted algebra of Dynkin type.
COROLLARY 12.28. Let L be a finite dimensional self-injecti¤e local
k-algebra, o¤er an algebraically closed field k. Then the following statements
are equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž . Ž .i Mod L is a Brown category, i.e., p.gl.dim Mod L F 1.
Ž .ii Either L is representation finite or else k is a countable field.
Ž . Ž .Proof. That ii implies i follows from Proposition 12.24. Suppose that
Ž . Ž .Mod L is Brown. If p.gl.dim Mod L s 0, then L is representation-finite.
Ž .If p.gl.dim Mod L s 1, then by Proposition 12.24, r.p.gl.dim L s 1. Then
w xby 8 , k is countable.
Using induction on the p-Sylow subgroups, we have the following
consequence first observed by Benson and Gnacadja.
w xCOROLLARY 12.29 15 . Let L s kG be the group algebra of a finite group
Ž .G o¤er an algebraically closed field k with char k s p. Then the following are
equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž . Ž .i Mod L is a Brown category, i.e., p.gl.dim Mod L F 1.
Ž .ii Either G has cyclic p-Sylow subgroups or else k is a countable field.
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Ž .If L and G are derived equivalent rings, then p.gl.dim D L s
Ž .p.gl.dim D G . If in addition L, G are self-injective Artin algebras, then by
w x Ž . Ž .63 , there exists a triangle equivalence Mod L f Mod G . Hence p.gl.dim
Ž . Ž .Mod L s p.gl.dim Mod G . Finally if L is an Artin algebra of finite
w xglobal dimension, then by Happel’s theorem 33 , there exists a triangle
ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .equivalence D L f Mod L , where L is the repetitive algebra. Since
ˆŽ . Ž .Mod L is Frobenius, in case gl.dim L - ‘, we have p.gl.dim D L s
ˆŽ .p.gl.dim Mod L . It is interesting to have characterizations in representa-
tion-theoretic terms of Artin algebras, resp. self-injective Artin algebras,
with Brown derived categories, resp. stable module categories.
Ž . Ž .If the derived resp. stable module category of a ring resp. QF-ring is
a Brown category, then the results of Sections 10 and 11 are true for the
Ž . Ž Ž ..triangulated category D L resp. Mod L . We leave the formulations of
these results to the reader.
Remark 12.30. The results of this section indicate that finite type is the
appropriate notion of ‘‘representation-finiteness’’ for derived and stable
categories. It is unclear what are the appropriate notions for tameness and
wildness in these categories in analogy with the tame]wild dichotomy of
finite dimensional algebras.
12.4. Localization and the Deri¤ed Category
Ž .Let L be an associative ring. We denote by H L be the unbounded
Ž Ž ..homotopy category of all right L-modules and by H Proj L the homotopy
category of all projective right L-modules.
DEFINITION 12.31. A complex P v is called a Cartan]Eilenberg projecti¤e
Ž . vcomplex CE-projective complex, for short , if P is homotopy equivalent
to a complex having projective components and zero differential.
Ž .The full subcategory of H L of all CE-projective complexes is denoted
Ž .by P . Setting E [ E P , we obtain a proper class of triangles inCE CE
Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽH L , and H L has enough projectives and P E s P see for instanceCE
w x. Ž .  nŽ . 423, 26 . Choosing C s H L and X s S L ‹ n g Z in Theorem 6.5
and keeping the terminology and notation of Section 6, we have the
w xfollowing result proved in 16, 42, 67, 71 , by using essentially the natural
closed model structure of the category of complexes.
$
‘Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 12.32. 1 P E * is the full subcategory H L of H LŽ . P
consisting of all complexes Av which are homotopy equi¤alent to complexes P v
with the following property. There exists a tower of complexes
0 : P v : P v : ??? : P v : P v : ??? : P v0 1 n nq1
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such that:
Ž . v v v v† P s D P , each inclusion P : P splits in each com-nG 0 n n nq1
ponent, and each quotient complex P v rP v is a CE-projecti¤e complex.nq1 n
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .2 D H L s D L , the quotient functor H L “ D L admits aE
Ž Ž .. Ž .fully faithful left adjoint, and A H L is the subcategory H L of acyclicE Ac
complexes.
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 The canonical functor H L “ D L is a triangle equi¤alence.P
Ž . Ž . Ž .4 The inclusion H L ¤ H L has a left adjoint a, the inclusionAc
Ž . Ž . vH L ¤ H L has a right adjoint p, and any complex A is contained in aP
triangle
p Av “ Av “ a Av “ S p Av ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
where
p Av g H L and a Av g H L .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .P Ac
Ž . Ž . Ž .5 Any additi¤e functor F: Mod L “ Mod G has a total left deri¤ed
functor
L F : D L “ D G .Ž . Ž .
It is clear from Section 6 that the above theorem holds in much more
general situations, for instance, in the stable homotopy category, and in
the derived category of a Grothendieck category with projectives, where as
w xnoted in 16, 42, 67, 71 , the theory implies the existence of total left
derived functors defined on unbounded complexes. The dual result con-
cerning injectives and total right derived functors also holds, and can be
applied for instance to the derived category of any Grothendieck category,
e.g., to categories of sheaves, since the theory of the previous sections can
Žbe dualized compactness can be avoided using the cohomology functor as
.in Remark 6.6 . The main theorem of Section 6 also covers the construc-
tion of the various derived categories associated with projective classes
w xin 20 .
12.5. The Stable Deri¤ed Category
For simplicity we assume that L is an Artin algebra. We denote by
bŽ . bŽ Ž ..D L the bounded derived category D mod L . It is well known that
bŽ . y, bŽ . q, bŽ .D L s H P s H I , where I is the full subcategory ofL L L
Ž . y, bŽ . Ž q, bŽ ..mod L consisting of injective modules and H P H I is theL L
yŽ . Ž qŽ ..full subcategory of H P H I , consisting of complexes withL L
bounded cohomology. As in Section 12.4, the Cartan]Eilenberg projectives
bŽ .P in D L form the full subcategory of E-projectives of a proper classCE
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bŽ .of triangles E , and moreover using the above identifications, D L has
enough E-injectives, namely the full subcategory I of the Cartan]Eilen-CE
bŽ .berg injective complexes in D L .
Ž . bŽ .The projectively stable bounded derived category D L of L is
bŽ .defined to be the stable category D L rP , and similarly the injectivelyCE
bŽ . Ž .stable bounded derived category D L of L is defined to be the stable
bŽ . bŽ .category D L rI . By Section 7, we have that D L is left triangulatedCE
bŽ .and D L is right triangulated.
b bŽ . Ž .PROPOSITION 12.33. L is self-injecti¤e iff D L is triangulated iff D L
b bŽ . Ž .is triangulated. If L is self-injecti¤e, then D L s D L .
Ž .Proof. Let 0 “ A “ B “ C “ 0 be an exact sequence in mod L . It
w x w x w x w x bŽ . bŽ .induces a triangle A 0 “ B 0 “ C 0 “ A 1 g E in D L . If D L
w xis triangulated, then L 0 g P : I . Hence the sequence 0 “CE CE
Ž w x w x. Ž w x w x. Ž w x w x.C 0 , L 0 “ B 0 , L 0 “ A 0 , L 0 “ 0, equivalently the sequence
Ž . Ž . Ž .0 “ C, L “ B, L “ A, L “ 0, is exact and L is self-injective. Con-
versely if L is self-injective, then P s I . Then obviously P s I andL L CE CE
bŽ .by Theorem 7.2, D L is triangulated.
bŽ .Our aim is to show that the stable derived category D L is connected
Ž .with the stable module category mod L , which is also left triangulated, in
bŽ . Ž .the same way as D L is connected with mod L . Consider the projective
Ž . bŽ .resolution functor D : mod L “ D L , which assigns a deleted projective
resolution to a L-module. Trivially D sends projective modules to CE-pro-
Ž . bŽ .jective complexes; hence it induces a functor R: mod L “ D L , mak-
ing the following diagram commutative
6 6Ž . Ž .P mod L mod LL
6 6 6
D R
b b6 6Ž . Ž .P D L D LCE
n bŽ . Ž .The cohomology functors H : D L “ mod L , n g Z, send the class of
bŽ . Ž .triangles E in D L to short exact sequences in mod L and they send
n bŽ . Ž .P to P ; hence there are induced functors H : D L “ mod L . WeCE L
denote by H [ [ H n and H [ [ H n. Using the definition ofng Z ng Z
bŽ .the functor R and the construction of the triangulation of D L as in
Section 7, it is easy to deduce the following.
PROPOSITION 12.34. The functors R , H are exact, R is fully faithful, and
bŽ .H R s Id . Further E-gl.dim D L s gl.dim L and the functor RmodŽL .
Ž Ž .. Ž bŽ ..induces an isomorphism K mod L ( K D L between the Grothendieck0 0
Ž . bŽ .groups of the left triangulated categories mod L and D L .
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v v v bŽ .LEMMA 12.35. A morphism f : A “ B in D L is an isomorphism in
bŽ . n v n v n vD L iff ;n g Z, H f : H A “ H B are isomorphisms inŽ . Ž . Ž .
Ž .mod L .
v bŽ . v v vProof. If f is an isomorphism in D L , then there exists g : B “ A
such that 1 v y f v ( g v, 1 v y g v ( f v factor through some CE-projectiveA B
nŽ v. nŽ v. nŽ v. nŽ v.v. v.n ncomplex. Then 1 y H f ( H g and 1 y H g ( H fH Ž A H ŽB
factor through some projective module. Hence H n f v are isomorphismsŽ .
Ž . bŽ .in mod L , ;n g Z. Conversely since D L is a Krull]Schmidt category,
we can assume that Av, B v do not have summands with projective
n v Ž . nŽ v.homology. If H f are isomorphisms in mod L , then so are H f .Ž .
v b bŽ .Hence f is invertible in D L , hence in D L .Ž .
Ž .bIn the following result we denote by mod L the full subcategory of the
Ž .ZZ-graded category mod L consisting of all the bounded objects.
Ž . bŽ . Ž .bCOROLLARY 12.36. 1 The homology functor H: D L “ mod L is
a representation equi¤alence iff the functor R is an equi¤alence iff gl.dim L
F 1.
Ž . bŽ .2 If L is indecomposable, then D L is abelian iff L is hereditary
1-Gorenstein.
Ž .Proof. Part 1 follows as in Theorem 10.2, using Proposition 12.34 and
bŽ .the fact that L is hereditary iff any indecomposable complex in D L is a
w x w xstalk complex in some degree 33 . If L is indecomposable, then by 4 , L
Ž . Ž .is hereditary 1-Gorenstein iff mod L is abelian. Part 2 follows from this,
Ž .using 1 and Proposition 12.34.
w xThe following generalizes results of Wheeler 72 , in which Lemma 12.35
and the next result are proved in the case of a self-injective algebra. We
note that by Proposition 12.33, in case L is self-injective, the stable derived
w xcategory is triangulated. This is also a result of Wheeler 73 , proved by
different methods.
Ž .THEOREM 12.37. Let L, G be Artin algebras, and let F, G be an adjoint
Ž . Ž .pair of exact functors, F: mod L ~ mod G : G. Then the following are
equi¤alent:
Ž .i The functors F, G preser¤e projecti¤es and the induced functors F:
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .mod L “ mod G and G: mod G “ mod L are in¤erse triangle equi¤a-
lences.
Ž . v bŽ . bŽ . v bŽ .ii The induced functors F : D L “ D G and G : D G “
bŽ . v bŽ . bŽ .D L preser¤e CE-projecti¤es and the induced functors F : D L “ D G
v bŽ . bŽ .and G : D G “ D L are in¤erse triangle equi¤alences.
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Proof. Fix counit « : FG “ Id and unit d : Id “ GF. LetmodŽG . modŽL .
F v, Gv be the induced functors on the derived categories. Then « , d
induce morphisms « v, d v which are counit and unit, respectively, of an
Ž v v. Ž .adjoint pair F , G . If condition i holds, then since F, G preserve
projectives, the functors F v, Gv preserve CE-projectives, so we have
induced functors F v, Gv on the stable derived categories. It is easy to see
Ž v v. v vthat F , G is also an adjoint pair, with counit « and unit d . By
Lemma 12.35, it suffices to show that H n « v , H n d v are isomorphisms.Ž . Ž .
This is immediate, from the fact that the induced morphisms « , d are
isomorphisms in the stable module categories by hypothesis. The converse
follows similarly.
w xSince by 63 , derived equivalent self-injective algebras are stably equiva-
Ž .lent by an equivalence satisfying condition i of the above theorem, we
have the following.
COROLLARY 12.38. Let L, G be deri¤ed equi¤alent self-injecti¤e Artin
bŽ . bŽ .algebras. Then the triangulated categories D L and D G are triangle
equi¤alent.
Remark 12.39. The results of this section generalize to the homotopy
category of complexes of injective comodules, resp. stable category of
comodules modulo injectives, over commutative, resp. finite dimensional,
Hopf algebras over a field. Also most of the results concerning the stable
derived category generalize to the unbounded case and are valid for any
ring. Details are left to the reader.
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